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PREFACE

My interest in the art and life of Ivan Puni and the Russian avant-garde started long
before I began my studies in art history. Between 2002 and 2010 I had the opportunity to view
Puni’s works in both public and private collections in Europe, including during several visits
to Herman Berninger (1912–2012) in Davos and Zurich, Switzerland. While Berninger became
a collector of and an expert on Puni’s art later in his life, he had befriended Puni and his wife,
Xana, in Paris in 1952. After Puni’s death in 1956, Berninger received two packages of archival
materials from Xana containing documents cataloguing Puni’s artworks, as well as 20 paintings
and more than 100 works on paper. With Xana’s help, Berninger sorted the documents and
catalogued the artworks. He then tracked down all of Puni’s artworks held in museums, private
collections, galleries, and auction houses. These extensive efforts were the groundwork for the
two-volume catalogue raisonné that Berninger published in 1972. This was the beginning of
Puni’s legacy.
During my visits to Berninger in Davos and Zurich, he allowed me access to his
extensive collection of Puni’s paintings and reliefs, some of which had never been seen in
public. He also shared fascinating insights about Puni’s life and career. My interest was sparked
by these encounters and I have followed in the footsteps of Berninger, focusing my art historical
research on Puni’s art. I am grateful to Berninger for his kindness and thankful for his passion
for collecting and continuing the legacy of Ivan Puni.
A decade later, when I started doing research on and studying Puni, I realized that there
was a great deal written about his life and work in Russia and very little about his years in
Berlin. I had, however, read about Puni’s solo show held at the famous Der Sturm gallery, and
of course, about the most famous painting from his Berlin period, Synthetic Musician. The
deeper I explored Puni’s Berlin period and the styles of his works, the more I realized how
iii

complex a period it was for Puni, and the complexity of the topic. He was incorporating aspects
of Dada along with Russian modernism. I was convinced that what Puni had accomplished in
Berlin was unique, but I couldn’t find much literature to back me up.
I encountered several stumbling blocks in my research on Puni. As I tried to write a
meaningful, standard historiography about Puni, I realized that there were very few sources
available, and these have serious shortcomings when considering the entire body of Puni’s
work. There is only one monograph on Puni: Ivan Puni (2007) by Dmitry Sarabianov which is
written in Russian. From a scholarly point of view, Sarabianov’s book summarizes the existing
knowledge on Puni without presenting any new findings. Aside from this, there are only two
scholarly studies that deal with Puni’s art: Hannah Vallette’s master’s thesis from 1982 and
Charlotte Humphreys’s 1989 dissertation on Cubo-Futurism which contains two chapters on
Puni. Neither of these studies grasps the complexity of Puni’s art; the authors instead focus on
singular aspects of it. I began to consider whether a thesis based solely on Puni’s Berlin period
was feasible. I came to the conclusion that it is not; Puni’s work during his Russian period is
essential background to understanding his exhibition at Der Sturm and his work in Berlin in
general. One need only to look at Synthetic Musician to see that, although it debuted during his
transitory Berlin period, it is an amalgamation of Russian avant-garde art styles. For this reason,
I found it logical to organize my thesis into two chapters, corresponding to the two main periods
discussed: Russia (Chapter 1) and Berlin (Chapter 2).
My goal is to document Puni’s relationship to Cubism and Suprematism, to reveal how
his few months in Vitebsk in 1919 had an influence on him later, and of course, to show how
all these influences were brought to fruition during his years in Berlin, especially at Der Sturm.
His solo Der Sturm exhibition is highlighted because it is essentially a “self-portrait” of the
artist as he was at that time: uncertain about the future, aware of his liminality, standing at the
iv

cusp of Western and Russian artistic influences, and synthesizing them to make them his own.
Puni was not a marginal artist or solely a member of Suprematism—he was eager participant
in all the revolutionary avant-garde changes. Once he grasped the principles of one movement,
he moved on to exploring another, and another, integrating all the styles’ aesthetics into his
own art.
Time and time again, I have come to the conclusion that Puni’s Synthetic Musician—
which fascinated me from the first time I saw it—exemplifies his identity as a synthesizer of
many styles and forms. While composed of disparate elements, the identity presented in the
painting is not fragmented or transitional; it is an actualized self-expression. Puni never forgot
about this painting; he always exhibited it, presenting it with completely different
compositions. It was the expression of what he accomplished in Berlin as a young man.
My discussion of Puni in Berlin between 1920 and 1924 opens up a new avenue for
further research on the topic. Examining Puni’s work in Berlin and his preceding Russian
period is my attempt to shed light on aspects of the artist’s career that have otherwise received
scant scholarly attention, and which certainly deserve more.
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It is my sincere hope that the readers of this thesis will go on to see, enjoy, and be
enriched by the works of the talented Ivan Puni.
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The laws of an artwork are included in the very artwork. The composition
of a picture can only be assessed using the logic of that given picture.
Ivan Puni, Contemporary Art1

INTRODUCTION
This thesis presents an analysis of the extraordinary artistic capabilities of artist,
theorist, writer, and illustrator Ivan Albertovich Puni (1892–1956). Puni’s life can be divided
into four distinct periods: his formative years in Paris and Russia (1910–1914), his mature
development in Russia (1914–1919), his transitory time in Berlin (1920–1924), and his final
years in Paris (1924–1956).2 Remarkably, within a relatively short time span early in his career
(1914–1924), Puni created and presented works that drew upon the aesthetic fabric of a greater
number of styles and artistic movements than any other artist had ever explored together,
including European styles such as Realism, Impressionism, Fauvism, and Cubism, among
others. In Russia, Puni also took part in the Futurist, Cubo-Futurist, Alogist, Suprematist, and
Lettrist movements and styles. Subsequently, in Germany, Puni dabbled in Dada, German
Expressionism, Neo-Plasticism, and early Purism, always creating unique interpretations of the
styles that influenced him.
This thesis has two aims. First, it offers a comprehensive analysis of Western European
(especially Parisian) and Russian influences on Ivan Puni’s art during the period 1910–1919,
prior to his departure from Russia. Second, as Puni’s time in Berlin has thus far received scant
scholarly attention, this thesis attempts to fill the academic void with the first full-scale study
of Puni’s Berlin period, notably his solo exhibition at Der Sturm gallery in February 1921. My
1

Puni, Contemporary Art, 33.

2

Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 74. Vallette speaks of a less extravagant, French “intimist” style.
1

main arguments are twofold: First, Puni’s Russian period, during which he both explored and
questioned international avant-garde artistic movements, offered him essential material to
synthesize and innovate once he left Russia for Berlin. Second, Puni’s Berlin period was crucial
to his career, as it was there that he developed his most striking synthesis of Western and
Russian artistic styles.3
Puni’s artistic roots were eclectic to say the least. This eclecticism gave way to an
unprecedented variety in his work and, crucially, to his interpretations of the various artistic
styles and movements he participated in during the first decades of the century. His formative
years were strongly influenced by Realist painter Ilya Repin and Parisian art, including the
work of Henri Matisse,4 while his early Russian avant-garde art bears clear traces of Cubism.5
Puni later worked in a Russian Cubo-Futurist style and quickly developed his own autonomous
style within that movement.6 He became a unique voice in the Russian Futurist and Suprematist
movements between 1914 and 1920, organizing two major Russian Futurist exhibitions (1915
and 1915/1916) to which he also was a major contributor.7 His aims with regard to the Futurist
3

His Berlin years connected his work with Expressionism and Dada, for example. Puni did not call his work
Dada-oriented, but some of his contemporaries did, including Hans Richter, who stated that Puni had already
been a Dadaist in Russia. See Breton, “Three Dada Manifestos,” 203. This claim of the early Russian avantgarde art being Dadaist or premature Dadaism will be discussed further in connection with Puni’s Berlin period
and his Der Sturm exhibition.
Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 74. Vallette proposes that Puni had a “Fauve” period between 1911 and 1913. See the
section “1910–1914: The Years of Training ” in this manuscript.
4

5

Most notably between the years 1913 and 1915, and especially in 1914. Famous works from this period are
Portrait of the Artist’s Wife (Figure 9) showing Analytical Cubism, Boots and Chair (Figure 11), and the Cubist
collage Card Players (Figure 13). Vallette proposes a purely Cubist period from 1913 until 1914 (Puni’s collage
experiments started in 1914), while she admits that he continued to apply Cubist styles until 1929; Vallette 74.
Herman Berninger and Jean-Albert Cartier note that Puni continued with Cubist painting until at least 1919. See
Berninger and Cartier, Jean Pougny (Iwan Puni) 1892-1956, Tome I, 146.
6

Only two works in a Russian Cubo-Futurist style are known for certain: Window Cleaning (Figure 16) and
Harmonica (Figure 10). See sections 1.1 and 1.2 for discussion.
7

Sarabyanov, Ivan Puni, 28; Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 37, 50–51, and 67. Charlotte Douglas emphasizes
that these exhibitions played an inaugural role for Suprematism; Douglas, “Suprematist Embroidered
Ornament,” 42.
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movement culminated in the second of these Futurist exhibitions, at which time Puni, together
with Kazimir Malevich, wrote and published the Suprematist Manifesto (1915), one of the most
formative early-avant-garde documents.8 Both Puni’s art and his role in shaping this manifesto
were heavily influenced by zaum, the concept of transrational reality.9 However, as enthusiastic
as he was about this movement, Puni did not give himself over to it completely: during the
same period (1915–1919) he continued to produce representational art.10 In this period, he also
created Russian Revolutionary works and sketches (1917–1918), black-and-white drawings
(1917 and 1919), and Lettrist works (1917–1919),11 which must be understood as additional
painterly propositions for a new understanding of art and the world.12
Puni secretly left Russia at the end of 1919 and arrived in Berlin in October 1920,
following a period of internment in Finland.13 In Berlin, Puni presented a Dada-like solo
exhibition of his reconstructed avant-garde works from 1914 through 1919 at the Der Sturm
gallery in 1921. Puni’s Der Sturm show and his painting Synthetic Musician in particular
8

For the English translation of the Suprematists Statements by Malevich, Puni, Kliun and Menkov, see Bowlt,
Russian Art 1875–1975, 110–114. In contrast to Malevich, Puni’s interpretation of Suprematism was not limited
to two-dimensional compositions; it also included three-dimensional reliefs with real objects attached (Still Life
with Hammer, Figure 13) or included a fourth dimension (Relief with White Ball, Figure 19). With these works,
Puni indicated that art had to emphasize both the formal and the spiritual dimensions; Humphreys, “CuboFuturism in Russia,” 111–112 and 183–184.
The main principles of zaum can be found, for example, in Kruchenykh’s “Novye puti slova” (New Ways of
the Word) in Troe (1913), and Slovo kak takovoe (The Word as Such) written with Khlebnikov in 1913,
Deklaratsia slova kak takovogo (The Declaration of the Word as Such) from 1913, discussed in Humphreys,
“Cubo-Futurism in Russia,” 93. Zaum held that a letter or an object was not a means but a goal in itself. See
Gurianova, “A Game in Hell,” 26.
9
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Apart from 1916, and then in 1917 in increasing intensity; see Nieslony, Bedingtheit der Malerei, 16. See
especially Humphreys (200), as she argues that Puni’s representational works should be discussed with regard to
his attempt to propose a painterly version of the new Russian understanding of art and the world.
Vallette, 74. She categorizes his Lettrist works as his “Constructive-Realist Period,” when, actually, his first
Lettrist works appear before this, in 1915 (e.g., Bani).
11

12

Notably, his black-and-white drawings mix revolutionary realities and the transrational language zaum.
Humphreys discusses Puni’s most famous Lettrist work, Flight of Forms (1919), in the context of a visual
expression or pictorial depiction of Khlebnikov’s “strings of the alphabet;” Humphreys, 161.
13

See the Biographical Background section for details on Puni’s journey from Russia to Berlin.
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introduced a broad Western audience to his synthesis of Western European and Russian artistic
techniques, i.e., Synthetic art.14 While in Berlin, Puni explored other art movements, in
particular the Purist movement, in order to popularize and expand upon his interpretation of
modernism, including his concept of Constructive Naturalism.15 Moreover, his Berlin period
is significant because it was there that Puni published his 1923 book Sovremennaya Zhivopis’
(Contemporary Art)16 in which he explains the fundamental prerequisites for his art and his
interpretation of modernism.17
This manuscript begins with an introduction to Puni as an artist and the twofold thesis
statement, followed by biographical information on Puni. The Historical Background section
provides pertinent information on the early development of the Russian avant-garde movement
and its most important Western influences: Italian Futurism and French Cubism. This section
also describes Cubism and several Russian developments with their respective representatives
(such as zaum and Velimir Khlebnikov) that merit a detailed overview because of their
sustained influence on Puni. The Literature Review section is split into two parts: it first argues
that there is a general lack of research on Puni, even his Russian period, and then carefully
analyzes existing works from the artist’s Berlin period. This section identifies the most
important gaps in research on Puni, ones that are subsequently tackled in Chapter 1 and 2.

Puni’s painting Synthetic Musician, completed in 1921, was presented for the first time at the Grosse Berliner
Kunstausstellung 1922 within the Novembergruppe section; see section 2.4. Puni’s works from his Berlin period
have so far not been categorized convincingly; Vallette, for example, proposes that Puni had a period of still
lifes from 1920–1922 and a “Purist-Interpretative Style” between 1921 and 1929.
14

15

The Purist movement and his Purist experiments allowed Puni to follow up on his Constructive Naturalism
work, developed already in Russia. See Puni, Contemporary Art, 33. For Puni’s interpretation of modernism,
see sections 2.5 and 2.7 of this manuscript.
Ivan Puni, Contemporary Art, 1923; subsequently referred to as Contemporary Art in this manuscript’s text.
The original Russian text has been reprinted in several publications, including a German translation in Iwan
Puni: Synthetischer Musiker, 1992 (105–140); and a French version in Jean Pougny, 1892–1956, 1993 (63–83).
16

17

Puni, 33–36.
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The main part of this thesis begins with a prologue on Puni’s youth, focusing on the
works the artist created between 1910 and 1914 and, in particular, discussing the influences of
Repin, Matisse, and Georges Braque on Puni’s early works. The first section of Chapter 1
details Puni’s early avant-garde art. The second section focuses on his role in the Russian avantgarde movement (1915–1919) and is divided into three sub-sections: the two Futurist
exhibitions of 1915 (Tramway V) and 1915/1916 (0,10) that Puni organized, financed, and
contributed to as an artist; Puni and his relationship with Kazimir Malevich, Suprematism, and
the Black Square; and the avant-garde works the artist developed between 1916 and 1919, the
year he left Russia. The third and final section of Chapter 1 concentrates on Ivan Puni in
Vitebsk and his decision to leave Russia.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to Puni’s Berlin period and split into four sections. The first
section is a detailed examination of the artist’s solo exhibition at Der Sturm gallery, beginning
with a discussion of Herwarth Walden, the gallery’s owner, and his relationship with Berlin
Dada and Expressionism. This is followed by seldom-discussed information about the
relationship between Puni and Der Sturm. The second section focuses on the artworks exhibited
in Puni’s solo show at Der Sturm gallery and the design of the exhibition’s building, both of
which were inspired by many artistic styles and art movements. The third section puts Puni’s
Der Sturm show in context, discussing its parallels with Kurt Schwitters’s Merzbau, the
concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, and Russian concepts of total art, and continues with a discussion
of Puni’s painting Synthetic Musician as a synthesis of Western and Russian avant-garde styles
and a model for Puni’s synthetic art, while also introducing some new findings to established
interpretations. The third section of Chapter 2 also reviews Puni’s representational (Cubist and
Purist-influenced) art, which he intended to be reinterpreted as Constructive Naturalism, a
concept that had been developed earlier in Russia. The final section of Chapter 2 concentrates
5

on Puni’s book Contemporary Art, according to which non-objective painting and construction
had ceased to be art as an end in itself, and Cubist construction and color should be considered
as methods to preserve and revive autonomous art.
Biographical Information
Ivan Puni was born at his family’s dacha on February 22,18 1892, in Kuokkala (now
Finland) within the Russian Empire.19 His parents were Alberto Linton-Puni, an Italian-English
cellist, and Lidia Lomakhina, a Russian aristocrat. Puni’s paternal grandfather was
internationally recognized Italian composer, musician, and conductor Cesare Pugni, who
taught in Milan and conducted in Milan, Paris, and London.20 Puni’s cosmopolitan upbringing
had a significant impact on his art; influenced by his musical grandfather and father, Puni
played the violin and the family’s prosperity enabled him to travel throughout Russia and to
the West gleaning influences from both.21 During his childhood, his parents’ home was
frequently visited by some of the most illustrious artists, poets, and musicians in the country.22
These individuals—including Puni’s family friend, Ilya Repin, a notable painter of the turn of
the nineteenth century—not only nurtured his emerging artistic sensibility, but also supported
the idea that young Ivan could and should pursue his artistic talents, just as his predecessors
18

Based on a new calendar, Puni was born on March 4. The Ivan Puni-Archive in Zurich contains a document
stating the artist’s year of birth as 1890. Recently, Herman Berninger and Jean-Albert Cartier have clarified that
the two-year discrepancy is connected with inheritance procedures. See 0,10, Ivan Puni and Photographs of the
Russian Revolution, 14. For the most complete biographical information on Ivan Puni, see Berninger and
Cartier, Tome I.
19

At that time, the territory of the Grand Duchy of Finland was in the Russian Empire. The area previously
known by the Finnish name Kuokkala became Repino in 1948. It is in the resort district of St. Petersburg,
Russia.
20

Cesare Pugni (1802–1870) was a pianist, an Italian composer of ballet, and a virtuoso violinist. For a more
detailed account of Pugni’s life, see Guest, “Cesare Pugni: A Plea for Justice;” Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1,
12–13; and Kolneder and Pauly The Amadeus Book of the Violin, 325.
21

Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 12.

22

Berninger and Cartier, 14.
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had. Puni’s appreciation of and his connection with Western European cultures undoubtedly
shaped his career and artistic ideas, allowing him to easily transform himself within the
development of rapidly changing, innovative artistic styles in Russia and the West.
Puni’s life followed a course common to other Russian avant-garde artists. As a child
he was enrolled at a private academy of fine arts—in his case, the School of Charles May23 in
St. Petersburg in 1899.24 After one year, he attended classical gymnasium at the St. Petersburg
Military Academy, which he completed successfully.25 In 1909, after completing his military
education, and with the encouragement of Repin, Puni declared his intention to choose painting
as an occupation.26 His mother, who had died in 1904, had bequeathed him a sizeable
inheritance, which Puni, upon maturity, agreed to forego in exchange for a lifelong monthly
stipend and a studio, which his father set up for him at 56 Bolshoi Prospekt in St. Petersburg.27
In the summer of 1908, Puni became acquainted with Xana Leonidovna Boguslavskaya
(1892–1972) when she visited her grandmother in Kuokkala.28 The two met again in Italy in
1912 and married in 1913. Meanwhile, Puni had spent the years 1909–1912 in Paris, where
avant-garde movements—Fauvism, Cubism, Orphism, Futurism, to name a few—were fast
23

Puni studied at the School of Charles May—a private German school for boys founded in 1856—for only one
year; the reason why Puni was taken out of this school is not known.
24

The city now known as St. Petersburg was renamed during the period examined in this thesis. In September
1914, the name of the city was changed from Sankt (St.) Petersburg to Petrograd. In January 1924, it was
changed to Leningrad. For the consistency in this manuscript, I will be referring to the city as St. Petersburg.
25

Berninger and Cartier, 15.

Ilya Repin’s (1844–1930) realistic works may have formed the basis for Puni’s future as an artist. See
Berninger and Cartier, 12 and 245.
26

27

Berninger and Cartier, 15.

28

Xana Boguslavskaya was an artist, fashion designer, and a writer in her own right. She worked as a painter, a
textile artist, an interior designer, and a Futurist/Suprematist artist. Along with Puni, she was an active member
of various avant-garde groups in Russia. Together with Puni, Malevich, and two other artists, Xana signed a
pamphlet on Suprematism which was timed to coincide with the 0,10: The Last Futurist Exhibition of Paintings
exhibition. See Berninger and Cartier, 18–19.
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succeeding each other. Pablo Picasso had exhibited his landscapes at Galerie Vollard in 1909,
the same year that a Russian ballet by Serge Diaghilev was performed in Paris and met with
great success.29 In Paris, Puni began to study at the Académie Julian where Russian artist
Nikolai Tarkhov taught him the principles of Fauvism.30 After a month of lessons, Puni left to
take courses at various private French academies. His exposure to Impressionism, Fauvism,
Cubism, and, following his brief visit to Italy in 1912, Italian Futurism, all contributed to his
creative understanding of the art world and his philosophical and artistic development.31
Individually and collectively, this exposure provided him with a store of experience that he
would later apply to the modernist movements taking place in Russia, where he returned in the
spring of 1912.32
Puni became a major representative of the Russian avant-garde movement by 1915–
1916, financing and organizing two Futurist exhibitions in St. Petersburg. The first, Tramway
V: The First Futurist Exhibition of Paintings, was a panorama exhibition of Cubo-Futurism
(including Puni’s works), while the second, 0,10 [Nol’-desyat’]: The Last Futurist Exhibition
of Paintings, was mainly composed of works with elements of Suprematist style.33 In 1915,
Puni co-signed the Suprematist Manifesto, indicating, at least in part, the direction of his work.
He stated, for example, that an object is the sum of its real elements, that the reality and the
29

Berninger and Cartier, 16. Chagall arrived in Paris in 1910. Puni would have also been familiar with the
works of Georges Braque, Amadeo Modigliani, and Henri Rousseau.
30

Berninger and Cartier, 16–17. The Académie Julian was one of the leading centers for modernist training in
Paris, and was particularly favored by international artists in Paris. It was a more progressive alternative to the
government funded École des Beaux-Arts.
31

Berninger and Cartier, 18.

32

Berninger and Cartier, 19.

33

Berninger and Cartier, 48–50, 65, 154. See also Bowlt, “Transcending Reason,” 37.
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function of an object are not the same, and that a picture presents a new conception of the object
or of real elements.34
The Russian Revolution greatly complicated Puni’s artistic life. Puni focused on
representational still lifes in 1917–1918, as well as creating works that were consistent with
the aims of the Revolution, a topic that will be discussed in Chapter 1. However, during a brief
stay in Vitebsk in 1919—following an invitation from artist Marc Chagall, who directed the
local art institute and provided Puni with a job as a lecturer—Puni publicly criticized the new
role of Soviet art, which he considered utilitarian art.35 This led to his decision to leave Russia,
which he and his wife, Xana Boguslavskaya, secretly did at the end of 1919 following their
brief return to St. Petersburg. After a period of internment, Puni and Boguslavskaya were
allowed to leave Russia, though not for Paris as the couple had originally intended. They were
detained for a year in Finland during the winter of 1919–1920, as Puni was accused of spying
for the Bolsheviks. Ultimately the Punis managed to get transit visas to Greece via Berlin
through Greek relatives of Boguslavskaya’s. Once they reached Berlin in October of 1920, they
chose not to continue on to Greece and instead stayed until 1924.36
In February 1921, Puni became acquainted with Herwarth Walden and mounted a solo
exhibition at Walden’s famous leftist art gallery, Der Sturm. The Berlin gallery’s emphasis on
Expressionism and Dadaism prompted Puni’s critical reflection on those movements. He
quickly produced a Dada-oriented exhibition of his Russian works that showed the fresh
34

Puni et al., Suprematist Manifesto [1915]. For an English translation of the text, see Bowlt, Russian Art of the
Avant-Garde, 112.
35

Lodder, “Art of the Commune,” 32.

For a detailed trajectory of the couple’s travels from Russia to Berlin, see Berninger and Cartier, 113–119 and
121–122; and Roters, “Der Synthetische Musiker,” 23.
36
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influence of Kurt Schwitters and his Merz-Konzept. A year later, Puni presented rarely
combined artistic styles in his painting Synthetic Musician, a sophisticated mixing of figurative
and non-figurative elements that showed he had resolutely turned his back on the tenets of the
Suprematist Manifesto that he had co-authored only a few years before.
While in Berlin, Puni’s approach to the development of modernist art, and Suprematism
and Expressionism in particular, took a new critical turn. He also saw new possibilities in PostCubism and Purism. Some of the still lifes he showed in the Erste Russische Kunstausstellung
(First Russian Art Exhibition) at the Van Diemen Gallery in 1922 and the Grosse Berliner
Kunstausstellung (Great Berlin Art Exhibition) of 1923 reflected these influences. In his book
Contemporary Art, Puni also called for a new conception of object-related art, which he
dubbed: “Constructive Naturalism.”37 He stressed artistic autonomy, and for the first time,
clearly articulated the need for one’s autonomy to freely switch between artistic styles, to
challenge former artistic views, and to abandon others entirely if they had exhausted their
possibilities.38 To Puni, changing styles was essential to his artistic career. After successfully
creating and exhibiting in Berlin, Puni and Boguslavskaya left for France in 1924. By 1929, he
had lost interest in sophisticated, theoretical reflections on art and in the former problems of
composing a picture. He adopted a new “intimist” artistic style, radically reducing art to its
beauty, or what one might describe in late nineteenth century terms as “art for art’s sake.”39

37

Puni, Contemporary Art, 33.

Puni, 33 and 36. He states on page 33: “Until now each specific school assumes absolute truth. We should
finally accept that there is no organic movement in art.”
38
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Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 74.
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Historical Background
It is important to understand the huge and generative influence that French avant-garde
artistic movements had on Russian artistic styles. Western artists such as Paul Cézanne, Paul
Gauguin, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso were immensely influential in Russia in the years
preceding World War I, largely due to a publicly known collection in Moscow assembled by
businessmen and art collectors Sergei Shchukin and Ivan Morozov.40 Shchukin had begun to
collect art in the 1890s, and by the summer of 1914 his collection numbered 221 works from
the French Impressionist and Post-Impressionist schools, including vital Fauve and post-Fauve
works by Matisse and Analytical Cubist works by Picasso.41 By 1908, Shchukin’s collection
was open to the public on Sunday afternoons, allowing those interested to study the latest
developments in Western European art.42
It is evident that in the early twentieth century, cultural exchange from the West
characterized Russian art and culture. In fact, the exchange of ideas went both ways. In April
1908—the same year in which Puni exhibited his first works of art—the Salon Zolotoe Runo
(Golden Fleece Salon) in Moscow initiated a new dialogue between East and West. The Golden
Fleece united writers, poets, and artists, and introduced Russia to French artists. It organized
exhibitions in Moscow in 1908–1909 that were divided in two sections: the French section
showcased works of Impressionism, Pointilism, and Fauvism by such artists as Paul Cézanne,
Paul Gauguin, Auguste Renoir, Vincent van Gogh, Henri Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, and many
others, while the Russian section presented works by Mikhail Larionov and Natalia
40

On the history of the Shchuckin and Morozov collection, see Kean, French Painters, Russian Collectors.

41

Gray, The Russian Experiment in Art 1863–1922, 68.

42

Gray, 68.
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Gontcharova, as well as artists from the Blue Rose43 group and others. Russian artists were
emphasizing indigenous Russian art forms, a move that complemented the Western modernist
influence. For example, the primitive qualities and immediacy of both popular and religious
Russian art paralleled the interest in Primitivism seen in the art of Gauguin, van Gogh, and
Henri Rousseau at the time, as well as in the proto-Cubist works of Pablo Picasso—all of whom
were well represented in the Shchukin collection.44 By 1912, the Russian avant-garde had been
firmly established as a movement. There were even several sub-groups of avant-garde Russian
artists, such as the Union of Youth (Soiuz Molodezhi or Союз Молодежи)45 in St. Petersburg
which, for the first time, united both avant-garde artists and poets on a larger scale.46
F.T. Marinetti, the founder of the Futurist movement, published his manifesto in Paris’s
Le Figaro on February 20, 1909,47 and it was published in Russia a few weeks later.48 The
second issue of the Union of Youth (Soiuz molodezhi) journal contained translations of the 1910
43

Blue Rose was a group of Moscowite artists who succeeded the World of Art as the new movement in
Russian painting after 1905. Those artists were effectively the second generation of Symbolist painters. Gray,
62.
44
Barr, Matisse, 105.
45

Subsequently called Union of Youth in this manuscript.

46

For a more detailed history of the establishment of the group and its participants, see Gray, The Russian
Experiment in Art 1863–1922, 115. Another such group was the Knave of Diamonds, which united the various
smaller artistic groups of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Odessa, and Kiev for the first time in December 1910.
Italian Futurism was sparked by Marinetti’s Manifesto del Futurismo, which stated that “art can be nothing
but violence, cruelty and injustice” and asserted the movement’s intention of glorifying war and violence in
order to demonstrate the strength and power of the new art, an art born out of opposition to the older forms. See
Marinetti, “The Foundation and Manifesto of Futurism,” and Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, Art in Theory
1900–1990, 145–147. In February 1912, the Italian Futurists held their first major exhibition at the Galerie
Bernheim-Jeune in Paris. Two reviews of the exhibition appeared in the Russian press with extracts from
Futurist manifestos and detailed analyses of some of the paintings shown. See Humphreys, “Cubo-Futurism in
Russia,” 17.
47

A Russian translation of Marinetti’s “The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism” was published in 1909, while
Apollo printed a paraphrased version of the Italian Futurists’ “Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto” in 1910.
For a brief history of the publication of Italian Futurist manifestos that were published in Russia, see Douglas,
Swans of Other Worlds, 13 and 19–20.
48
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“Futurist Painting: Technical Manifesto” and of the preface to the 1912 exhibition catalogue.49
Despite this, a palpable influence of Italian Futurism only emerged in Russia in the year 1912.50
The Russian press covered the first major exhibition of the Futurists when it opened at Paris’s
Galerie Bernheim-Jeune in February 1912.51 Futurist manifestos were issued,52 some calling
for word creation and announcing the arrival of the “self-sufficient word,” which became a
keystone of Russian Futurist aesthetics.53 The apex of public interest in Italian Futurism
occurred in February 1914, when Marinetti visited Moscow and St. Petersburg for the first
time. He was not, however, welcomed by all members of the Russian avant-garde,54 as Italian
Futurism was interpreted very freely by Russian artists.55 In general, Russian Futurism came
Bowlt, Russian Art of the Avant-Garde, 79. “Manifest futuristov [La pittura futurista, Futurist painting]” and
“Exponenty k publike [Gli espositori al pubblico, Exhibitors to the public]” were published in Union of Youth in
June 1912.
49

50

Mikhail Larionov subscribed to the Italian Futurist journal Lacerba and would republish in Union of Youth the
latest manifestos and works of the Italian Futurists. He also published his own Futurist manifesto, together with
Ilya Zdanevich, in 1913, entitled “Pochemu my raskrashivaemsya [Why we paint our faces]” in the journal
Argus (St. Petersburg). It is reprinted in English as “Why We Paint Ourselves” in Bowlt, Russian Art of the
Avant-Garde, 79–83.
51

Two reviews of the exhibition with extracts from Futurist manifestos and detailed analyses of some of the
paintings shown appeared in the Russian press.
52

A full discussion of the many manifestos issued during this time is beyond the scope of this thesis. See also
Russian Cubo-Futurism, by Barooshian for the detailed account of the Italian and Russian Futurist manifestoes.
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Cooke, Velimir Khlebnikov, 9. This concept was also understood as countering the Russian Symbolists, who
had attempted to transform humanity artistically, while Khlebnikov aimed at a linguistic transformation. See
also Barooshian, Russian Cubo-Futurism, 28.
Egidio, “The Collision of Italian and Russian Futurism,” 242. Mayakovsky, Burliuk, Kamensky, Khlebnikov
and Kruchenykh—all major Futurists—had not welcomed Marinetti. Larionov’s negative reactions to
Marinetti’s visit (“we will pelt this rotten renegade with eggs”) is translated in Parton, Mikhail Larionov and the
Russian Avant-Garde, 73.
54

55

For a discussion between Livshits and Marinetti on the differences between Italian and Russian Futurism, see
Barooshian, 148–152; and Livshits, Polutoroglazyi streletz [One and Half-Eyed Archer], 222–228. Upon his
return to Rome, Marinetti termed Russian Futurists “pseudo-Futurists.” See Egidio, 249.
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to embrace all extreme movements in art and literature (e.g., Suprematism, Neo-Primitivism),56
with an intent to accelerate a radical revolution in art and in life.57
While Cubism had meant a radical turn away from Western traditions of painting, it did
not intend to abolish objective painting: it merely reformed it.58 Important Cubist writings had
appeared in the Russian press: Albert Gleizes’s and Jean Metzinger’s text Du “Cubisme” (On
Cubism) appeared in the journal Union of Youth in March 1913, having been translated into
Russian by painter and composer Mikhail Matyushin.59 The reception of Cubism in Russia is
not easy to assess, as Cubism underwent various stages: Proto-Cubism (1907–1908),
Analytical Cubism (1908–1912), Hermetic Cubism (1910–1912), and Synthetic Cubism
(1912–1914). For the early Russian avant-garde, the most well-known Cubist works were
approximately 40 proto-Cubist paintings from 1907 to 1909 by Picasso depicting crudely
carved, monumental figures that could be viewed in Shchukin’s collection in Moscow.60 In
1912, Russian artists emphasized the pictorial construction of Cubist paintings.61 In Du
56

Bowlt, “Introduction,” xxvii.

57

Gurianova, The Aesthetics of Anarchy, 20.
Gombrich, The Story of Art, 458–459. Gombrich emphasizes that Cubism focused on the difference between
volume and plane. Basically, this meant to solve the problem of surface and depth, a problem that also would be
essential for Ivan Puni.
58
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Mikhail Matiushin (1861–1934) was a painter, composer (Victory Over the Sun), translator, and editor,
notably of Malevich’s Suprematist thoughts.
Humphreys, “Cubo-Futurism in Russia,” 24–25. Five works were from Picasso’s Synthetic Cubist period after
1912, none from the hermetic period (1910–1911). Humphreys states (27): “Although these early works by
Picasso display no complex faceting of form or of pictorial space, characteristic of his hermetic works of 1910–
1911, they do demonstrate the concern with volume and with the construction of form on the surface plane
which was central to his Cubist experiments.” She also notes that in 1912 David Burliuk had lectured on
Cubism several times, including at a debate organized by the Union of Youth in St. Petersburg on November
20th.
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Humphreys, “Cubo-Futurism in Russia,” 28; Bowlt, Russian Art of the Avant-Garde, 69–77. Burliuk
emphasized that the essential nature of painting can be broken down into the following component elements:
line, surface, color, and texture. He also elaborated on texture in a separate essay; see Burliuk, “Faktura,” and
Bowlt, 95–110.
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“Cubisme,” Gleizes and Metzinger interpreted multiple views and facets as a way to indicate
a transition from three-dimensional space to four-dimensional space. The Cubist formal
language of multiple views, facets, and planes attempted to alert consciousness to the presence
of a higher spatial dimension.62 Russian authors linked these concepts with domestic
philosophy: in his translation of Du “Cubisme,” Mikhail Matyushin connected the fourth
dimension with the metaphysical hyperspace philosophy of Peter Ouspensky,63 whose writings
urged the Russian avant-garde to open up their artistic conceptions to the new notion of a fourth
dimension.64
The linguistic theories of Russian Futurist poets Velimir Khlebnikov and Aleksei
Kruchenykh added another aspect of transrationality: zaum, which translates as “beyond the
mind” or “beyond sense.”65 In connection with Cubist collages, zaum would have a crucial
importance for Russian artists.66 Combining Cubism, Futurism, and zaum, Russian artists and
poets joined forces to present a new reality, one which became manifest in the Cubo-Futurist
opera Victory Over the Sun (Pobeda nad Solntsem or Победа над солнцем) by Matyushin and
Kruchenykh, first performed in December 1913.67 Kruchenykh had written the libretto which
62

Matyushin, “O knige Metzinger-Gleiza, ‘Du Cubisme;’” Humphreys, 32.

63

On the four-dimensional space and more, see Ouspensky, Tertium Organum, 52–59. Also important are his
insights on the one-dimensional world on a line, the two-dimensional world on a plane, and how a plane could
be transferred into the third dimension (59–72).
In this way, Russian artists regarded Cubism as “indicative of the transition to the fourth dimension by means
of the decomposition of objects.” Humphreys, 32.
64
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See Cooke, Velimir Khlebnikov, 8 and 13. Khlebnikov and Kruchenykh met in 1912 for the first time, which
was the beginning of a fruitful relationship.
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Humphreys, 93.

Gurianova, The Aesthetics of Anarchy, 122–124. She argues that Kruchenykh’s theater was an independent
phenomenon and discusses his other plays and dramatic projects.
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was illustrated with set and costume designs by Kazimir Malevich.68 With his set designs and
use of light, Malevich managed to suggest a new reality,69 his techniques combining to create
a transcendent psychological sensation that broke from conventional logic.70
From these various artistic influences and combinations, a unique and distinct Russian
style of non-objective painting—one of absolute unity of form and content—developed
between 1914 and 1916; this was Cubo-Futurism.71 The term Cubo-Futurism was first used in
1913 by the Russian critic Korney Chukovsky to refer to a specific group of Russian avantgarde artists whose work was seen to relate to French Cubism and Italian Futurism, though it
developed a wholly new, non-objective dimension.72 Out of these formal concerns evolved an
investigation of the actual materials of painting—color, line and faktura (texture)—which
subsequently formed the basis for a new, non-objective pictorial structure.73
In the summer of 1914, at the outbreak of the First World War, many Russian artists
who had been working abroad returned home.74 The separation and isolation of artists brought
See Douglas, “Suprematist Embroidered Ornament,” 42 and, generally, Bowlt, Russian Stage Design: 18801930. It is notable that Natalia Gontcharova at her solo show in 1913 exhibited embroidery and dress designs
alongside her paintings. Embroidered designs became an important medium for disseminating the new visual
system, most importantly reflected in the opera Victory Over the Sun.
68
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Humphreys, 98. Malevich cleverly used the contrasts of light and shade, resulting in the flat, unmodulated
planes of color on the costumes and backdrops appearing suspended in space. According to Humphreys,
Malevich had “chanced upon the potential of the ‘displaced’ surface plane.”
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Humphreys, 130.

Gray, The Russian Experiment in Art, 185. For a discussion of Cubo-Futurism’s dual concern with form and
content, see Humphreys, 317.
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Markov, Russian Futurism,119.
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The concept of faktura was introduced by David Burliuk, one of the founders of Russian Futurism, in 1912. It
referred to the physical texture of the painted surface and was often connected with zaum, as words and letters
were considered the structural, formal “material” of language. See Burliuk, “Faktura,” 102-110.
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on by World War I was further intensified by the Russian Revolution of 1917. At this time
however, Moscow and St. Petersburg emerged as the “scenes of a fierce, concentrated activity
among the artists.”75 The pre-Revolutionary movement of Suprematism and the postRevolutionary school of Constructivism fully emerged and operated in parallel in the 1920s.
After the break of the blockade in 1921, Suprematism and Constructivism immediately
attracted the attention of the West.76
In less than a decade, Russian painting had seen works in Impressionism,
Neoprimitivism, Cubism, Futurism, Cubo-Futurism, Suprematism, and early Constructivism.
Similarly, Russian poetry evolved from Symbolism to Futurism, and then embodied various
attempts to see the world anew through the visual and sound poetry of Khlebnikov and
Kruchenykh.77 All the while, Ivan Puni was exemplary in his capability to develop and
transform his art alongside these dynamic and multifarious successive artistic styles.
Literature Review
In general, scholars in the field of Russian art history acknowledge Ivan Puni’s
important role in the Russian avant-garde during the later 1910s. Several academic texts have
contributed to this understanding, among them art historical surveys of the Russian avant-garde
published by Camilla Gray in 1962 and by Jean-Claude Marcadé in 1993.78 Puni’s art has also
been discussed in the context of the two Futurist exhibitions he organized, with 0,10—
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Gray, 185.
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Rowell, “Vladimir Tatlin: Form/Faktura,” 83–104.
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For Gray, Puni is mainly important as an organizer of the Futurist exhibitions; she states that Puni exhibited
“Cubist works” and comments on his role as organizer of 0,10 (204). Subsequently, she calls Puni a
“Suprematist follower”; Gray, 194–195, 208.
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considered by many to have been the first “truly modern” exhibition in Russia—of particular
interest to scholars,79 as it presented Puni’s first works within the realm of pictorial sculpture.80
In 1972, Herman Berninger and French art critic Jean-Albert Cartier, with the help of Puni’s
wife, Xana Boguslavskaya, published Puni’s catalogue de l’œuvre, an important reference
work that includes vital biographical information on Puni as well as many documents on his
artistic career, such as reprints of his Russian and German exhibition catalogues, his
Suprematist Manifesto, and critiques of his exhibited works.81 Puni has been the subject of
several solo exhibitions—at the Berlinische Galerie in 1993 and Museum Tinguely Basel in
2003, among others82—and has been included in many group exhibitions, such as one at the
Fondation Beyeler Basel in 2015.83 Moreover, in 2007 art historian Dmitry Sarabyanov
published Ivan Puni, a monograph in Russian that summarizes the artist’s achievements on a
general scale and provides a rough overview and discussion of Puni’s artistic styles.84
Despite these efforts, academic research on Ivan Puni remains relatively scarce; his
works have only been discussed from select viewpoints and are included in very few larger
The 0,10 exhibition especially has been of interest to researchers, mainly in connection with Malevich’s Black
Square, as it was the exhibition where Malevich presented his Black Square to a broader public; see Douglas,
Swans of Other Worlds, 158. Nieslony states that the goal of 0,10 was to get beyond a traditional understanding
of what a painting is, and in this context, Puni showed at least five reliefs and at least three works that included
real objects; Nieslony, 28.
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These were diverse works that included wood collages, material assemblages, ready-mades, ready-mades with
letters and/or additional non-objective material assemblage, ready-mades on colored background (Relief with a
Hammer), and painted ready-mades (Relief with a White Ball); see Marcadé, “Bildskulpturen,” 96.
Berninger and Cartier, Tome I. Berninger and Cartier provided a blueprint of Puni’s most important works,
implicitly giving scholarly research the task of providing categorizations and scientific assessments. However,
Puni’s disparate and multidimensional work had made this a difficult task.
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Kunst (1915–1923) [Ivan Puni, Synthetic Musician: and Writings on Art (1915–1923)], 1992; 0,10: Ivan Puni
and Photographs of the Russian Revolution, 2003.
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studies. To date, there has not been a single comprehensive study on Puni’s Berlin period, and
the artist’s Russian period is only treated in three academic texts: a 1982 master’s thesis by
Hannah Vallette that focuses on the artist’s stylistic development and draws parallels between
Puni’s early artworks and Western, mainly Cubist-influenced works;85 a 1988 dissertation by
Charlotte Humphreys on Russian Cubo-Futurism that discusses Russian painterly traditions
(such as Puni and the icon) and the influence of transrational language (in particular, the
thinking of Khlebnikov86) and zaum on Puni’s work;87 and a 2016 book in German by
Magdalena Nieslony, based on her 2013 dissertation,88 that considers Puni’s avant-garde work
and the Russian concept of uslovnost’ (conventionality). These two more recent manuscripts
refer to Puni’s book Contemporary Art when discussing the prerequisites for and influences of
his art. The general shortcoming of all three of the abovementioned works is that they offer
only a limited analysis of Puni’s work; Vallette does not discuss Russian influences on Puni’s
work, and the other two scholars focus on Puni’s Russian avant-garde œuvre, largely ignoring
Western influences on Puni’s art.89 In sum, until now there has not been a general overview of
Puni’s Russian art from the period 1910 through 1919 that has integrated and discussed both
French and Russian influences. Such an overview is vital in order to fully understand Puni’s
Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 1982. Vallette concentrates on Puni’s Western stylistic influences and understands his
Berlin period only in terms of his still lifes; see below in detail.
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Khlebnikov was a frequent guest at the Punis’ apartment, often read his poetry to Xana, and possibly also
discussed his theories with the couple.
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Humphreys, “Cubo-Futurism in Russia,” 1988.

Nieslony, Bedingtheit der Malerei, 2016. Uslovnost’ (условность), in a broad sense, means to give a different
artistic picture of the world, of individual images with objective reality. This concept indicates a kind of distance
(i.e., aesthetic, artistic) between reality and a work of art, the awareness of which is an essential condition for an
adequate perception of the work.
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Both Nieslony and Humphreys do not take into account Puni’s representational works or figurative drawings
that he created in parallel to his Russian avant-garde art. Notably his representational works show both French
formal and Russian spiritual influences.
89
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Berlin period, during which he created an entirely original comingling of Russian and Western
artistic influences that show his mastery of, and capacity to, transcend both. Moreover, Puni’s
discussions of both objective and non-objective artistic styles in his 1923 book Contemporary
Art can only be understood by taking into full consideration his own exposure to both Russian
and Western art.
The dearth of research on Puni’s Berlin period may be attributed to the fact that his art
has traditionally been regarded as part of a larger period of abstraction during the period 1909
to 1924.90 According to this view, his accomplishments in Berlin were merely a linear stage of
development, during which he primarily brought Russian abstraction to the attention of the
public in that city. However, such a limited view of his time in Berlin ignores key aspects of
his work during this period.
Puni’s Berlin period can only be analyzed effectively if his period of abstraction is
dissected into its most important parts. To this end, Vallette’s thesis includes a detailed
breakdown of Puni’s artistic periods.91 It reveals what a decisive impact Cubism had on Puni’s
art, as well as on his general ability to incorporate selected styles from those works into his
own work, i.e., Puni’s works exist independently from their sources.92 Research generally has
accepted the year 1914 as the turning point in Puni’s art.93 When considering the period
This prompts Vallette to concentrate on Puni’s Berlin still lifes and to underestimate the importance of his art
created in St. Petersburg between 1914 and 1920, and art executed in this tradition in Berlin between 1921 and
1924.
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I have not come across another study offering a detailed and systematic account of Puni’s artistic periods.

Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 5–6. Her emphasis is clearly on the influence of Western artistic styles and art works on
Puni’s art. Notably, she tries to identify the Cubist elements of Puni’s art through 1929; Vallette, 8. It is no
wonder, therefore, that Vallette sees a transitional and experimental nature in Puni’s Russian art between 1914
and 1917; Vallette, 32.
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As Vallette does not consider Puni’s Russian influences, she cannot interpret this turning point correctly.
Humphreys (“Abstract,” unpaginated) interprets it as Puni adopting a Russian, Cubo-Futurist style and later a
Suprematist style.
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between 1914 and 1924, Humphreys convincingly illustrates the influence of ideas of the
spiritual dimension on Puni—as expressed by Ouspensky’s or Kulbin’s ideas of a fourth
dimension and the linguistic theories of Alexkei Kruchenkyh and Velimir Khlebnikov—as well
as zaum influencing his reworkings of Cubist collage.94 Puni’s collages and reliefs can be
understood as a transfer of Khlebnikov’s and Kruchenykh’s transrationality—they are visual
equivalents to zaum’s logic of a broader sense.95 Humphreys was also interested in the
influence of the Russian icon and faktura on Puni’s art. She discusses elements of Russian icon
painting evident in both Puni’s and Malevich’s works and their individual efforts to use those
elements in order to transform reality.96 She even states that Puni’s works offered a synthesis
of Western and Eastern painterly traditions, particularly his non-objective relief
constructions.97
In her 2016 study, Nieslony emphasizes a statement by Ivan Puni that is crucial for
understanding his art as a whole: He denied a logical progression within his art and his artistic
development and emphasized that the artist remains free to choose, as well as to break, his
affiliations at any given point.98 Still, the development of Puni’s art has largely been seen as
continuous, as with Vallette’s analysis.99 German painter, critic, and gallery owner Peter Lufft
has tried to depict Puni’s works as a continuous artistic development towards a higher end,100
Compare with Humphreys’s “Abstract” (unpaginated). Both also had a decisive influence on Kazimir
Malevich’s art.
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Humphreys, “Cubo-Futurism in Russia,” 92–136.
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Humphreys, 170–208 and, specifically, 178.
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Humphreys, 241.
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Puni, Contemporary Art, 33; Nieslony, Bedingtheit der Malerei, 17.
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Vallette, “Ivan Puni,” 1.

Lufft, “Der Gestaltwandel im Werk von Jean Pougny,” 193 and 197. According to Lufft, Synthetic Musician
indicated Puni’s decisive focus on the object (a development that Cubism then underwent in general), and this
100
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while Belgian painter, art historian, critic, and author Roger V. Gindertael sees Puni’s artistic
peak in his French period.101 My thesis does not argue for continuous development; instead,
my study identifies decisive elements in Puni’s selected works.102
Nieslony discusses the idea of uslovnost’ (conventionality) as a factor in Puni’s work
executed between 1914 and 1921,103 which corresponds with her regarding Puni as an
autonomous avant-garde artist.104 Uslovnost’ can be understood as a catch-all concept in
Russian art theory that expresses a certain distance between reality and a work of art, the
awareness of which is an essential condition for the adequate perception of creative work. It
includes different aspects of art, such as the fictionality of artworks or their materiality
(faktura).105 Regarding Puni, Nieslony establishes an “emphatic support of the relative value
of material,” resulting in “medial hybrid works.”106 Puni had mentioned the importance of
uslovnost’ in relation to color or perspective—its use was determined by the context of other
elements found within a given picture.107 If we accept the concept of uslovnost’ as having been
stronger interest, if not conversion, towards the object would initiate a new and conclusive phase of Puni’s
design, primarily in the form of still lifes.
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Gindertael, Pougny, 1894-1956, 3.

Humphreys’s research also forms the base for such an argument; she has identified decisive elements in
selected works by Puni, such as zaum and faktura. Puni himself also pointed to their importance to his work in
his book Contemporary Art; see section 2.7 for a discussion of this topic.
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Nieslony, Bedingtheit, 11–12. Uslovnost‘ determines the structural or conceptual relations in Puni’s work of
that time. Nieslony, however, does not consider Puni’s figurative drawings and his representational works of
that time; see Nieslony, Bedingtheit, 249–264 for selected works she discusses.
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104

Nieslony, 11. This approach corresponds well with recent efforts to look at the Russian avant-garde as an
autonomous development, with an aesthetic ideology of its own. See for example Gurianova, Aesthetics, for a
focus on the years 1910–1918.
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Nieslony, 79–83. She also refers to zaum, i.e., a transrational understanding of language or objects, however
without elaborating the concept in detail. Note that Nieslony transfers Western terms to Russian phenomena,
i.e., using the term “opacity” for faktura; Nieslony, 8–9.
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Nieslony, 8 and 17.
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Puni, Contemporary Art, 30.
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important to Puni, this would mean that Puni used all artistic devices (such as line, color,
surface, texture, and the concept of zaum) autonomously, independent of their original
function, for and within a given artwork.108
In this manuscript I will show that in order to offer a convincing analysis of Puni’s
Berlin period, a thorough review of how Puni used different artistic devices, such as zaum or
faktura, as well as how he composed his works, is crucial. In general, scholarly research to date
has only highlighted generalized aspects of his Berlin period. While Berninger and Cartier state
that Puni’s stay in Berlin was important because the artist was extraordinarily productive during
this time, they consider this period as transitory.109 While Dmitry Sarabyanov underscores the
productivity of Puni’s Berlin period and the artist’s readiness to participate in the artistic life
of the city, he also considers it an intermediate stage before Paris.110
Ivan Puni’s solo exhibition at Der Sturm has been of some interest to scholars, but it
has not been thoroughly analyzed in relation to German Dada and Expressionism. As a result,
it has remained unclear why gallery owner Herwarth Walden offered a large solo exhibition to
an unknown artist—Puni had just arrived in Berlin a few weeks before the show and he had
never met Walden. Generally, Puni’s solo exhibition has been analyzed through the lens of a
single painting: his 1919 Flight of Forms.111 Several authors have noted that Puni appears to
have transferred motifs visible in this painting—above all, the flying and falling forms—to
108

However, this only would be a prerequisite for the free use of color, letters, or perspective. A detailed
analysis still would have to establish how those instruments and methods are actually used.
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 120; Tome II, 7.
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Sarabyanov, Ivan Puni, 146.
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Flight of Forms [Begstvo form], 1919, gouache on paper, 132 x 130.5 cm, Museum of Modern Art, New
York. The State Russian Museum in St. Petersburg houses an oil on canvas version of Puni’s Flight of Forms
(Figure 32), which he left there before his departure from Russia in 1919.
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many of the works included in his premier exhibition at Der Sturm, thus, turning his Berlin
debut into a three-dimensional extension of this artwork.112 Puni’s exhibition, however, was
much more than a mere act of transferring qualities of Flight of Forms onto a larger scale.113
Discussing Puni’s solo show at Der Sturm, Sarabyanov builds on Puni’s own use of the term
“synthetic”114 and transfers it to the exhibition, stating that the show itself was a “synthetic
picture” (sintetichesky obraz) composed from elements patched together.115 Bowlt and other
authors generally use the term Gesamtkunstwerk (“total work of art”) in connection with Puni’s
solo exhibition at Der Sturm, however no one has offered a detailed and convincing explanation
as to why.116 My research will both clarify the term Gesamtkunstwerk in connection with the
exhibition and further elaborate on German Dada as it relates to Puni—specifically Berlin’s
Club Dada, Herwarth Walden’s understanding of Dada and Expressionism, and the roles of
Walden and Kurt Schwitters within the context of Puni’s relationship with Der Sturm gallery.

Bowlt, “Begstvo v Berlin,” 223–238. The main problem with this argument has been that there are only six
known photographs from the exhibition (discussed in Chapter 2 and reproduced at the end of the thesis), and
only one wall definitely shows the letters included in Puni’s 1919 painting. The wall with the Acrobat shows a
combination of letters known from Flight of Forms as well as letters seemingly not associated with it. Another
wall shows geometric forms pasted on the wall, another a combination of letters and geometrical forms. See
section 2.1 for a detailed discussion.
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Bowlt, “Flucht der Formen,” 35–50; Lodder, “Ivan Puni and the Flight of Forms,” 104–116. Earlier,
Humphreys, in her dissertation had emphasized Puni had used Khlebnikov’s “strings of the alphabet” for his
painting Flight of Forms; Humphreys, 161. See also Nieslony, Bedingtheit, 127–131 on the Flight of Forms
argument.
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Puni, Contemporary Art, 16. He also used the term for his painting Synthetic Musician (1921–1922).
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Sarabyanov, Ivan Puni, 151.
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For Sarabyanov, the term Gesamtkunstwerk means bringing together the feeling of catastrophe and
playfulness; Sarabyanov, 157. On page 152 he also refers to the fact that Dada was prominent at that time in
Germany, and Russian artists had experimented with Dada elements (without giving further details). The term
Gesamtkunstwerk is also used by Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 204; Bowlt, “Begstvo v Berlin,” 231—mainly
referring to the main element of Flight of Forms; see also Lodder, “Flight of Forms,” 107. None of these authors
elaborates further on Dada; Schwitters’s Merz is generally not mentioned in connection with this exhibition or
Ivan Puni.
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It is generally acknowledged, that Puni’s painting Synthetic Musician (1921–1922) was
important to its creator; the mere fact that it is the only artwork explicitly mentioned in Puni’s
book Contemporary Art indicates its importance.117 The painting has been generally assessed
as a combination of different painting styles: for Berninger and Cartier, it proves Puni’s
belonging to modernism;118 for Sarabyanov, the painting offers a new language in painting;119
Marcadé assesses it as a combination of Cubo-Futurism and Suprematism;120 and Roters goes
into detail, describing the painting as a synthesis of different avant-garde influences and
painting styles.121 Most authors analyzing Puni’s avant-garde art consider the year 1921 as a
turning point, after which he returns to representational art.122 In fact, Puni continued with
“Purist-interpretative” still lifes until 1929—the main reason why most authors merge Puni’s
Berlin with his Parisian period.123 This thesis argues for the importance of Synthetic Musician
as a culmination of Puni’s variegated expressions of the avant-garde and as a symbol for the
artist himself. It further argues that Puni’s still lifes should be regarded within the context of
Puni’s Berlin period.
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Puni, Contemporary Art, 16. This fact is seldom mentioned in literature on Puni.
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 16; for underlying elements typical to Puni, such as humor and irony, see
130–131. Vallette mainly identifies the Cubist elements in the work, adding that it was a combination of
Synthetic Cubism, Suprematism, and Realism; Vallette, 43.
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Sarabyanov, Ivan Puni, 153.
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Marcadé, “Gemälde und Gouachen,” 140.

Roters, “Iwan Puni—Der Synthetische Musiker,” 14–69; especially 18–19. Roters explicitly mentions
merging Western and Eastern painterly styles; this is discussed in detail in section 2.4.
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For example, Nieslony, Bedingtheit, 131; Sarabyanov, 201; Bowlt, “Begstvo form,” 179.
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Vallette, 74; Sarabyanov, 204.
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Prologue: The Years of Training, 1910–1914
Ivan Puni began to make art in 1908 when he entered the Imperial Academy of Fine
Arts in St. Petersburg. He left after a short time, and only two paintings survive from this
period: Portrait of Artist’s Father and Interior at Kuokalla, both from 1910.124 The former
(Fig. 1) was clearly influenced by Realist painter Ilya Repin, who, along with Nikolai Kulbin,
owned an estate near the Puni family home in Kuokalla. It was at this time that Puni began to
paint under the eye of Repin.125 Interior at Kuokalla (Fig. 2) bears influences of Pierre Bonnard
and Henri Matisse as well as a mix of Impressionist traits. Puni’s interest in studying light and
color is apparent in this work: he has applied loose, Impressionistic brushstrokes to represent
the vibrations of light.126 In its structural solidity and simultaneous sense of weightlessness,
this work already shows two of the elements crucial for Puni’s future art: compositional design
(the formal dimension) and an emotional, spiritual dimension (intimate view of domestic
life).127
In general, Puni’s early works were predominantly French in concept, as he closely
followed progressive stylistic trends in Paris, in particular the Fauvist and Cubist movements.128
Puni’s earliest Cubist works date from 1912 to 1915 and incorporate stylistic elements used by
124

Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 15.
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Berninger and Cartier, 245. Ilya Repin (1844–1930) was a Russian Realist painter who studied in St.
Petersburg, after which he joined the Wanderers group. The Wanderers ultimately started the Russian Realism
movement.
Vallette mentions similarities to Matisse’s Interior with Top Hat (1896); Vallette, 6. Berninger and Cartier (17)
emphasize that Puni had seen Matisse’s works in Paris in 1910.
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Vallette, 6.
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 18–19. They mention that Puni was heavily influenced by the aesthetics of art
that was exhibited in Paris, notably the emerging Cubism and Fauvism movements. Vallette (4) notes an early
affiliation with French art between 1908 and 1914, notably the brilliant color used in Fauvism and the
expressive nature of geometric forms originating in Cubism.
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Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, and Juan Gris.129 Puni and his fellow Russian artists kept abreast
of the latest Parisian artistic developments through Russian collectors, Russian exhibitions of
French art, and from correspondence with Russian artists living in and visiting Paris.130 Many
young artists themselves also traveled to Paris and other centers of Western European modernism
in order to study the latest developments firsthand, and Ivan Puni was no exception; he arrived
in Paris in early 1910 and studied briefly at the Académie Julian, where he learned the principles
of Fauvism and watched contemporary artists at close range.131 Staying in Paris through 1913,
Puni would have had many opportunities to acquaint himself with Braque’s and Picasso’s
works and would have additionally been aware of the sculptures of Futurist Umberto Boccioni
and Cubist Alexander Archipenko.132
Given the vast enthusiasm for Matisse in Russia from 1904 through 1914, it is not
surprising that Puni also studied Matisse’s work in France and applied some of the master’s
methods to his own art.133 Matisse’s influence on Puni’s early work can be seen by comparing
Vallette, 8. Puni’s interest in Cubism can be traced back to his first stay in Paris in 1909, and he presented
Cubist works in 1912, continuing with Cubo-Futurism, Suprematism, and Purist-interpretative works until 1929.
129

An early Impressionist influence may have been Puni’s friendship with Ilya Repin, his contact with World of
Art magazine (1898–1903), and the subsequent Golden Fleece magazine (1906–1908). Their exhibitions
additionally promoted French art and culture in Russia. See Gray, 67–70; Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 20; and
Humphreys, 60 (specifically on Puni). Ivan Puni was probably also aware of the Shchukin Collection (221
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist works) and Morozov Collection (some 140 paintings by artists including
Cézanne, Gauguin, Renoir, Matisse, Bonnard, and Vuillard).
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 15–16.

Humphreys, 109. The artist himself mentioned explicitly that he had seen Archipenko’s non-objective
constructions in Paris. Puni mentions this fact in Contemporary Art (1). By 1913, Archipenko was working on
polychrome figures and on a more abstract sculpture called Carrousel Pierrot (1913); see Humphreys, 171. It is,
moreover, probable that Puni visited Archipenko at his Paris studio. In a letter to Malevich, Puni mentions he
visited Archipenko in spring 1914 before exhibiting at the Salon des Indépendants and positively assessed
Archipenko’s construction Femme au toilette; see Puni, “Pismo k K.S. Malevichu,” 105. Archipenko showed
his constructions at the same salon, notably Médrano II; see Humphreys, 171 and 187; see also Nieslony,
Bedingtheit, 30–31 for a discussion of Puni and Archipenko.
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See Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 17, on Puni studying Matisse in Paris. See Vallette (7) for a discussion of
elements of Matisse in Interior at Kuokalla.
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Puni’s Self-Portrait (1912) with Matisse’s Young Sailor II (1906–1907) (Figs. 3 and 4).134 Both
paintings place a seated male figure in the immediate foreground and stress the solidity of the
form using thick, dark outlines. On each canvas, the spaces—particularly the backgrounds—are
reduced to flat planes of opaque color, and the figures each consist of a simple, geometric form.
Puni can already be seen incorporating selected elements from Western styles into his own
paintings, with his early testing of the expressive character of intensively colored areas having a
deep impact on his future works.135
Vallette likens Puni’s Walk in the Sun from 1912 (Fig. 5) to Braque’s Houses at
L’Estaque from 1908 (Fig. 6), noting that “he eliminates spatial depth by tilting the perspective
and by crowding the objects on the surface of the picture plane.”136 Like Braque’s, Puni’s
landscape is composed of a series of simple, geometric shapes, as he experiments with the
compositional play of surface and depth, an approach that becomes crucial in his later art. The
effect is “primitive in nature” and is close to Russian Neo-Primitivism in style.137 A woman in
the foreground is introduced as a folk art element, surrounded by trees and houses that seem to
move with her.138 Puni has an acute awareness of the importance of color, forms, and shapes
in this painting: the colors intensify both the expression of the subject matter and the geometric
character of the forms. The brilliant hues—yellows, reds, blues, greens, and oranges—indicate
134

Vallette, 7.
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Vallette, 7.
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Vallette, 9.
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Vallette, 9. Here she is referring to Larionov and Goncharova.
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Vallette (13) assumes this element might have been inserted to please the Russian avant-garde members, as
the painting was exhibited at the Union of Youth show (1913-1914); the painting is otherwise Fauve and
Prismatic Cubist.
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the influence of French Fauvism, while the prismatic shapes are Cubist in nature.139 Walk in
the Sun was displayed at an exhibition put on by the Union of Youth in November 1913.140
Founded in 1909, the Union of Youth was an avant-garde Russian artists’ society famous for
its radicalism, and an important platform in the early years of the movement.141 At this stage
of his career, Russia became important for Puni. While his early art was basically French in
concept, he began to integrate Russian painterly traditions, artistic styles, and theories of fine
art. Puni first quite openly combined these with Parisian artistic styles in order to quickly find
his own artistic expression. Chapter 1 will analyze the Russian painterly traditions and styles
that had the most decisive influence on Puni.
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Vallette (9) notes that Prismatic Cubist works are usually monochromatic; in using brilliant colors, Puni
intensified the expressionist effect of the forms. See also Sarabyanov (23) on the matter. He notes that Puni was
attracted to absurdity, visible in the painting, but without the later playfulness and sophisticated interpretation.
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Vallette, 2; Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 31.

Puni was also in contact with art unions like Osliniy Khvost (Donkey’s Tail) and Bubnovy Valet (Knave of
Diamonds), as well as with the Futuristic group Hylaea (Gilea), however, the Union of Youth played the most
important role for him. For more on the Hylaea group, see Markov, Russian Futurism, 29–34 and 45–53; for
Knave of Diamonds and Donkey’s Tail, Markov, 38–39. The Knave of Diamonds exhibitions were committed
to early Cubism, as opposed to the Donkey’s Tail exhibitions that were more Futurist in their orientation.
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CHAPTER 1: PUNI IN RUSSIA

Introduction
This chapter covers Ivan Puni’s years in St. Petersburg and Vitebsk from 1912 through
1919. Focusing on Puni’s role in the various avant-garde artistic movements that were
emerging during this period, it deals with his organization of two key exhibitions and the
influence that prominent artists of the time had on him. Select pieces of Puni’s art from this
period are examined as benchmarks of his style and artistic concerns, as are his lectures and
written contributions to manifestos and articles; these will supplement my interpretation of this
Russian period. Critical reactions to the work of Puni and his contemporaries will also be
considered where known and relevant.
1.1

Puni’s Early Avant-Garde Art, 1912

Upon his return to Russia from Paris in 1912, Puni’s entrée into the Russian avant-garde
movement came about quickly through his acquaintance with Nikolai Kulbin and his
consequent membership in the Union of Youth.142 In addition to being included in a group
show for the first time (through Union of Youth, St. Petersburg, December 1911), Puni also
had three works in an exhibition put on by the Union of Youth and entitled with the
organization’s name between November 10, 1913, and January 10, 1914: Walk in the Sun
(1912), Susanna and Elders (1912–1913), and Reaper (1913).143
Bowlt. “Introduction,” xxix. Kulbin is called the forefather of the St. Petersburg avant-garde by Sarabyanov
(15).
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Vallette, 4; Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 238. Substantial disagreements between the artists and the
organizers of the exhibition by the Union of Youth led to the termination of exhibition activity in January 1914.
Puni and other artists distanced themselves from the group, which dissolved. Walk in the Sun is in the collection
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During 1913, St. Petersburg became the geographic center of the Russian avant-garde
movement, as artists Vladimir Tatlin and Kazimir Malevich became members of the Union of
Youth in that city. In the autumn of 1913, Puni began to meet regularly with some of the most
influential and active thinkers of the time, including the artists and authors who became the
first Russian Futurists.144 Following Puni’s marriage to Xana Boguslavskaya, the couple’s
apartment on Gatchinskaya Street in St. Petersburg became a place of regular meetings for the
most radical branch of Cubo-futuristic writers, the Budetlyane (Cubo-Futurists), and an
“eccentric center of attraction for Saint Petersburg avant-gardists.”145 It was around this time
that Puni formed a friendship with Velimir Khlebnikov, a “poet-astrologer” working with a
“constellation of words” who aimed to produce new realities, along with new words, revealing
aspects within language that were unexpected.146 Khlebnikov would have a fascinating and
critical effect on Puni’s subsequent works of art.147
While influenced by the artists he was getting to know in Russia, Puni’s art during this
period retained strong elements of the Fauvist and Cubist styles he had learned abroad. The
influence of Fauvism in Puni’s works was apparent between 1911 and 1913, notably with the
use of brilliant color.148 Puni also applied Cubist-style, geometric forms between 1913 and
of the Ivan Puni-Archive, Zurich, while the whereabouts of the other two paintings are unknown; Sarabyanov,
29. For a reproduction of the catalogue, see Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 28–29 and 144–145.
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Among them were the Burliuk brothers (poet, publisher, and theorist David Burliuk and his brother Vladimir
Burliuk); Vladimir Mayakovsky, a poet, playwright, artist, and actor; Benedikt Livshits, poet and writer;
Velimir Khlebnikov, a poet and playwright, and a central figure in the Russian Futurist movement; Alexei
Kruchenykh, a poet and, along with Khlebnikov, considered inventor of the zaum; Olga Rozanova, a avantgarde artist; Pavel Filonov, an art theorist, poet, and avant-garde artist; Alexandra Exter, an avant-garde artist,
stage- and costume designer, and illustrator; and Vasily Kamensky, a poet, playwright, and artist.
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Sarabyanov, 19 and 28. Berninger and Cartier note that the atmosphere was often uneasy, with clashes
between painters and poets filling up the place (36).
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Brik, “On Khlebnikov,” 105.
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Brik, 108.
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Vallette, 9 and 74; Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 178.
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1914.149 Beginning in 1913, the Russian version of Futurism would also become important for
him.
Futurism, originating in Italy and emphasizing the speed and technology of the
industrial city, had a broader meaning in its Russian adaptation: it could comprise anything
from Neo-Primitivism to Suprematism. Above all, it had to be extreme, as reflected in its
successive, provocative manifestos, the organizing and drafting of which Puni actively took
part in.150 In the summer of 1913, the Futurists Aleksei Kruchenykh, Kazimir Malevich, and
their like-minded friend Mikhail Matyushin had already gathered together with Puni for a
Futurist “convention” at Kuokalla.151 Subsequently, a Futurist manifesto entitled “Go to the
Devil,” affirming the emergence of a Russian avant-garde literary movement, was written in
the Punis’ apartment,152 and was published in the anthology Roaring Parnassus, paid for by
Xana Boguslavskaya.153 It included lithographs by Puni (Figs. 7 and 8) done in a Futurist style
characterized by impulsiveness and child-like imagination. The human figures are almost
unrecognizable, curved lines and sharp edges contrast, and rhythmic lines and spots are seen—
all this carrying a “primitive” spirit.154
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Vallette, 4 and 74.
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It was signed by David Burliuk, Kruchenykh, Livshits, Mayakovsky, Severyanin, and Khlebnikov. The
collection featured poems and texts by the Burliuk brothers, Khlebnikov, Kruchenykh, and Mayakovsky, among
others; see Sarabyanov, 29; Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 146. One of Khlebnikov’s works was illustrated by
Puni; see Humphreys, 147, Fig. 4.1. A booklet Rukayushiy Parnas: Futuristy (Roaring Parnassus: Futurists)
contained three lithographs by Puni, who also designed the cover.
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Puni’s participation in this project demonstrates that he had become a critical member
of the Russian avant-garde.155 At the same time, however, cross-pollination with Western
styles, particularly Cubism, remained a part of his own artistic repertoire. During a sojourn in
Paris in February 1914, Puni submitted works to the exhibition at the Salon des Indépendants,
his first time exhibiting abroad.156 Returning to St. Petersburg that summer, just before the
outbreak of the First World War, Puni had adopted a more Cubist style, although his Cubist
compositions differed in important ways from those he may have viewed in France. 157 He
innovated, producing painterly reliefs, collages, and Alogist158 canvasses, including Portrait of
the Artist’s Wife (Fig. 9). With its simultaneous multiple viewpoints—the subject is almost
unrecognizable except for some hints at facial features and body forms—it is Puni’s only
known work in the Facet Cubism style.
Humphreys states that Puni’s technique and treatment of form in Portrait of the Artist’s
Wife are similar to hermetic Cubist works of Braque and Picasso. And Puni’s technique of
applying tiny patches of paint over the canvas and his use of thin lines to mark the contours of
his figure suggest he had examined the works of Braque and Picasso in 1911.159 The forms of
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Sarabyanov, 30.
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According to Berninger and Cartier, there were three paintings by Puni exhibited at the Parisian Salon des
Indépendants in February 1914: Self-Portrait (Fig. 3), Susanna and Elders (1912–1913—work destroyed in
Paris), and Le Moissoneur (1913—work destroyed in Paris); Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 179–180.
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Vallette, 11 and 74.
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Alogist is a Russian Cubo-Futurist term used between 1913 and 1915. It was Malevich who created it in
order to characterize artistic works not following traditional formal logic. An example for such a work is his
Cow and Violin (1913).
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Humphreys, 110; see Vallette, 9–10, for her part in a thorough analysis of the painting (partially drawn on
notes from Charlotte Douglas) emphasizing Puni’s short, thick brushstrokes that disintegrated the figure into
angular, geometric shapes; the forms being concentrated in the center of the canvas as in most Cubist paintings.
The image of the woman is bisected by a vertical line that runs from the top of her head to the bottom of the
canvas. There are multiple viewpoints (e.g., the misplaced circular breasts) and round body forms (face, waist,
etc.) are transformed into sharp angular contour lines.
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the subject are opened out flat on the canvas, integrated with the surrounding pictorial space.160
Vallette argues that the painting is “too sophisticated to be considered purely Facet Cubist,”
adding that it also includes elements of Synthetic Cubism such as the “simultaneous contrast
of values, cast shadows, and the depiction of motion.”161 Puni is experimenting with light in
Portrait of the Artist’s Wife, although the direction of the light sources is not consistent.162 Still
this work differs from the styles of French schools to a notable extent; in contrast to Cubist
works of Picasso or Braque, it combines rhythmic and dynamic qualities,163 and he does not
abstract the figure to the same degree as his French peers would have done—there is still
representational value in it.164 The coloration is also distinct; Puni uses pastel colors—cool
blues, pinks, and pale greens—in contrast to the greys and ochres of Picasso’s and Braque’s
hermetic canvases. In short, the painting draws upon Cubist elements while mixing them and
questioning them.165 While Puni may have presented a “Russified version of Facet Cubism”
with his Portrait of Artist’s Wife, his synthesis of Western and Russian styles would become
further apparent in his subsequent work. 166
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Humphreys, 109 and 110.
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Vallette, 10. The left eye is depicted dark with a light outline, while the other eye is just the opposite.
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Vallette, 10. The top half of the right hand is lit from the right and the lower section is lit from the left.
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Vallette, 11. Referring to a series of rectilinear planes that have the effect, the right arm moves towards the
left while the left hand moves towards the right; see Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 41.
Vallette, 11 and 62. Drawing parallels to Juan Gris’s Still Life Before an Open Window (1915, oil on canvas,
Philadelphia Museum of Art), Vallette also emphasizes Puni’s attraction to the art of Gris, i.e., more than
Picasso’s or Braque’s Cubist art.
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Vallette, 12. The painting primarily draws on the Facet Cubism style; however, it does not abstract the figure
and also contains elements of Synthetic Cubism.
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Vallette, 12.
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1.2

Puni’s Futurist Exhibitions, 1915–1916

In March 1915, Puni consolidated and expanded his role among the artists of St.
Petersburg by financing and organizing the exhibition Tramway V: Pervaya Futuristicheskaya
Vystavka Kartin (Tramway V: The First Futurist Exhibition of Paintings).167 As the name
indicates, the show brought the work of Russian Cubo-Futurist artists together for the first time.
Tramway V was followed by 0,10: Poslednyaya Futuristicheskaya Vystavka Kartin (0,10
[Nol’-desyat’]: The Last Futurist Exhibition of Paintings) less than a year later, in December
1915. Puni also organized and financed that exhibition, which marked the progression from
Futurism to Suprematism.

Tramway V
Tramway V opened on March 16, 1915, in the exposition hall of St. Petersburg’s
Imperial Society for the Encouragement of the Arts.168 This event was a panorama exhibition
of Cubo-Futurism, showing Russian Futurism in its pure form.169 Tramway V included the
work of eleven Russian Futurist artists: Ivan Puni, Xana Boguslavskaya, Olga Rozanova (all
three artists from St. Petersburg), Kazimir Malevich, Vladimir Tatlin, Liubov Popova,
Subsequently refrred to as Tramway V. The exhibition name came from Moscow’s circular tram. The date of
the opening had been deliberately chosen to coincide with the visit of the Grand Duke Nicolas—the Tsar’s
uncle—to the “World of Art” show which was taking place in the same building. The Duke accidentally stepped
into Tramway V and was not pleased; see Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 37. The catalogue of the exhibition is
reprinted in Berninger and Cartier, 36–37; Puni’s eleven works are listed on page 148. On Puni’s financing and
organization of Tramway V, see Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 34. Sarabyanov on this subject underscores
Puni’s organizational talent (32).
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Gray, The Russian Experiment in Art, 194.
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Sarabyanov, 32
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Nadezhda Udaltsova, Aleksei Morgunov, Ivan Kliun, Aleksandra Exter, and Vassily
Kamensky.170
Some notable trends and innovations emerged in Tramway V. Vladimir Tatlin, who had
been a frequent visitor to Picasso’s studio in Paris, took his first step toward developing a threedimensional painting through his Painting Relief series.171 Six of these pieces were exhibited
in the Tramway V show and garnered much attention; Puni himself acquired one.172 They
signified a move away from the surface of the canvas toward a three-dimensional concept.
Malevich and Tatlin emerged as leaders of opposing schools, an opposition which would
become more obvious at the 0,10 exhibition, and both artists influenced Puni. For example,
like Tatlin, Puni experimented with three-dimensional works in his contributions to Tramway
V, though there are some important differences relating to Puni’s creation of pictorial space
and his use of color.173
Puni had eleven works in the Tramway V exhibition. Of these, the whereabouts of six
are unknown and, based on their titles, it is impossible to determine their stylistic affiliations.174
Known works include the previously discussed Portrait of the Artist’s Wife, the painterly
sculpture Card Players (1914), Harmonica (1914), and Boots and Chair (1914–1915), which
includes collage elements. Card Players and Harmonica (Fig. 10) combine both French and
170

The artists had prepared the works in secret and unpacked them in front of all participants in the exposition
hall; see Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 38.
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Gray, 176.
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See Berninger and Cartier, 54–55, for the sculpture by Tatlin acquired by Puni.
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Vallette, 18.

Two works have survived (Portrait of the Artist’s Wife [Figure 9] and Harmonica [Figure 10] and three are
known through photographs (Boots and Chair, Sketch, Harmonica, and Card Players). See Berninger and
Cartier, Tome I, 38–44 for a full list of works and a discussion of them; for the works’ dates, see Gordon.
Modern Art Exhibitions: 1900–1916, 768.
174
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Russian stylistic devices.175 Portrait of the Artist’s Wife, which experiments with Cubism, was
derided in the Leningrad Courier on March 27, 1915:
Here are Puni’s works [The Portrait of the Artist’s Wife No. 51]. We can see a
canvas with a certain number of intermingled triangles. But do not work too hard,
you will find here neither the artist’s wife, nor his daughter, nor his cook, nor his
cat, nor his donkey. Even if you use all your imagination, you cannot find
anything of that kind in the picture. You may only sadly shake your head. Poor
artist’s wife! Because of this unsuccessful portrait, no one will ever know whether
she had a face or not. But for this painting the artist has used brush and dyes at
least!176
Boots and Chair (Fig. 11), executed after Puni’s return from Paris, demonstrates his
“recognition of Braque’s and Picasso’s use of papiers collés as space-defining elements.”177
This work is another example of Puni’s experiments with space and depth; the composition is
built from planes of paper applied one on top of another to suggest spatial recession, and there
is an extensive use of shading around and on the paper to emphasize volume and depth.178 Both
features are reminiscent of works by Georges Braque, including Still Life with Tenora (Fig.
12). Berninger and Cartier note that Puni is close to Braque and Juan Gris here in his use
elements such as glued paper, oil dyes, letters, and inscriptions; he perverted objects and
reproduced them in accordance with the principles of plastic art.179 Humphreys also sees a
strong resemblance between this work and papiers collés still lifes by Gris, which combine
175

For a detailed discussion, see Vallette, 17–18.

Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 41. The St. Petersburg newspaper The Day wrote: “Pincers, two slabs, jelly,
frog, centipede, green ring and ten beams. All together is the “Portrait of my wife!”
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Humphreys, 110.
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Humphreys, 110. In contrast to Puni, Malevich stuck to the flat surface plane in his collages.
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Berninger and Cartier, 40–41.
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abstract colored planes of paper and paint as well as drawn figurative details.180 Puni innovates
by integrating Cyrillic letters for the words “home,” “theater,” and “Paris.”181
Perhaps the most daring work in Tramway V—as well as one of the major attractions
of the exhibition—was Puni’s Card Players (Fig. 13).182 In this work, the artist has completely
overcome the limitations inherent in traditional painting by using collaged paper, tin, wood,
and fabric, resulting in a work of relief.183 Writing on the exhibition, the critic A. Rostislavov
mentioned a “saturation of faktura,” in the work of Kazimir Malevich, Alexandra Exter, Olga
Rozanova, and Puni. In reference to Puni’s Card Players, this signaled the assemblage of real
pieces of metal, wood and cardboard with painted plates and wallpaper.184 This review is
important as it makes clear that faktura was an important feature of the exhibition and that it
stood out to some of the critics. Conversely, another review in the News of the Stock Exchange
in March 1915 mocked Puni in reference to Card Players, calling him an “amateur painter”:
Take, for example, Puni, one of the plumbers; he combines pieces of wire, bottle
splinters, bits of scrap and colored paper and he names this assemblage Card
Players. I can swear he did set foot in a plumber’s workshop because someone
had advised him to work with marble instead of damaging the tools.185
Humphreys, 111. She sees parallels between Gris’s Breakfast or Glasses and Newspaper (1914) and Puni’s
Still Life with Cup and Spoon (1914).
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Humphreys, 111. She notes that Puni’s experiments with collage remained linked to Cubism and showed no
influence of zaum. See also Vallette, 13; she considers the letters a reference to his native culture, similar to his
use of the tiny folk-art woman in Walk in the Sun.
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Lufft, 183. Gray (195) considers Card Players the most advanced of his Cubist works exhibited. Berninger
and Cartier are reminded of Cézanne’s Card Players and, moreover, say that Puni revealed himself as an
architect here (44–45). Nieslony considers Card Players were close to Tatlin’s works of that time, although Puni
used more colors, letters, and real objects (31).
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Berninger and Cartier, 44.

Rostislavov, “Po povodu vystavki futuristov [Concerning the Futurists’ Exhibition],” 4; discussed in
Humphreys, 174.
184

Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 45. On the same page, there is an anonymous critique: “Card Players may be
considered to be the hit of the exhibition. However, the paint is totally missing from it. It is nothing more than a
combination of heterogeneous pieces: scrap, cardboard, painted rags.”
185
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In spite of Card Players being similar in style to Tatlin’s work, Berninger and Cartier
suggest that this work might have laid the foundation for Puni’s Suprematism.186 The year 1915
pinpointed two distinct tendencies within the avant-garde movement: one was directed toward
volume (Tatlin) and the other toward the plane (Malevich).187 Evidently, Puni was inspired by
and incorporated both.
Puni’s Still Life with Hammer (Fig. 14) includes both volume and plane: twodimensional, non-objective elements (the abstract forms in blue and red, as well as the white
rectangles) together with a three-dimensional figurative object (a real hammer nailed on a
board). For the contemporary critic, the unconventional context of showing a utilitarian object
like a hammer proved difficult to interpret. One critic stated, “It is still better to hang up a
hammer upon a board than to pawn it in order to have a drink,” while another said, “One asks
himself, what is the reason of this hammer hanging on a nail? If we unhook it, it could serve to
give a strike on the painter’s head. It is for you, scoundrel!”188
However, if this composition is interpreted as a relief189 instead of as a still life, its
content suddenly makes sense; the hammer is removed from his conventional context and its
usual function is turned upside down by nailing the hammer on the ground plane. This meant
Puni is isolating the form and denying the hammer its own meaning and objectiveness.190 The
clever element in this work turns out to be a shadow: the piece of cardboard painted reddish
186

Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 44. Puni, at the same time, created Suprematist drawings with a focus on
architectonical details; see Lufft, 190.
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Bowlt, “Introduction,” xxx.
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The first critique is an anonymous assessment from News of the Stock Exchange, St. Petersburg, March 1915;
the second also an anonymous critique from the same journal dated March 5, 1915; translated into French in
Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 45.
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Such as much later proposed by Humphreys, 111.
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Humphreys, 111–112; Bowlt, Russian Art of the Avant-Garde, 111.
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brown has one corner turned up and folded over, throwing a shadow onto the two-dimensional
plane that suggests the presence of another three-dimensional form. According to Humphreys,
the three-dimensional world is just an illusion of the whole, and shadows are all the viewer is
able to grasp from the hidden fourth dimension.191 More shadows on the white background
intensify the effect of the white canvas being used to enhance the sensation of space.192 The
brown of the first two-dimensional plane corresponds with the natural color of the hammer’s
wooden handle (and leans to the way color is used by Vladimir Tatlin), while the other two
planes are depicted in blue and white, both colors that would become pivotal in the Suprematist
palette. Vallette argues that Puni, in his method of coloration, unites the aesthetics of Tatlin
and Malevich.193 Elements of Khlebnikov’s transrational reality or Kruchenvykh’s fourth
dimension are also on view here: a real object is deprived of its own meaning and shown in a
different, irrational context. Humphreys characterizes this process of the “abstraction of
forms,” stating that Puni’s reliefs from 1914 to 1919, in general, attempted to redefine the role
of art in the transformation of consciousness to a higher dimension and that they come very
close to Khlebnikov’s interpretation of reality.194
0,10
Aspects of Still Life with Hammer anticipate Puni’s statement in his Suprematist
manifesto, issued on the occasion of the 0,10: Poslednaya Futuristicheskaya Vystavka Kartin
Humphreys, 154, referring to analogous claims of Khlebnikov in “Nasha Osnova;” see also Khlebnikov,
“Nasha Osnova,” 376.
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This effect was broadly used by Malevich in his Suprematist works and was his way to suggest a fourth
dimension and eternal space; see below for a discussion.
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Vallette, 65.
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Humphreys, 112.
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(nol–desyat) (0,10 [Nol’-desyat’]: The Last Futurist Exhibition of Paintings),195 the second
Futurist exhibition organized and financed by Puni.196 0,10 took place at the Dobychina Art
Bureau at Marsovo Pole in St. Petersburg from December 1915 through January 1916 and
featured fourteen artists, some of whom had also been part of the Tramway V exhibition.197 As
the title of the exhibition suggests, the ten participating artists (out of fourteen) would go
beyond zero as well as beyond the traditional image.198
As the 0,10 exhibition included the unveiling of Suprematist works and the manifesto
of Suprematism—and it was generally thought that the title’s inclusion of the phrase “last
Futurist exhibition” meant a transformation into something new was being confirmed—the
Suprematist compositions in the exhibition drew much attention.199 A reviewer writing in the
Golos Rusi (Voice of Russia) on January 21, 1916 noted, “One finds that the ‘Futurists’ have
transformed themselves into ‘Suprematists.’”200 Although 0,10 received mostly negative
reviews by the press and art critics, it was the most successful exhibition of the St. Petersburg
art season that year, receiving 6,000 visitors.201
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Subsequently termed 0,10.
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 51 and 67. A reproduction of the catalogue is found in Berninger and Cartier,
58–59. For a fairly thorough discussion of the exhibition, its history, and background, see Boersma, 0,10: The
Last Futurist Exhibiton of Painting.
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Berninger and Cartier, 58. Those who had already participated were Ivan Puni, Xana Boguslavskaya, Ivan
Kliun, Kazimir Malevich, Liubov Popova, Olga Rozanova, Nadezhda Udaltsova, V. Kamensky, and Vladimir
Tatlin. The others were Nathan Altman, Maria Vasileva, A. Kirilova, Mikhail Menkov, and Vera Pestel.
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Douglas, “Defining Suprematism: The Year of Discovery,” 33; Nieslony, 33.
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Bowlt, Russian Art of the Avant-Garde, 110. He refers to the Obozrenie teatrovo [Theater Observer] (St.
Petersburg) of January 9, 1916, mentioning that this was the first time that Suprematism as an art movement had
been discussed.
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Overall, 0,10 made it clear that Futurism had now been surpassed by Suprematism, a
movement with a new pictorial realism whose main representatives were Puni, Boguslavskaya,
Malevich, and Ivan Kliun. Puni and Malevich displayed their works in the same room. Both
Malevich and Puni presented monochromatic paintings, while Puni also showed reliefs,
notably a board painted green that succeeded in confusing and surprising visitors.202 This
reaction was what Puni had also intended with Still Life with Hammer: to surprise the audience
with his art. Vallette believes that it was with this exhibition that Puni became a full member
of the Russian avant-garde, stylistically speaking, though his contribution to Tramway V had
demonstrated his switch of aesthetic interests from French to Russian art.203
In 0,10 Puni presented twenty-three works of art, twelve of which are missing.204 Based
on the exhibition catalogue and additional information published in Berninger and Cartier,
Vallette offers hypothetical stylistic groupings of Puni’s work in the exhibition.205 A first group
might have been his Cubo-Futurist paintings; two works from this period are Hairstylist (Fig.
15) and Window Cleaning (Fig. 16), both from 1915. Another group might have consisted of
reliefs, followed by his Suprematist works.206 Puni had prepared his works in secret, and
Malevich had only seen Hairstylist and Window Cleaning.207 According to Berninger and
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Green Plank was discussed in an anonymous review in Vechernee vremya [Evening], St. Petersburg, on
January 20, 1916: “… What is it about? Some of the visitors are trying to touch the board; others are even trying
to sniff it around. It is all in vain! It is impossible to perceive a mystery of the board.” A reproduction of the
article is found in Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 61. For a discussion, see Bowlt, Russian Art of the AvantGarde, 110.
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Vallette discusses them in detail according to their listing in the catalogue (20–21), with added information
by Xana Boguslavskaya included in Berninger and Cartier. See the catalogue reprinted in Berninger and Cartier,
Tome I, 58–59 and 157–158.
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Cartier, participating artists were “bound up to the oath of keeping all the works prepared for
the exhibition in secret, […] had not shown them till the exhibitipn opening day.”208
In contrast to the 1914 painting Portrait of Artist’s Wife, Hairstylist maintains a
representational form and does not disintegrate the objects on the surface of the canvas. The
identifiable objects in the composition have been detached from their conventional use, and
assume a new, transrational reality according to Khlebnikov’s zaum. The painting foregrounds
a frockcoat that nearly fills the left side of the canvas, while behind it, in the top right corner,
is the figure of a man, his face depicted figuratively although partially obscured by the number
“2”. These artistic choices might allude to the confusion of the bourgeoisie caused by new art
or the artist’s willingness to detach from the old “clothes” (i.e., the old art) in order to reach a
transrational new reality, represented by the isolated numbers and letters in the work, most
notably the number “2”. This work additionally transforms both the original meaning of planes
and words and gives them a new transrational content. Puni integrates a white plane with words
in an illogical order; these words and their plane are partially overlapped by other, smaller
planes. Shadows and color indicate depth, notably one of the planes resembles wallpaper or the
imitated woodgrain of Cubist papiers collés. The window metaphor present in Window
Cleaning (Fig. 16) is also included in Hairstylist with the words “стекло” (steklo, glass),
“окна” (okna, windows), “окно” (okno, window), and “не видятся” (ne vidyatsya, they do not
see each other). 209 Isolated letters and numbers appear, with no apparent connection to the text
208

Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 59.

Berninger and Cartier state that the text was inspired by a poem of Mayakovsky: “Through the middle of the
window, the iridescence of the button, it is impossible to see anything (…) Two persons, speedy with their
sister, the windows with (….) window, w-w-with an umbrella, and the cold will fade away. It was a melancholic
autumn day, at noon, the 18… year (…).” See Berninger and Cartier, Tome 1, 67, which includes a reproduction
of the painting; 161 for the French translation. The translation into English is my own using both the Russian
original and Berninger and Cartier’s interpretation.
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on the white plane in the foreground.210 Puni’s forms in Hairstylist symbolize the new meaning
of painting, its transrational content. Only under close analysis do the interrelations between
the single elements of the work become apparent. It is also interesting to note that it is in these
works that the elements of lettrism (which will be discussed later in Chapter 1) appear. The
text does not turn into the title of the signboard; it becomes a kind of headline for thoughts
rather than events.211
The text seen in Window Cleaning, in contrast, is an advertising slogan of the time—
кушайте лакто бациллин (“kushaite lakto batsilin” or “eat laktobacilin”)—that has been
fragmentaed and dispersed around the canvas rather than being isolated letters and words
patched together without any apparent meaning.212 The single letters vary in color (black, blue,
and white—colors that would become important to Suprematism, as well as Puni’s figurative
painting), as well as in size and position. Some letters are upright and static, while others are
tilted and more dynamic. The word lakto seems to float downwards and land in a floating bowl,
while underneath it “бациллин” (batsilin) appears to disintegrate. The letters are closely
“interwined” with objects; for example the diacritical mark above the letter Й appears to cling
to a table leg (the table itself is absent) and a pole balancing two buckets seems to “rest” on the
serifs of the letters Й and T.213
In contrast to Hairstylist, in Window Cleaning the expected relationship between
objects no longer exists—the various images in the painting are isolated from each other.214
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Sarabyanov, 72–77.
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Laktobacilin was promoted at the time as strengthening human health.
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Displacement can be seen in both the sizes of and the manner in which the objects are placed
in the painting. The tiny figure of a woman is dwarfed by huge household objects—an
umbrella, an oil-lamp, an armchair, a leg from a table or stool—with none of them being
obviously related to one other.215 Nieslony suggests that if the work were to be turned ninety
degrees, some of the objects in the composition—such as the umbrella or the house—would
make more sense spatially, as they would cease to float and instead be depicted in a known
way.216 The painting transfers a sense of weightlessness; the woman floats upside-down and
all the other identifiable objects in the painting have been freed from gravity.217
In her discussion of this painting, Humphreys emphasizes the spatial dimension and
proposes that this painting establishes a new relationship between images in another dimension.
For example, when discussing Hairstylist, she stresses that Puni included the number “5”, that
number being of special importance to Khlebnikov in the context of zaum and transrational
reality.218 The principle of sdvig (“shift/dislocation”), as expressed by the floating woman,
additionally indicates a shift of consciousness into another dimension.219 A possible connection
between Puni’s objects may be found in an analogy employed by Khlebnikov in his piece “Ka,”
where he describes Ka’s free movement through time and space, searching for a new spatial
dimension.220 Ka is the phantom of the soul, and time offers no obstacles to him (Khlebnikov)
215

For a detailed discussion on how Puni constructs his picture, see Nieslony, 42; see 43–47 for discussions of
light in the work as a metaphor, a double-meanings of the table/tableau, and discussion of the stool leg.
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Humphreys, 149.
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Khlebnikov assumed self-sufficient words would be constructed out of five rays with sound settling along
five axes. For Khlebnikov, this matter was part of the mathematical symmetry which he felt operated in his own
verse. See Humphreys, 152.
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as he moves from dream to dream and intersects time, changes and transforms
consciousness.221
Marc Chagall’s Paris Through an Open Window (Fig. 17) is a work that incorporates
symbols also found in Window Cleaning, specially the open-window view.222 We can assume
that Puni is taking an interior scene with an open-window view—one which was commonly
found in Parisian art of the time—and transferring it into a Russian Futurist context.223 While
Parisian art emphasized the problem of the formal dimension of the given work, Russian
Futurist art—and, notably, Window Cleaning—emphasizes the spatial dimension and the
ability of the new art style to produce a higher consciousness.
Window Cleaning also served another symbolic purpose directly related to the context
of the 0,10 exhibition. As Nieslony emphasizes, Ivan Puni had intended to establish the equality
of different artistic styles, and so had exhibited Window Cleaning together with a relief as well
as representational works.224 With the 0,10 exhibition announcing the end of Futurism and a
departure into new artistic directions, Window Cleaning can thus be regarded as an additional
metaphor.225 For Puni, “abstracting” forms at 0,10 meant to put real three-dimensional objects
into an unrelated environment. His Man in a Bowler Hat (lost) incorporated an actual fork
Simmons, “Kazimir Malevich’s ‘Black Square,’” 133. Valette (26) adds that the act of cleaning is
represented by a wash basin, a white pitcher (on its side in the top right), and water buckets on a carrying pole.
These could also be interpreted as symbolic of reaching a higher level of consciousness through “the
purification of man’s soul.”
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Puni also uses the motifs of flying, upside-down miniature figures, and the open-window view; Vallette, 25
and 64; Nieslony, 33–34.
Vallette mentions Bonnard’s Dining Room (1913) and Juan Gris’s Still Life Before an Open Window (1915);
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stuck onto the painting’s surface.226 This fork and the hammer in Still Life with Hammer (1914)
are complete objects in and of themselves, but they have been removed from their usual context
and the logic of their function is subsequently contradicted; in other words, to Puni, those forms
are abstracted. Humphreys emphasizes that this “approach to the treatment of form is identical
to Khlebnikov’s and Kruchenykh’s treatment of the individual letter and sound, which are
removed from their context of a specific meaning and thereby freed to take on new
meanings.”227 Some of the works Puni included in the 0,10 exhibition were non-spectral reliefs
using a variety of materials such as cardboard, wood, plaster, and paper. With these Puni is
attempting to “achieve plastic harmony of sculpture and painting.”228 In his sculptures, or
reliefs, Puni plays with surfaces, qualities, and colors,229 so that rather strict forms are in the
center of the painting.230 This interest is again most possibly due to Puni’s exposure to Cubism
in Paris.231 The reliefs that I discuss in the next section, also in the 0,10 show, were based on
the spiritual dimension and transrational reality and are more closely related to Malevich’s
Black Square and the Suprematist Manifesto. 232
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1.3

Ivan Puni, Black Square, and the Suprematist Manifesto, 1915

Kazimir Malevich’s icon-like Black Square of 1915 (Fig. 18)—a simple presentation
of a black square on a white ground—functions as a sort of visual manifesto of Suprematism.233
The initial idea of the Black Square was related to the décor and costumes that Malevich
designed for Victory Over the Sun—the image would thus be conceived as an anthithesis to the
sun (which in itself opens up a wide field for interpretation) and a sign of that victory.234
Malevich and Kruchenykh had insisted on the importance of zero, referred to in the exhibition’s
title. Having reduced visual imagery to its “zero” or most basic point, the artists would then
move beyond zero.235 Black Square was the visual manifestation of that zero point and of
Suprematism; as such, its debut was understandably central to an exhibition that even had zero
in its title.236 At the same time, it was a visual reference to the traditional Russian icon.
Malevich hung his Black Square straddling one of the upper corners of the exhibition’s
Suprematist room (Fig. 19), the place traditionally reserved for an icon in Russian homes (see
Fig. 20).237 Traditional Russian icons use dark colors for their central image against a lighter
Christina Lodder, “Introduction,” 4. A 2015 examination of the painting revealed that two more
compositions are hidden under the Black Square: a Cubo-Futurist image and a Proto-Suprematist composition.
Lodder holds that the Black Square might, indeed, have been the first Suprematist painting. See also Vakar,
“New Information Concerning The Black Square,” 21.
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See Malevich’s letter to Matyushin on May, 29, 1915 in Vakar and Mikhienko, Vol 1, 65. “Since we are
planning to reduce everything to zero, we have decided to call it Zero, after which we ourselves will move
beyond zero.”
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Winter, “Icon Corners,” Pinterest photo collection; Lodder, “Conflicting Approaches to Creativity?,” 267;
Humphreys, 179. Critics were enraged by this heretical Futurist proposal and the apparent desecration of
Russian icons; see Kovtun, “Kazimir Malevich: His Creative Path,” 210. For a detailed discussion of Black
Square and the Russian icon, see Simmons, “Kazimir Malevich’s Black Square,” 126–134.
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background, as Malevich did with Black Square. The contemporary critic Alexandre Benois
noted that
…high in the corner, under the very ceiling, in a holy place, had been hung the
“creation” undoubtedly of the very same Malevich, who portrayed a black square
on a white ground. Undoubtedly, this is the very icon which the gentlemen
Futurists prefer to Madonnas and shameless Venuses…238
Malevich did not intend to mock the icon, but to indicate equality to the icon. His Black Square
proposed an absolute form, a liberation from the laws of conventional logic valid in the threedimensional world.239 Puni, likewise, presented an icon-like work: Relief with White Ball of
1915 (Fig. 21).
The wooden box used as the surface in Relief with White Ball functions like a Russian
icon’s painted frame, guiding the viewer into another reality and emphasizing the work’s
function as modern icon.240 Puni uses black—instead of Malevich’s white—to evoke the
sensation of infinite emptiness. The shadow of the white ball extends beyond the planar surface
and onto the frame of the wooden box, like the halo of the depicted saint would in a traditional
Russian icon painting.241 As with Puni’s Still Life with Hammer, in Relief with White Ball the
real object—the ball—loses its original identity and assumes another identity within a new
reality. Humphreys, in analyzing Puni’s reliefs, finds that they also assume an iconic quality
because of the very artistic vision that inspired them: they perfectly master faktura (use of the
material, i.e., the wooden ground) and content (illusion of infinite space, in Relief with White
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Ball the color black).242 Both Puni’s ball and Malevich’s square are freed from their
conventional use and can be alternatively interpreted—both square and ball could evoke the
(fading) sun, and Puni, with the metaphor of the ball, also directly suggests a game or play.243
A copy of the Manifesto on Suprematism was distributed when the 0,10 exhibition
opened.244 It consisted of three short, cryptic statements by Malevich, Ivan Kliun, and Mikhail
Menkov, and a longer, introductory statement signed by Ivan Puni and Xana Boguslavskaya.245
Malevich’s statement indicated he had freed himself from all artistic conventions and was ready
to start from zero. In the last sentences of his statement he announces that the new artistic
culture would be rooted in “creation as an end in itself,” i.e., art as an end in itself.246 In
comparison, Puni and Boguslavskaya offered a more detailed description of what the new art
was to be: The purpose of the new art was to redefine the object, an object was only a sum of
real elements, and the substance of an object could be detached from its original meaning. The
freedom of the object from its original meant to get rid of utility, thus a hammer was no longer
a tool, and a white ball was not a toy. The picture with a white ball would present a new
conception of abstracted real elements without the original meaning. New painting has changed
the essence of an object’s meaning.247 The following are their detailed requirements for the
new art:
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1. An object is the sum of real units, a sum that has a utilitarian purpose. (Utility is the
purpose of the sum of real elements to depict something. Example, a certain sum of
elements is a stone, another a man, etc.)
2. The substance of an object (reality) and the being of an object like a chair, a samovar,
a house, etc., are not the same thing.
A. Freedom of the object from meaning, the destruction of utility.
B. A picture is a new conception of abstracted real elements, deprived of meaning.
3. 2 x 2 is anything you like, but not four.
C. (The aesthetic thing in itself).
An object (a world) freed from meaning disintegrates into real elements – the
foundation of art
B.2) The correlation of elements discovered and revealed in a picture is a new reality,
the departure point of the new painting248
Humphreys notes that the content of Puni’s and Boguslavskaya’s statement bears a
remarkable similarity to Khlebnikov’s theory of the “self-sufficient word”:
The word can be divided into the pure word and the everyday word. One can think
of the word as concealing within itself both the reason of the starlit night and the
reason of the sunlit day. This is because any single everyday meaning of a word
also obscures from view all the word’s remaining meanings… In separating itself
from everyday language, the self-sufficient word differs from the living word...249
Both Khlebnikov and Puni draw a distinction between verisimilitude and actual reality.
Puni presents a new reality in depriving the white ball of its conventional usage (original
meaning), and in putting it in an unusual, icon-like context; additionally, the shadows or
black color indicate cosmic space.250 Puni and Boguslavskaya presented a theoretical
underpinning for Puni’s Suprematist art.
While Malevich’s Suprematist experiments can be traced back to his 1913 work for the
opera Victory over the Sun, Puni began to create Suprematist paintings and drawings in 1915.251
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For a detailed discussion of this issue, see Gray, 158–160, and Bowlt, “Introduction,” xxx. Puni would
support the Suprematists from 1915 to 1918; Vallette, 28.
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More than any other Russian Suprematists, Puni offered a large and consistent variety of
geometric shapes—rectangles, triangles, circles, squares, and diagonal lines—dispersed over
the canvas and often overlapping.252 His 1915 Suprematist Composition (Fig. 22) includes
squares, rectangles, and trapezoids in different arrangements, with a focus on formal
composition. Additionally, shadows and the careful use of line suggest three-dimensionality.253
This work is also an example of Puni concentrating the forms in the center of his composition.
While the forms in Suprematist Composition are not arranged in the precise center of the
composition, a dynamic is created by their arrangement, particularly by a large, dart-like, black
trapezoid aiming towards the center of the composition. Puni also uses a black circle as
Suprematist element. The differently colored shapes—white, black, and shades of red and
orange—are carefully arranged on the flat blue background in order to provoke an impression
of spatial depth and dynamic movement.254
Unlike Malevich’s sharp color contrasts, Puni preferred a “more luminous combination
of half-tones and somewhat related hues which tend to vibrate visually upon the surface of the
canvas. The effect is not the reassertion of form on the surface of the canvas, but the oscillation
of the form from an inner to an outer space.”255 The blue background in Puni’s works including
Suprematist Composition emphasizes the surface dimension, as blue is “the most effective
color to reflect and interact with the faktura of the various cut-out elements.”256 The single
elements of the picture thus advance into the observer’s space and suggest a relief-like
252
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quality.257 In this way, “Puni unites not only the aesthetics of Tatlin and Malevich but also
those of the colorists and formalists.”258
Puni’s Suprematist Composition additionally inserts elements of Cubism into an
otherwise Suprematist work.259 For example, the light source appears to be coming from both
sides of the canvas; the light on the grey box appears to come from the left, while on the red
box it comes from the right.260 By choosing to paint orthographic projections, Puni makes the
colored boxes appear to be seen from multiple views, and rectilinear shapes enhance this threedimensional effect. The general effect is that of geometric objects “soaring into the deep
expanses of a blue celestial sky.”261 This concern with the construction of form on a twodimensional canvas, as well as the use of sections of objects, is Cubist in origin. In this wellknown Suprematist work, Puni retained the multi-dimensionality of his works by referring to
painterly traditions, playing with them, and proposing new solutions.

Public Presentation at the Tenisheva School, 1916

A few days before the close of the 0,10 exhibition, an educational public lecture about
Puni’s and Malevich’s ideas was held at the Tenisheva School of Decorative Arts in St.
Petersburg, with Puni delivering the main lecture.262 It was advertised as “Public, scientific257
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Vallette, 66. Vallette states that “Puni’s retention of Cubist devices indicates a conscious attempt to purify his
interpretation of French Cubism. Puni was basically a conservative avant-garde artist who was concerned with
the classic concepts of formal composition, color, and design. Therefore, Puni appears not to be a follower of
Malevich but rather a colleague of Malevich, who shared an interest in the purification of geometric form at the
same time.”
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public conference of the Suprematists K. Malevich and I. Puni. Cubism – Suprematism –
Futurism. On the movements reflected in the exhibition ‘0,10.’”263 An article in the St.
Petersburg newspaper Day assessed the event as tense and uninteresting, and could not agree
with Puni’s critique of Realism, which they called a “synonym for stupidity.”264 Puni’s
definition of beauty also had been rather provocative. Beauty, to Puni, could be anything.
Referring to his Relief with White Ball, Puni stated in his lecture that “the highest manifestation
of beauty is a box with a white ball inside it.”265 He also emphasized the importance of a new,
transrational reality, claiming that “a work of art is valuable only if it lacks meaning.” A work
of art, however, had to be of such quality that “a painting might be cut into two parts, one of
which would be exhibited in Moscow, while the second one—in St. Petersburg….”266 Here,
Puni also referred to a symbol he quite often used in his paintings: “A stool has four legs,
however it has to be of no importance on which one a person sits as for the painter a single leg
must be sufficient.”267
In his address at the Tenisheva School, Puni characterized Cubism and Futurism as
“infantine” art. He may have meant that both Cubism and Futurism had paved the way for
Russian avant-garde styles, an idea that comes across in the following statement by Puni, as
quoted by a critic: “The time of Raphael and Michelangelo has passed. […] they have been
263
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defeated by Menkov, Popova, Boguslavskaya.”268 Similarly, Malevich had stated that he,
Menkov, and Puni had fought for the liberation of objects, and Futurism had freed the painting.
As Malevich had stated, they also had rejected Futurism in order to arrive at Suprematism.269
Puni and Malevich shared a search for the unexplored, the liberation from the world of
known objects. Accordingly, Malevich suggested at the Tenisheva School lecture: “Puni and
me, both of us are fighting for the liberation of the object.”270 While Malevich had preferred to
stick to a geometrically strict form, Puni additionally used real objects and materials, including
forks, bricks, and a hammer—any everyday object was suited for art.271 While clearly inspired
by Malevich, Puni was not single-minded, and continued to be influenced by a number of styles
which he skillfully interpreted.
Puni’s Cubo-Sculpture (1915–1916) (Fig. 23) is a wood-grounded work with metal and
cardboard elements that move towards a small black square. The combination of perspectival
lines and geometrical forms creates a sensation of space, i.e., Puni uses devices of pictorial
illusionism in order to experiment with illusionistic depth and literal depth. Puni’s interest in
both figurative Cubo-Futurist painting and non-objective art can be traced back to his formal
preoccupations.272 In his book Contemporary Art, he explains that
…non-objective construction (in Russia) as an art form unavoidably had to and indeed
did turn into an analytical art, into a series of experiments, both simple and complex.
Examples are the works of Malevich, my own works from that time and those of
Rodchenko, Rozanova, Bruni and others.273
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One consequence of such experiments is that in both Malevich’s Suprematist paintings and
Puni’s sculptures the representational image disappears, and the vital content is instead implied
through form. In Cubo-Sculpture (1915), Puni seems to have left a clear space on the wooden
ground of his construction where, in a Russian icon, the face of the sacred persona would be
depicted.274

1.4

Puni’s Figurative and Representational Art: Lettrist Works, 1917–1919

The importance of the spiritual dimension (or iconic association) is also apparent in
Puni’s still lifes of 1917 and 1918. Being representational, at first glance these still lifes appear
to be a deviation from his previously stated artistic concerns, yet icons were painted on wood,
and the spiritual dimension is indicated in Puni’s use of wood as a ground.275 Other features
that reference a spiritual dimension include his frames (they refer to illusionistic space, directly
correlating with spiritualism) as well as his exploitation of shadows and circular shapes.
Moreover, the continuing importance of form for Puni is reflected in his exploration of surface
and depth through Suprematist shapes; this may be seen in his painting Still Life with Pink Vase
and Billiards Triangle (Fig. 24).276
Puni inserts elements of Synthetic Cubism and redefines them as Suprematist elements
in this still life from 1917, such as the billiard triangle, which exemplifies diagonal Suprematist
lines; the foregrounded jug, with its sharp contrast between dark and light tones; and the
checkerboard, which can be interpreted as a tilted Suprematist square. The tabletop and the
274
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billiard ball represent the Suprematist circle, and the hat hanging on the door’s knob represents
the hollow circle.277 The darker colored ball, checkerboard, and triangle, although thoughtfully
placed on the table next to each other, seem to freely float, and the vase appears to be dancing
on the table. Through the wooden table and billiard triangle, Puni also explores faktura. The
door in the background opens space pictorially with its three-dimensional structure and light
color. Also, in this picture, the general combination of perspectival lines and geometrical forms
creates a sensation of space.
The elements Puni uses in this still life can also be interpreted as references to other
Western art styles. These include Cubist formal devices and objects popular in Western art at
the time, such as the checkerboard and the billiard triangle. With regard to Cubist formal
devices, Vallette considers Puni’s use of multiple viewpoints and the checkerboard’s shadow
to be in the style of Gris and suggestive of motion.278 Shadow may play a double role here, as
it may be interpreted as referring to the fourth dimension or cosmic space, similar to Puni’s use
of shadows in his reliefs.
Another very important characteristic of Puni’s Still Life with Pink Vase and Billiards
Triangle—as well many of Puni’s other still-life compositions—is that details are eliminated
in order to concentrate on the essence of form. In his book Contemporary Art, Puni notes, “A
painting has to be scarce.”279 Moreover, Puni used a pictorial object in order to examine the
painterly qualities of color and form, and to explore its compositional possibilities. As Puni
would clarify in his book Contemporary Art, non-objective art was limited in its compositional
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possibilities.280 Through its variety in form, a pictorial object could better transfer a certain
meaning.281 In his book, Puni stresses that he uses the same formal principles in both his
figurative and non-objective works.282
The preface of the catalogue for Puni’s solo exhibition at Der Sturm in 1921 lists his
still lifes as examples of “Constructive Realism.” In the catalogue’s foreword, W. E. Groeger
states that Puni combined Suprematist and Cubo-Futurist construction with the principle of the
division of the painterly surface.283 Additionally, Puni’s concentration on still lifes could also
be interpreted as the influence of classical Cubism. The French still lifes of this period are
characterized by purified images, quiet forms, and detailed structure. Puni added Suprematist
elements, color, and faktura to his Still Life with Pink Vase and Billiards Triangle, elements
which can also be seen in his other still lifes such as Still Life with a Bottle of 1918 (Fig. 25).
An analysis of those still lifes suggests that Puni was eager to explore the artistic possibilities
he had tested in his non-objective art.

Revolutionary and Decorative Art—Black-and-White Drawings

The October Revolution of 1917 had a profound impact on the cultural life of Russia.
The new government demanded that art represent the new social realities; Soviet leader
Vladimir Lenin and Commissar of Public Enlightenment Anatoli Lunacharsky turned to avant280
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garde artists to exploit their energetic push for the development of a new society.284 The
immediate post-revolutionary period witnessed a merging of politics and avant-garde theory,
with leading avant-garde artists helping to develop the new principle of artistic culture.285
Insofar as they presented themselves as Futurists, these artists had to respond to the new
regime’s announcement of a new way of life in which the artist would be an integrated member
of a society based on industrialization.286 Malevich regarded the revolution as an overture to
the complete transvaluation of aesthetic values and a chance to establish Suprematism as
official ideology. This was supported by the fact that he was at the height of his creativity and
activity at that time.287 No enthusiastic statements from Puni are known, although he and
Boguslavskaya participated in the decorating of St. Petersburg with new art for the first
anniversary of the revolution.288
In his 1918 Sketch for the Decorations at the Celebrations in Saint Petersburg, Liteini
Prospect (Fig. 26), Puni depicts the red communist flag as a Suprematist square not unlike
Malevich’s Suprematist Red Squares (Fig. 27). Puni also created large propagandist panels that
were fixed to city buildings, the subjects of which included at least one complex composition
with a red square as well as an enormous worker holding a red flag, striding over minimized
For a summary of the regime’s efforts to co-opt the Union of Artists, see Barooshian, 115–117. For an
account of how the Union of Artists was established in early 1917—a process that Ivan Puni supported by
signing a March 11, 1917, newspaper appeal—see Gurianova, The Aesthetics of Anarchy, 214–216.
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city buildings.289 Moreover, Puni’s “free ‘letter rhythms’ fluttered on the squares of St.
Petersburg on the occasion of the first anniversary celebrations” and offered a stark contrast to
the rising culture of the slogan.290 Although not everyone liked his interpretation of the
Revolution as being something large and noble, it was Lunacharsky (with whom Puni and
Boguslavskaya had good relations) who had mobilized Puni and other representatives of the
avant-garde for the first May Day Celebration in 1918 and the first anniversary of the
revolution.291 Both Puni and Boguslavskaya had accepted orders from the National
Commissariat of Enlightenment and assumed official positions in the new regime;292
Boguslavskaya became Commissioner of Theatre and Puni was a professor at the Free Art
Studios (SVOMAS) in St. Petersburg.293 In general, Lunacharsky largely succeeded to engage
the old representatives of Russian Cubo-Futurism for official positions, in part because the
artists hoped that in allying with the new regime they would realize their artistic aims.294
Puni’s art during his St. Peterburg years is characterized by two other important
features: his black-and-white drawings and his Lettrist works.295 The common features of these
two styles are the radical simplification of the objects and the complete disassociation of their
meaning. Toward these purposes, Puni also used limited material and color. Between 1914 and
1919, Puni created many drawings with ink brush, mostly impressions from St. Petersburg and
289
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Vitebsk characterized by both concreteness and abstraction.296 In his black-and-white drawing
Night of 1917 (Fig. 28), Puni again plays with perspective, using different perspectives for the
two houses and the two lamps. An interest in faktura, or texture, is still reflected in the darkened
sky that forms the background of the drawing. Faktura is also used to create depth on the
surface plane. Moreover, Puni uses light and shadows to suggest different meanings. The grey
shadows of the two lamps partially merge with the background, while the black color of the
two houses, and black shadow of the first house appear inherently threatening. A white quasirectangle (the side wall of the second house) is put into the center of the picture. Together with
the lamp, their geometrical lines seem to point into the sky and eternity (as the shadows of the
lamp merge with the sky), a movement that is contradicted by the black front of both houses
and the white ground. A tiny, dynamic group of marine soldiers (without shadows) seems to
fly-run along the black wall of the right house and above the white ground, adding intensity
and a sensation of uneasiness to the whole scene. The whole setting might also indicate that
the spiritual dimension might no longer be found in the cosmos and the sky, but on the flat,
black and white ground. This is not an comforting outlook: as the new reality does not need
faktura (three-dimensionality, or even a fourth dimension) and becomes genuinely flat. Reality
is reduced to a two-dimensionality based on black and white and an uneasy floating of forms.

Lettrist Works: Signboards and Lettrist Paintings
The Lettrist version of Puni’s reduced works of the St. Petersburg period originates in
the tradition of the Russian signboard. Bowlt, in this context, notes that Ivan Puni had
296
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reproduced advertisements of a neighborhood pharmacy in this period.297 As previously
discussed, Puni was much concerned about the painterly creation of depth on the surface plane,
and here the signboard and its faktura played a crucial role.
The majority [of signboards] are painted on wood or iron and both of these
materials, painted over as background, impart a unique and weighty sensation of
a certain tangibility. We can sense extremely well the sticky paint which lies
heavily on the iron and this sensation means that we sense the object first and
foremost as a plane and then as a still life and a background.298
The combination of the signboard and faktura was a crucial feature of Puni’s art. He
had noticed that faktura increased the sensation of depth, and made it easier to evoke a fourth
dimension (see Relief with White Ball, Fig. 21). Due to faktura, genuinely flat, two-dimensional
painting would not possible. For example, the different colors on wallpaper would create depth
through their advancement and recession, and the wood of a signboard would have its own
weight and tangibility with paint applied accordingly.299 Ivan Puni had used those insights for
his reliefs, carefully constructing his painting around the weight and tangibility of wood, for
example in the Relief with White Ball. In Puni’s period of representational and figurative art,
another idea became interesting to him: how to propose a genuinely flat, two-dimensional
painting. Such a work had to abstain from the use of faktura. Puni found the solution in zaum
and the inclusion of letters into his work. The use of isolated letters in Russian art can be
additionally connected with Russian signboard painting, as Viktor Shklovsky notes: “In the
pictures of the artists of that period lived not only objects, but letters—big signboard letters.”300
Above all, Puni studied the signboard for its play of rudimentary letters, phonemes, and
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morphemes.301 During the period 1917–1919, Puni created many signboards in this spirit.302
One example, Music (1917–1918), an advertising sign for a music store in St. Petersburg (Fig.
29), is reduced to a two-dimensional plane; the colors black and white create the necessary
contrast and also form Suprematist squares, with additional Suprematist lines and forms
floating freely through the picture.
Although Puni had incorporated words and letters into his earlier Alogist works, it was
only in 1919 that letters as such became the very subject of his painting and replaced faktura.
These letters must be understood as transrational letters or words deprived of any
communicative, utilitarian function; they are self-sufficient and dominant based on the
meaning of zaum.303 The analogy with faktura is best understood by looking at Letters from
1919 (Fig. 30), a work which centers around the word бани (bani) or “baths.” In contrast to
Puni’s icon-like work Bani (Baths) of 1915 (Fig. 31), which was exhibited for the first time in
the 0,10 exhibition, the letters of the word бани have disintegrated; the last letter “I” has
assumed another meaning indicated by its position—partly overlaying the “Б” (“b”)—and
different color. At the same time, the letter “I” still could be a part of the letter “Н” (“n”), as
half of this letter is not visible in the painting. Puni creates depth by using different colors and
geometric lines, even if he integrates shadow on the floating pitcher. As a result, there is an
apparent contrast between the truncated pitcher (the upper part is missing), the four letters (two
of them are cut off), and the green and white background.304 It is notable that Khlebnikov had
301
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claimed that he would strive for the transformation of all Slavic words into one another and the
eventual unity of all world languages into a “trans-sense language.”305 Puni’s artistic aims here
seem reminiscent of this goal.
Puni created his painting Flight of Forms (Fig. 32) shortly before leaving Russia for
Berlin, a context that is notable considering that the composition’s letters and forms seem to be
almost fleeing the painting.306 The title words “Бегство форм” (Begstvo form or “Flight of
Forms” ) are barely legible, as their letters are literally scattered and floating away.307
The English translation suggests more explicitly that Puni’s letters are both fleeing and
flying than the Russian original. The motive of flight is also crucial for Malevich and Lissitzky,
both as an emblem of technological modernity and a spiritualization of the possibility of the
present (which could include the appeals to the fourth dimension).308
In Puni’s painting, one letter (“м” = “m”) appears to be falling in space, becoming
smaller in size, while another (“o”) rises, becoming larger before it disappears into the sky.309
This continuous movement allows the letters to reform and create other words.310 The word
спектр (spektr or “spectrum”) is depicted in different shades of blue. Faktura is accomplished
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through the mixing of sand with the colors,311 a technique that had also been used by Braque
and Picasso beginning in 1911 with their attempt to return to paintings the volume that had
been lost in the interweaving of faktura and planes of Analytical Cubism. Christina Lodder
mentions that the light bluish circle on the top left and the rectangle placed vertically in the
center of circle mimics the orange Ф (“F”), and that orange color is the complementary color
of blue.312 She observes that the letters of Flight of Forms increase in intensity from one side
of the canvas to the other, moving from the white Б (“B”) and cool blues in the top left to red
and black M’s at the bottom right.313 The whole spektr is possible concerning letters, forms,
and colors. Spektr also signifies the effect of energetic waves, calling to mind Khlebnikov’s
statement that the self-sufficient word would renounce the “spectres of a particular everyday
situation” and assume a transrational meaning.314 Humphreys argues that Puni, through his
painting, gave visual form to Khlebnikov’s aim to find unity in disintegration and to rediscover
the language of sounds. The recognizable letters and objects have fled in order to be replaced
by word and letter combinations that are now autonomous (“self-sufficient”).315 An additional
meaning can be found in the white background, suggesting cosmic space, as often used by
Malevich.316 Bowlt believes that works such as Bani (Baths), Letters, and Flight of Forms are
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examples of Puni seeking a visual expression of Khlebnikov’s and Kruchenykh’s efforts to
undermine semantic conventions and expose the raw, original substance of words or letters.317
At the same time, a more literal and biographical interpretation of Flight of Forms is
also tempting. Research generally has interpreted the word бъгство (begstvo) or
“flight/escape” as also having an explicit literal meaning for Puni. With Flight of Forms, the
artist may be indicating a personal situation, a threat to himself and his art: he is fleeing
something undesirable, now that the letter ѣ (‘Yat’ form the old Cyrillic alphabet) has been
abolished. The letters and forms express his inner self as Puni flees post-revolutionary realities
in Russia.318

1.5

Puni in Vitebsk, 1919

The city of Vitebsk in Belarus, approximately 300 miles from St. Petersburg, was a
dynamic center for art and creativity in the years 1917–1920. In August 1918, Marc Chagall
was appointed director of the Vitebsk People’s Art School (Витебское Народное
художественное училище or Vitebskoe Narodnoe khudozhestvennoe uchilishche) and
promoted art that “would turn abruptly away from the comprehensible.”319 Chagall specifically
went to St. Petersburg in order to persuade artists to join the teaching staff at the art school.320
Through the invitation and recruitment of Chagall, many artists gathered in the city and brought
their creative energy. Ivan Puni and Xana Boguslavskaya arrived in January 1919 in order to
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work in their official positions and to engage creatively; upon arriving, they immediately joined
the Art Institute.
Chagall described how the combination of art and revolutionary obligations was
influencing the city ahead of the Revolution’s anniversary: “The city of Vitebsk has begun to
stir. In this provincial “hole” of almost a hundred thousand inhabitants—today, in the days of
October—it’s being shaken up by a tremendous amount of revolutionary art.”321 The streets,
squares, houses, and even trees of Vitebsk were painted and decorated in screaming Futurist
colors—brighter, more vibrant colors than Cubist colors—and wildly moving Suprematist
forms in preparation for the upcoming May celebration.322 Chagall and Boguslavskaya were
co-organizers of the event through their roles within the official preparatory visual commission
initiated in April 1919.323 Boguslavskaya had been given the job of supervisor of theatrical
decoration in the arts and crafts section. Puni would supervise propaganda and work as a
teacher at the art academy.324 It should be noted that Puni, while also teaching other things,
was able to foresee the isolation of a poster as an independent art form—in the poster, the
possibility of using conditionally expressive elements remained long after all kinds of
manifestations of “formalism” ended in the Soviet Union and “socialist realism” became the
only officially permitted style. Puni was also obliged to appear at the meetings organized by
the Commissariat (Department of Fine Arts) in front of factories or fields, delivering semipolitical, semi-aesthetic speeches that argued that Cubists and Futurists were at the same time
321
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engineers and workers.325 Puni also organized the creation of new signboards for the city,
which entailed setting up a poster studio dedicated to revolutionary propaganda.326 Old
signboards had been taken down by the National Commissariat, and merchants had been told
to order new ones created by lecturers at the art academy.327
After November 9, 1917, freedom of the press became severely restricted, with only
publications that were aligned with the Communist government positions permitted. Among
them were the well-known Izvestya (News) and Pravda (Truth), underscoring the importance
of art for agitation and propaganda purposes, and featuring Lenin’s Plans for Monumental
Propaganda.328 Suprematist paintings and counter-reliefs were used as edifying illustrations for
the journal Visual Art (Изобразительное Искусство or Izobrazitelnoe iskusstvo), with
reproductions of Puni’s art published alongside Wassily Kandinsky’s texts regarding the
relations between art and theatre and Malevich’s reflections on contemporary art.329
In 1919, artists began to intensively debate the utility of art and the possibility of
bringing art into a closer relationship with industrial production. Puni held lectures and wrote
articles to clarify his position with regard to the new role of art. The journal Art of the Commune
(Искусство коммуну or Iskusstvo kommuny) had launched in December 1918 and had initially
promoted Futurists and their aims.330 It discussed at length how the Russian avant-garde should
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embrace the new Communist ideology and what the relationship between artistic practice and
political regime should be.331 Nikolai Punin, in his article “Proletarian Art” (“Пролетарское
Искусство” or “Proletarskoe Iskusstvo”), printed on the first page of the April 13, 1919 issue
of Art of the Commune (Искусство Коммуну or Iskusstvo Kommuny), pleaded for the artist
minority to be guides in the new proletarian society.332
This was not an opinion Ivan Puni shared. In an article entitled “Creation of Life”
(“Творчество Жизни” or “Tvorchestvo zhizni”) published on January 5, 1919, Puni had
already argued that art could not be useful in creating life or new objects.333 He complained
that paintings by leftist artists clearly showed that they had been enslaved by a material culture
that they had not created. As a consequence, art had been reduced to its mere cosmetic
functions. For Puni, the imminent problem was that the principle of utility extended to almost
all objects, which made art essentially useless.334 Puni’s art, on the contrary, was not concerned
with creating art for an idealistic world of the future, the most prominent example of which at
that time was Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International (1919–1920).335
At this time there were many discussions of the future of Russian Futurism. On February
9, 1919, Puni held a panel discussion on “Futurism and the Proletariat Art” (“Футуризм и
пролетариат” or “Futurizm i proletariat”) in Vitebsk’s regional court building to discuss
331
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whether Futurism should be considered proletarian or bourgeois art.336 Marc Chagall gave the
opening address, and Xana Boguslavskaya also participated. A piece by G. Grilin entitled
“Futurizm i proletariat” (“Футуризм и пролетариат” or “Futurizm i proletariat”) that appeared
in the newspaper Vitebsk Leaf (Витебский листок or Vitebskii listok) on February 11, 1919,
discussed the most important points made during the events, and asked if Futurism could be
regarded as art after all (a question that the participants did not raise). Shishanov describes the
worsening situation for Futurism, as different representatives of the new regime voiced their
discontent with this new form of art and generally supported the increasing view that Futurism
was not suited as official socialist art.337
In contrast to this view, on March 10, 1919, Puni published an article in the Vitebsk
edition of the weekly local and regional government news journal To the Youth (К молодежи
or K molodezhi), declaring Futurism to be the only art that had not discredited itself and, thus,
worthy of being chosen to create a new art, a new culture, and a real national creative art. Puni
called upon the youth of the nation to help with this endeavor.338 In the same issue his piece
was countered by another author claiming the bourgeois nature of Futurism.339 In the next issue,
Puni explained that of course Futurism could be termed revolutionary, as it had questioned and
overcome traditional art rules and, in that sense, Futurism and Revolution were based on the
same creative methods.340 Again an opposing view was published in the same issue,
denouncing Futurism as neither proletarian nor national. A subsequent issue was dedicated to
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Futurism, this time without Puni and instead featuring only its opponents. One author suggested
that Futurism came close to counter-revolution, its negative influence having been proven by
the very rejection of the Moscow proletariat.341 Shishanov describes in detail how the local
paper had actually staged this debate in order to discredit Futurism and Ivan Puni to its readers.
On April 24, 1919, the Vitebsk provincial department of fine art issued a collection of
essays called Revolutionary Art (Revolyucionnoe iskusstvo or Революционное искусство) that
presented the views of artists supporting Futurism: Mark Chagall wrote on the revolution in
art, Kazimir Malevich on Suprematism, and Ivan Puni contributed five essays on Futurism and
modern art. An anonymous editorial written in the first person singular—Shishanov suggests
it was most likely also written by Puni—pleaded for an independent stance of Futurism within
the new political realities.342 This echoed Puni’s views from his “Creation of Life” article on
the utility and depoliticized view of art. In April 1919, Puni had made his final decision and
publicly explained in Art of the Commune (Искусство коммуну or Iskusstvo kommuny) that
he would not participate in the new art movement, as to share the new understanding of art as
utility would mean to “destroy art as a separate discipline.”343 In this article, he emphasized the
importance of faktura, stressing that the depicted object should not directly dictate the nature
of the material.344 In his 1923 book Contemporary Art he would go further and claim that works
reduced to mere material, and only focusing on the nature of material were senseless and could
341
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not be considered art.345 In the same year, Puni would directly target Constructivism in his
article “Russie. L’Art,” published in the journal L’Esprit Nouveau, stating that Constructivism
deprived art of its irrationality and symbolic meaning. In its essence, he said, art had to be
spiritual and art deprived of symbolic meaning became useless.346
Kazimir Malevich came to Vitebsk in September 1919. While he brought new energy
and creativity to Russian art of the time, his arrival led to a significant dispute with Marc
Chagall.347 Malevich rejected Chagall’s style as outdated, which led to sharp divisions of
loyalty in the institute.348 In contrast to Puni, Malevich was determined to reconstruct the world
according to an approach that merged Suprematist with political, post-Revolutionary
principles, one that replaced individualism with utilitarianism and collective creativity in art.349
After Malevich arrived, he succeeded in establishing a support group called “Affirmers of the
New Art,” (“УНОВИС” or “Утвердитель Нового Искусства,” “Unovis” or “Utverditel
novogo iskusstva”). It was established between January and February 1920 at the Vitebsk
People’s Art School, and dominated the school by that summer.350 Notably, the predominating
See Puni’s essay on Tatlin claiming the work lost its link with art and turned into a “constructive ornament;”
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new idea was that an artistic education should apply the principles of Suprematism in order to
design a new world. The result should be “an ideal fusion between art, technology, and
society.”351
Even before the arrival of Malevich, Puni had become increasingly dissatisfied with his
situation. He left Vitebsk in the summer of 1919, and by the time he was back in St. Petersburg,
his decision to leave Russia had already been made.352 Bowlt identifies the main reason for his
decision to leave Russia as his rejection of “finite ideology in order to maintain an individual
right to linguistic and artistic experiment and caprice.”353 Puni’s wife, Xana Boguslavskaya,
joined him in St. Petersburg before Christmas 1919.354 Their situation became increasingly
uncertain and the avant-garde’s efforts toward artistic emancipation were becoming
increasingly difficult.355 Puni and Boguslavskaya had made their decision, but were not able to
obtain visas. In a dramatic winter escape, they left for what is now Finland and planned to stay
at the Puni family estate in Kuokalla.356 There they were accused by the White Guard of
espionage and detained for several months. With the help of relatives, they were later able to
leave and arrived in Berlin in October 1920.357 It should be noted that Puni’s stay in Berlin and
his ensuing creative life there were probably accidental, as they had first intended to go to Paris.
However, Ivan Puni would make the best out of this new accidental situation.
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CHAPTER 2: Puni in Berlin

Introduction

Upon arriving in Berlin from Finland, Puni was by no means isolated: numerous
Russian artists had come to Western Europe following the Russian Revolution. Russian cultural
life in Berlin was rich—it included Russian scientific societies; public lectures and seminars
on Russian literature, philosophy, and art; and the circulation of Russian journals.358 By 1923,
the Russian emigrant population in Berlin had reached 250,000, and included artists Marc
Chagall, Alexander Archipenko, Naum Gabo, and El Lissitzky.359
There were many reasons why Soviet artists left Russia in the early 1920s, and likewise,
many reasons why Berlin became a haven for them. Some artists were political exiles, uncertain
about their security and livelihood in the context of the Russian civil war and the Red Terror.
Germany during the era of the Weimar Republic—which, according to many historians, was
among the most democratic regimes in the world at the time—offered creative freedom. In a
real sense, therefore, many of these emigrants were running to something as well as running
away from something. Germany and Russia had formed close cultural ties when the Romanovs
came to power in 1613 and ruled over the three centuries. With the advent of the Soviet Union,
diplomatic relations between this new political entity and Germany were more developed than
with most other European countries.
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Socially and culturally, there were enough Russian expatriates to foster a vibrant
bohemian community centered around the House of Arts, a club and venue for performances,
poetry readings, discussions, conferences, and lectures, all within the atmosphere of a cabaret.
Of this period in Berlin, Marc Chagall wrote, “After the war, Berlin was a kind of caravansary
where all those who shuttled between Moscow and the West met. […] In the Bavarian quarters
there were almost as many samovars and countesses who practiced theosophy or adored Tolstoi
as there used to be in Moscow.”360
While the Russian presence in Berlin was certainly noticeable, it is important to note
that early-1920s Berlin was multinational, a hub of intercultural communication and exchange.
Ideas and styles that artists had explored in their home countries were now viewed in a new
place, through a new lens, questioned, shared, and even transformed. The coexistence of
familiarity and newness that characterized the cultural milieu in Berlin certainly encouraged
Puni’s own impulse to innovate. In short, the unexpected setting he found himself in both
reflected and nurtured his development.
Ivan Puni and Xana Boguslavskaya arrived in Berlin in October of 1920. By 1921, Puni
had set up a studio at Kleiststrasse 43, in the heart of the city’s artistic center.361 Puni had not
been able to bring paintings with him from Russia, so in addition to participating in the social
scene of his new home, he was also feverishly creating and, in some cases recreating, works to
exhibit. This necessary re-creation may have been influential on his development as an artist,
as it forced him to reexamine his previous artistic styles.
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After only a few months in the city, Puni held his first solo exhibition at Herwarth
Walden’s Der Sturm gallery in February 1921. Part retrospective of Puni’s work and part
introduction of Russian modernist styles to the arts community in Berlin, the show was received
as being Dada, a style that had emerged during the First World War and was dedicated to
exposing the absurd, the surreal, and the incongruities of life. It was first interpreted as Dada
by the German painter Hans Richter, who had met Puni in Berlin and called him a Dadaist even
then.362 Dada—in particular, Kurt Schwitters’s interpretation of Dada, important to Der
Sturm—provided a new and fertile lens through which to view and order Puni’s body of work.
The principles of Dada were, of course, congruent with zaum. But for Puni himself, his Der
Sturm show was a triumph, a reordering and sometimes re-creation of his artistic past without
the constraints he had felt while still in Russia. The process of putting together this show was,
arguably, vital to Puni’s subsequent development as an artist who synthesized and innovated
his style and work.

2.1

Herwarth Walden and Der Sturm

The owner of Der Sturm, Herwarth Walden, was perhaps the most important supporter
of the Russian avant-garde community in Berlin.363 He founded and ran a journal, also called
Der Sturm, from 1910 to 1932—the name clearly symbolized the “revolutionary storm” in art,
and the general views of artists of the time. Founded before the First World War, Der Sturm
gallery ran from 1912 to 1929.364 Although there were no temporary exhibitions held during
362

Richter, “Encounters in Berlin,” 17; cited in Sarabyanov, 152.
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For details on Walden’s life, see Nell Walden, Herwarth Walden, especially 68–80.
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See in detail in Pirsich, 59–85; Nell Walden, 34.
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the war, the gallery still flourished. It became fully operational again after the war, when
Walden exhibited works by artists such as Franz Marc, Paul Klee, Oscar Kokoshka, and Robert
Delaunay, as well as artists of the Weimar Bauhaus, Prague Cubists, Belgian and Hungarian
Constuctivists, Italian Futurists, and others. From its founding in 1912 to 1921, when it
mounted its 100th exhibition, Der Sturm had “revealed, or helped to reveal, in Berlin and abroad
the works of countless painters, Futurists, Cubists, and above all, Expressionists…”365
Walden’s enthusiasm for these movements was evident; between spring 1912 and the onset of
the First World War, he had succeeded in exhibiting the work of almost all the artists important
to these movements.366
Walden felt a special sympathy for Russia, which he considered his “second destiny,”367
and prior to mounting Puni’s solo exhibition, Walden had exhibited several other Russian
artists in solo shows at Der Sturm from 1912 through 1914, notably Wassily Kandinsky, Blaue
Reiter artist Alexei von Jawlensky, Alexander Archipenko, and Marc Chagall.368
These were also the years of Dada, a literary and artistic movement that had emerged
in Zurich in 1916. Dada in Berlin, unlike the Zurich branch of the movement, immediately
acquired a political view—it became, as Huelsenbeck called it “Bolshevism in art.”369 In
Zurich, the goal of Dada had been to revolutionize the spirit: Dada was not a style, but a state
of mind.370
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Quotation from Richard Huelsenbeck’s pamphlet En Avant Dada, dated 1920.
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Schmalenbach, 102 on the goal and purpose of Dada paraphrasing Breton, “Three Dada Manifestos,” 203.
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In Germany, things were different than in neutral and relatively prosperous Switzerland.
In 1918, and as the result of the lost war, the majority of Berliners, for example, were distressed
and embittered. The bitterness, disillusionment and disbelief both in public policy and
humanity were the reason why Dada was of a different, very politicized nature in Berlin.
George Grosz, Raoul Hausmann, Hannah Höch, Johannes Baader along with writer Richard
Huelsenbeck, became the core of the Berlin’s Dada Club. One could enroll without taking any
responsibilities, and each member could express himself regarding artistic problems. The
formation of Dadaism in Berlin began with views that opposed German Expressionism. As
Huelsenbeck observed in 1920, “Dada in Berlin assumed a political character; it opposed
emotional sensibility against Expressionism, against abstract art, against art in general. It
gravitated

towards

a

new

primitivism,

a

new

objectivity,

anewactivism.”371

The relationship between Dada and Der Sturm was complicated; for example, Berlin’s
Club Dada and Der Sturm were rivals. Walden was far less critical towards other avant-garde
centers in Europe (e.g. Zurich, Paris) than he was towards those in Berlin.372 Walden felt that
the art Dadaists proposed was not actually new; he believed they were copying Picasso and
Kandinsky.373 Walden understood Dada as a feature of the Expressionism he showcased at Der
Sturm. He rejected the Dada-interpretation of Club Dada; he presented his own forms of Dada,
especially he stuck to Schwitters.374 An important figure at Der Sturm with regard to the
interpretation of Dada was German artist Kurt Schwitters (1878–1948), who was in close
371

Huelsenbeck, Dada siegt, 35–36. For a detailed account on Dadaism in Berlin and the Berlin Club Dada, see
Huelsenbeck, Dada siegt: Eine Bilanz des Dadismus.
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contact with the Parisian Dada circles.375 Between 1919 and 1923, Schwitters was granted a
prominent platform in both Walden’s gallery and his journal to present his apolitical art and
his art theories.376 For these reasons, Walden’s particular version of Dada is one important
framework through which to view the work in Puni’s 1921 show at Der Sturm.
It is not clear why Walden chose Puni for a solo exhibition, though the two shared
common acquaintances including Marc Chagall and the Commissar of Public Enlightenment,
Anatoli Lunacharsky.377 It may be that Walden found Puni’s version of art could be presented
as a new, Russian form of Dadaism, one which was very different from the provocative,
politicized German Dadaism that held little appeal for Walden.378 Puni, in contrast, could
present a Dada-inspired exhibition based on humor, surprise, and the unconventional
combination of both figurative and abstracted art. Puni saw that Dada could be art rather than
ani-art.379
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2.2

Puni’s Der Sturm Exhibition

Life is serious – art is joyful. The first Russian exhibition after the War in an
exposition at ‘Der Sturm’ in Berlin. 380
The above quote anouncing Puni’s solo show at Der Sturm gallery is from an item in a
February 1921 issue of a German industrial newspaper (Fig. 33). The article featured
illustrations of three of the artist’s works, executed in India ink and pencil on paper in 1917 in
St. Petersburg: Composition: Uprising in the Factories, After the Demonstration, and Flight
(or Running / Escape).
Looking at these works, one can see that Ivan Puni’s art was full of humor, a fact that
was noted by his contemporaries, though not by many subsequent critics. Viktor Shklovsky
observed, “I saw him laughing hard at one of his paintings: a design can amuse him as much
as a witticism.”381 The Russian public had often been amused by his works, and this humor
was highlighted in the publicity for his solo show at Der Sturm gallery in February 1921.
Entitled Jvan Puni, Petersburg. Gemälde / Aquarelle. Zeichnungen. (Jvan Puni, Petersburg.
Paintings / Watercolors. Drawings.), it was the ninety-fourth Der Sturm exhibition and first
Russian show in Berlin following the First World War.382
The catalogue for the exhibition offers insight into how Puni’s work was contextualized
for the Berlin public. Puni was introduced as a “radical painter of St. Petersburg.”383 In his
foreword to the catalogue for Puni’s Der Sturm show, W.E. Groeger mentions the Tramway V
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The original is reproduced in Berninger and Cartier, 125, and shows the black-and-white drawings
Composition: Uprising in the Factories (1917, Petrograd; Collection Kroeller-Mueller Museum, Otterlo,
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exhibit in St. Petersburg in 1915, noting that in that exhibition Puni had shown “Cubist works
of different material” and that the exhibition had been special, as Cubo-Futurists had presented
themselves for the first time in public as a united group.384 The “last Futurist” exhibition 0,10
is mentioned by Groeger as having been the first showing of Suprematist works by Malevich
and Suprematist sculptors (Puni and Olga Rozanova), and that Puni and Malevich had issued
the Suprematist Manifesto as part of it.385 Groeger notes that Puni participated in the
Contemporary Russian Painting exhibition in 1917 in St. Petersburg with a number of blackand-white ink drawings, some of which were included in the Der Sturm show.386 He asserts
that Puni, in a very peculiar (“eigenartig”) way, combines Cubo-Futurist and Suprematist
constructions with the decomposition of the surface,387 and goes on to argue that Puni’s
naturalist works of 1919 were by no means a negation of his previous work—rather, they offer
new solutions to Cubo-Futurist painterly tasks and are a sort of artistic materialism
(“künstlerischer Materialismus”).388 He even notes that a piece Puni had previously exhibited,
consisting of a plate fixed on a piece of wood, had provoked strong negative reactions at the
time. However, according to Groeger, this very simplified, catchy Suprematist construction
represented a daring combination of vision and reality and, therefore, was could be considered
as part of Puni’s naturalist works.389
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Puni exhibited 215 works of art at Der Sturm gallery;390 the exhibition’s catalogue lists
their titles, and indicates that most of them were drawings and sketches.391 The show also
included Puni’s Lettrist work Bani (Letters, 1919; discussed above, Fig. 30), noted in the
catalogue as No. 198. In the foreword to catalogue, Groeger notes that the work signals a new
Constructivist character and points out that one of the exhibition rooms at Der Sturm (Fig. 46)
was designed according to a sketch for his painting Letters.392 Groeger also states that the first
exhibition room features drawings and sketches of Puni’s Suprematist sculptures and abstract
works. The exhibition catalogue includes four works by Puni described as Zeichnung
(drawings); two were black-and-white drawings, and the other two are colored; one black-andwhite drawing focuses on the motif of dancing and falling (Revolution Day in Petrograd of
1917–1918, Fig. 34) and the other on a city/industrial landscape (Uprising in the Factories of
1917, Fig. 35).393 A third, drawing in color was entitled Catastrophe (Fig. 36),394 and the fourth
was Composition (Fig. 37).395
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Iwan Puni, Petersburg: Gemälde. Aquarelle. Zeichnungen, 4, 6, and 10. The works as listed in the catalogue
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colors (i.e., creating depth and dynamics through form and color). The drawing is dominated by Suprematist
rectangles and lines, and also includes a Suprematist circle, split into four differently colored triangles. Puni also
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Cubo-Futurist sculptures.
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Overall, the catalogue for this exhibition is a thoughtful and comprehensive work,
presenting an introduction to the styles and movements in which Puni had participated as well
as the complexities of their interpretation. To the extent that it was possible to prepare viewers
for what lay within the exhibition, the catalogue does an admirable job. It also provides a
valuable analysis of Puni’s work and his artistic accomplishments to that point.
The arrangement of works in Puni’s solo show at Der Sturm and the overall appearance
of the various rooms are known from a few photographs of the exhibition that have survived.
The exterior entrance to the gallery (Fig. 38) was designed like a Futurist signboard and was
assembled of different elements. The number “8”, looking something like an abstracted torso,
appears on a white square that it only partially covers; the exhibition began on February 8,
1921.396 The signage includes four words, “Der Sturm Iwan Puni,” made up of letters that are
different sizes and styles, and with different dynamics. There are geometric elements: a lightcolored rectangle, partly covered by a darker triangle on the right and a circle on the left with
a relief-element hanging below it, hinting at Suprematism in general, and Puni’s own
Suprematist works and sculptures. Above the sign is a white square that is partly covered by
an amorphous, round structure resting on an attached collage (relief) element of a cone-shaped
form. Puni’s three-dimensional signboard is in stark contrast with the more traditional sign of
the photographer Hänse Herrmann below it.397
Of particular importance for advertising the exhibition was Puni’s use of people in
Cubo-Futurist costumes parading outside the gallery at the opening of the show (Figs. 39 and
396
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40).398 Their costumes were inspired by Puni’s artworks and included the letters A, I, N, WA,
and RM—fragments of the words Ausstellung (Exhibition), Iwan Puni, and Sturm.399 These
real-life, anthropomorphic continuations of his painterly sculptures turned the entrance to his
exhibition into a performance of sorts, reminiscent of a Russian Futurist theatre-ballet.400
Of course, Puni had not been able to transport all his works of art from Russia to Berlin
as he and his wife fled the country, and particularly not his assemblages, pictorial sculptures,
reliefs and larger paintings. He was, however, able to bring with him drawings that he later
used to reconstruct his three-dimensional works for the Der Sturm solo show; he reconstructed
Still Life with Hammer in 1921 based on the drawing documented in the Der Sturm catalogue
as “Still Life, No. 194 (1914)” in the catalogue.401 One hundred and ninety of the 215 works
listed in the exhibition are undated in the Berlin catalogue; many of these were Suprematist
drawings and sketches, as well as drawings from St. Petersburg and Vitebsk, that he was able
to take with him when leaving Russia.402 Many works in the last section of the catalogue were
backdated, most to 1919/1920.403 The total number of works suggests that his solo show was a
comprehensive overview of Puni’s work. It can be assumed that Puni presented several of his
Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 124. Lodder thinks that they recall Malevich’s costume designs for the 1913
opera Victory over the Sun, and, thus, brought the spirit of pre-war Russian Futurism to the streets of Berlin;
“Flight of Forms,” 105.
398
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Bowlt, “Begstvo v Berlin,” 227; Bowlt, “Begstvo Form,” 230. Some months later Puni decorated the Russian
theatre for “Sinyaya ptitsa” (“Blue Bird”) and provided costumes, while his wife Xana painted the interior walls
of the cabaret.
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was still in Russia or ones that had stayed behind in Russia.
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reliefs at Der Sturm, although only two are documented with certainty: Relief with Plate and
reconstructed Relief with Hammer or Still Life with Hammer (Fig. 14). The artist displayed the
Cubist-influenced work Card Players (Fig. 13), but did not include his more complicated
Cubo-Futurist works such as Window Cleaning or Harmonica. He did, however, transfer the
motifs used in those works—letters, single words, music, and visual suggestions of falling—to
his solo exhibition. Moreover, he exhibited a series of works entitled Compositions from 1915–
1916, Lettrist works, black-and-white drawings and sketches, and Suprematist drawings.404
Although Berninger and Cartier find a “charming disorder” in the exhibition, Puni’s
works had actually been put into their new context logically;405 Puni had taken motifs of earlier
paintings and transferred them to the exhibition walls. For example, motifs used in Flight of
Forms (see Fig. 32) were pasted onto a larger and a smaller exhibition wall, as Groeger noted
in his foreword. In transferring the painting to the exhibition wall (he used the cut-outs of papier
mâché), Puni both remade the painting, transferred it on to new context, and established an
interrelation between it and paintings that were hung on the wall—all this without the original
painting being present at the exhibition.406 Puni used burlap as background material on the
walls—this, of course, was his faktura element being realized within the exhibition. Then he
placed letters and geometric forms on the burlap, above which he arranged his sketches,
drawings, and some larger paintings (Fig. 41).407 Puni’s hanging of his works was rather
unconventional—he either hung his works using strings or glued them directly onto the wall.
Some works were unframed. He mixed different styles of paintings and drawings within the
404
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Stahlhut, “An Ultimate in Pictorial Possibility,” 155.
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same room, the resulting ensemble looking like a “multicolored, lively festival.”408 In essence,
Puni added another side or form to avant-garde art: he turned it into a happening, an event.409
He included unexpected elements, randomness, acrobatic movements, and humor (as promised
in the slogan “heiter ist die Kunst”! or “Art is joyful!”).
The gallery’s entrance hall (Fig. 42) introduced the visitor to what he or she could
expect to see and experience within the exhibition. The walls of the entrance hall were
decorated with Suprematist drawings showing different interrelations between colored
geometric forms: squares, rectangles, and circles of different sizes and colors. The windows
were covered with more geometric shapes and letters, forms that were integrated into Puni’s
art and which are reminiscent of his painting Window Cleaning. Figure 38 shows that these
covered entrance hall windows on the second flour were visible from the street. Puni also used
windows as exhibition space in the first room of the show. With these window treatments, new
art concealed old realities and offered new views, from the inside to the outside and viceversa.410
Within the rooms of the exhibition, Puni included not only a broad variety of styles and
media, but also his Futurist-Suprematist ballet costume projects. Under the headings
“Petrograd”411 and “Revolution,” he included both figurative and abstracted works mostly in
408
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the form of black-and-white paintings.412 Puni also presented several still lifes, most of them
from 1919.413
In one room, Puni prominently presented drawings (graphite, gouache and India ink on
paper) of the costumes that he had designed during the winter 1920–1921, part of his proposal
for a March 1921 Lettrist ball at the Der Sturm gallery. The Sturm-Ball was a great cultural
event for the artists in Berlin with special costumes, designs, and its own journal
(Ballzeitung).414 Puni’s designs for it included a Female Dancer, a Red Dancer, and figures
with letter-costumes entitled Costume pour Ballet “Lettriste” – Lettre “T” and Lettre “Ы”
(W). These designs were exhibited on a column, visible on the very left of Figure 43. While the
only visual evidence we have of the work is a black-and-white photography, Lodder described
it as “an upside-down rainbow construction.”415 According to her, it may refer to the colors of
the spectrum, but it may also denote the end of a dream, or fantasy.416 Nieslony suggests that
the element created a party-like atmosphere in the gallery.417 The element could also be
regarded as Suprematist circle and an allusion to the fading sun from the opera Victory Over
the Sun, and the adaptation of this symbol to Puni’s exhibition. In this exhibition room,
different geometric forms are pasted directly onto the wall (triangles, circles, rectangles, and a
larger square). Some of the works of art were hung on strings and connected with strings to
each other. With the help of the strings, the works assume another dimension; they suggest that
412
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people in the gallery would have been allowed to move them, transfering the dynamics of the
works into real life;. The motif of the string could also have been a reference to Khlebnikov’s
Incantation by Laughter (1908) with its strings of syllables, consonant clusters, phonemes, and
alphabets. Two larger works that repeat some of the forms (and possibly colors) depicted on
the wall hang next to the window.
Another black-and-white photograph of Puni’s solo exhibition of a different room (Fig.
41) shows a relatively large painting on a white ground hung on a door to the left. In this nonobjective work, Puni mixes geometric forms (a partly covered bright sun is recognizable) on a
white background. He includes the word “Rus” for Russia (zaum), a tapestry element, a piece
of embroidery, and a faktura-element (the rectangle in the top right). The forms seem to float
to the right side of the painting, much like the Lettrist-style floating of letters. Large Cyrillic
letters are pasted or painted on the wall, with smaller, framed drawings hung atop of them.418
Puni seems to be playing with the larger letter forms; not only are they fleeing or flying, they
also form the Russian word for “flight” (БѢГС or BEGS).419 The four recognizable letters are
different sizes; a large white “Б” is followed on the right by the darker characters “Ѣ,” “Г,” and
“С.” Some of the letter forms are tipping and appear to be close to falling over at any time, but
their imaginary fall is prevented by other letter forms inclined in the opposite direction. Along
with the layering of shapes and images on top of one another, this potential movement creates
a feeling of optical dizziness, an uncertainty of balance.
418
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Puni certainly established multiple interrelations between his paintings—dominated by
abstracted forms—the letters on this gallery wall, and his large, non-objective painting on the
door. While the black-and-white photographs limit our ability to establish exactly these
correlations, it is certainly true that Puni liberated forms (both letters and objects where shown
together) from their traditional meaning. Each object or letter was freed of its original meaning
and could assume a new meaning. For Dadaists, letters simply became plastic elements, devoid
of any symbolic meaning.420
An exhibition wall in another black-and-white photograph (Fig. 44) includes a large
number: “28.” Ivan Puni was 28 years old at the time of the show’s opening; he turned 29 on
March 4, 1921, a few days after the exibition opened.421 The large-scale “28” is surrounded by
Suprematist sketches, all with differently colored and sized geometric forms, fixed to the wall.
Perhaps on this wall Puni is indicating that his previous life was firmly rooted in non-objective
art (those works are dynamic, but they are fixed on the wall and on top of the number “28,”
which, again, might represent Puni himself). The works asked the to viewer focus on different
forms, and to query how they were interrelated, in terms of contrast and harmony. The right
side of the photograph shows a selection of other works, hung atop a large, dark square or
rectangle, a figure of the Suprematist Black Square.
Painted directly onto the wall opposite the large black square was a figure entitled
Acrobat (Fig. 45). The figure appears to be holding a circus hoop in his left hand and falling
from a tightrope; directly below his head, Puni has placed a small number “8”. The right arm
of the acrobat has no hand and a white circle, perhaps a ball, appears below it, near the hoop.
420
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The acrobat is surrounded by flying letters: at least two “A”s are above him (for “акробат,” or
“acrobat”) and to the right are the letters “E”, “г”, “Т”, and “С”. A large white circle intersects
with the lines that appear to be tightropes. Positioning Acrobat across from the large, black
Supremacist square, Puni establishes a strong contrast between a static structure and a dynamic
figure.
While the construction of the wall with “28” suggests greater stability, the Acrobat
suggests the opposite: the forms disintegrate, the words appear to be fading away as if breaking
into pieces, the person has lost its equilibrium and is falling into an open space. On this room’s
fourth wall, Puni installed another selection of black-and-white drawings, some of which are
recognizable as drawings he had done in St. Petersburg. The works were arranged into two
sections: ‘Petrograd’ and ‘Revolution’ (the titles pasted on the wall); the former depicts life
under communism, and the latter revolutionary realities (Fig. 46). 422 Their content contrasts
with the relatively staid composition of the wall; the works are hung in rows atop static
lettering. This room, in a very condensed form, reveals the effort of the artist trying to pursue
or renew his art (symbolized by “28”), which is challenged by the very circumstances depicted
in the black-and-white drawings, which are dominated by motifs of moving, floating, and
falling. Consequently, the artist loses his balance and falls. Indeed, motifs of falling and
floating have spread throughout the artist’s life and he himself can be surmised to be
figuratively falling and floating alongside his own works.
422
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The feelings of soaring, weightlessness, and lightness that Puni evokes are inextricably
linked with the fear of falling. This duality is present in all of Puni’s works,423 which is not
surprising considering the uncertainties the artist experienced on his way to Berlin. The
impression of falling is further enhanced by the “lettrism” of the exhibition as a whole, with
Gothic and Cyrillic letters all over the walls, covered with artworks that are crowding and
falling; they create a feeling of optical dizziness and insecurity in their imbalance.
Nevertheless, it is also worth noting that this apparent fear of falling did not seem to impair
Puni’s artistic expression but rather was integrated within it, and the sense of the randomness
or absurdity within his work carried deep resonance with the Dada movement.
Overall, Puni’s solo show at Der Sturm not only increased his own prestige—it also
fueled the interest of the Berlin public in the latest trends in Russian art and prepared them for
the large-scale Erste Russische Kunstaustellung (First Russian Exhibition) which would take
place a year later at the Van Diement Gallery.

2.3

Puni, Dada, and Schwitters’s Merz and Gesamtkunstwerk

The first large exhibition of Dada in Germany was the First International Dada Fair
(Erste Internationale Dada-Messe) which was held at the gallery of Dr. Otto Burchard in Berlin
from June 30 through August 25, 1920.424 It showed over 174 works and attempted to present
Dada as a global phenomenon.425 The exhibition itself functioned as a manifesto, presenting a
423
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broad collage of artworks that questioned the institution of art and the bourgeois way of life.426
There are several links between Dadaism and Russia; for example, Dadaists referred to the art
theory of Tatlin and his art inspired Western Dadaists. However, they did not share his
admiration for technical construction and sexualized, allegorical, and domesticated
machines.427 Scholars often associate the opera Victory Over the Sun with Dada, while some
of Malevich’s and Puni’s works have also been compared directly to Dada;428 this Russian
Futurist opera and these paintings can be regarded as anti-art statements, a condemnation of art
in a manner reminiscent of Dada.429 Two important elements about the opera should be noted:
while the Russian Futurist opera Victory Over the Sun was not openly political and did not aim
at a political change, its clear focus was on the development of art, to prove that in rejecting
the logical laws of form and content, a new perception of the object was possible. Art played
an important role in the transformation of consciousness, and its evolution towards a higher
dimension. The transformation of consciousness also played a role for Western Dadaists. As
such, André Breton had assessed Dada as “a state of mind” and “artistic free thinking.”430
Puni’s Der Sturm show might be taken as a proof of the artist’s free thinking, but it also makes
clear his abiding interest in art and compositional questions. A painting had to offer both formal
and spiritual content. As emphasized in section 2.2, Puni’s work had to make some sense and
to offer a riddle at best. Puni did not share the nihilistic and negative views of the Futurists and
426
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the Dadaists.431 His painting was not directed against something—it offered different
interpretations of reality. As opposed to the destructive art of most Dadaists, Puni’s works were
full of life and dynamism.
A comparison of the openings for the Dada-Messe (Fig. 47) and Puni’s Der Sturm show
reveals some parallels as well as significant disparities, strongly indicating that Puni’s work
only partly fits into the category of Dada. Viewing his exhibition through the lens of Dada
offers a novel view of the work he accomplished during his time in Russia. It is apparent that
Puni took some cues from the conventions of Dada; however, it is equally apparent that the
trajectory of his artistic explorations transcends Dada, or indeed, any single art movement
available at the time.
A direct comparison of these two opening events demonstrates, first of all, that both
shows can be considered manifestos. In Figure 48, the staged opening and theatre-like photo
from the Dada-Messe shows the main artists staring at their works without apparent emotional
reactions. The works in the room show a striking variety: large-format oil canvases, propaganda
leaflets, black-and-white slogans depicted on the wall, and an installation hanging from the
ceiling. The general mood is somewhat celebratory , but also can be seen as very formal and
serious.432 The installation Preußischer Erzengel (Prussian Archangel) features the effigy of a
dog- or pig-faced Prussian officer with angel wings hanging from the ceiling; this could be
interpreted as both refusing the authority of the Church and the state. To the average viewer,
this figure as well as the paintings on the walls—among them Otto Dix’s Kriegskrueppel (45%
431
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Erwerbsfähig) (War Cripples [45% Fit for Service]) from 1920 and George Grosz’s
Deutschland ein Wintermärchen (Germany, A Winter’s Fairy Tale) of 1917—would have been
seen as outrageous.433 The whole setting of this photograph can be characterized as highly
provocative. In contrast, Puni’s show does not aim to shock or provoke the audience; rather,
its aim is simply to surprise the public and to provoke laughter (notably with the sandwichboard men parading in the streets of Berlin). Both the Dada-Messe and Puni’s Der Sturm
exhibition attempt to reveal something new and to make a statement. However, the DadaMesse leans towards a provocative political manifesto, whereas Puni’s Der Sturm show, in
contrast, offers an inspiring artistic manifesto. Consideration of the striking similarities and
equally striking differences between the two shows and their openings leads to an interesting
hypothesis: Herwarth Walden might have organized Puni’s solo show, which opened six
months after Dada-Messe closed, as an artistic counterpoint to the political show of the Berlin
Dadaists. Walden knew that such a show would be interpreted as Dada and, given this, opted
for an artistic interpretation. In this way, giving Puni a solo show would have been congruent
with some of Walden’s own inspirations. For Puni himself, it was a rare opportunity, not just
for publicity; it offered the young artist an opportunity to deeply reflect upon his career so far,
particularly the whirlwind years leading up to it. Of course, he did not stop at reflection; he
was starting to reconstitute his past artistic styles and accomplishments into something new. In
short, he was beginning to synthesize the diversity of his interests—an activity that would
characterize his Berlin years.
A further comparison of the opening events for Puni’s show and the Dada-Messe show
sheds new light on Puni’s innovativeness in his solo show at Der Sturm. It is possible that
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Walden had decided to support Puni’s work because of certain similarities it bore to that of
another artist whom Walden very much admired and supported: Kurt Schwitters. Schwitters
first exhibited at Der Sturm in 1918 and regularly thereafter, with solo shows in 1920 and
1921.434 Der Sturm was, furthermore, the first gallery to show a collection of Schwitters’s
Merzbilder (Merz pictures)—abstract works of art such as collages and posters which were the
combination of all possible materials for artistic purposes.435 Schwitters began making his
Merzbilder—which evolved from his aquarelles, colored drawings, brush drawings, and
lithographs; collectively called his Merz-kunst—in 1919.436 Schwitters termed his Merz
pictures “abstractions.” In them, there was a sense of discontinuity of space, with the single
elements of the picture being pasted together without any clear plan to create a work with more
or less sense.437 This is a Dada principle as described by Schmalenbach: to bring together
objects that are not associated in reality—as they are pasted or assembled together, new
relationships are generated.438 The goal of Schwitters’s art was not to reproduce natural
elements. Instead, his focus was on the materials being used (analogous to the Russian concept
of faktura): any material was allowed.439
Schwitters’s

large-format

Merzbilder

evolved

between

1919

and

1922.440

Schmalenbach describes the artist’s “wahre Material-Besessenheit,” his real obsession with
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materials.441 Schwitters did not paint—he was continuously pasting and screwing, creating
hundreds of collages that culminated in the montage Merzbau.442 There were two major
elements in his work: a strictly formal, collage element derived from Cubism, and a contentbased Dada element. However, Schwitters’s Dada style stood out from the other (notably
Berlin) Dadaists; Schwitters emphasized art over a “state of mind,” even if his collages could
be considered a manifesto.443 In 1920, Schwitters described Merz as follows:
…The medium is as unimportant as I myself. Essential is only the forming.
Because the medium is unimportant, I take any material whatsoever if the picture
demands it. When I adjust materials of different kinds to one another, I have taken
a step in advance of mere oil painting, for in addition to playing off color against
color, line against line, form against form, etc. I play off material against material,
for example wood against sackcloth. I call the weltanschauung from which this
mode of artistic creation arose: “Merz”.444
His Merzbilder are abstractions composed of different materials. The material’s former purpose
did not matter to Schwitters, which meant that even garbage could be used as material. What
mattered was the artistic value within the created artwork. The autonomy of art was
important.445 Schwitters had stated in his article “Merz (1920)” that “Merz stands for freedom
from all fetters, for the sake of artistic creation.”446
Merz could not be understood as Dada according to the interpretation of poet, writer,
and critic Richard Huelsenbeck—himself a significant figure in the Berlin Dada. In his
introduction to the 1920 Dada Almanach, he describes Merz as carrying out “a kind of
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propaganda against culture.”447 Such a politicization of art against culture had nothing to do
with Schwitters who categorically rejected such a stance.448 He stated that his aim was “the
Merz composite art work, that embraces all branches of art in an artistic unit.”449 In comparing
Merz with Dada, Schmalenbach states that Dada had two positive features (that it had not
invented): abstraction and the use of new material, features that Schwitters claimed as essential
to Merz-Kunst.450 Schwitters also had invented Merzbau and noted the importance of modeling
to him, which resulted in Merz compositions made out of various materials, conceived as round
plastics, presenting any number of diverse aspects.451 Schwitters’s Merzbau were interpreted
by Spengemann as absolute art.452
A Schwitters’s Merz picture titled Merzzeichnung (1920) and Puni’s drawing
Catastrophe (1921) were published in parallel in the journal Der Sturm in February 1921 (Figs.
48 and 36).453 They both seem to turn around and move—and in their turning, they offer new
perspectives and new meanings. Just as Schwitters had proposed a work of absolute art with
his Merzbau, Puni did so with his exhibition at Der Sturm. Lufft notes that Puni, in the context
of his creative work for the Der Sturm gallery, had occupied himself with monumental
paintings, drafting and executing wall paintings, huge panneaux (panels), and costumes for the
gallery’s balls.454 The beginnings of the (Hannover) Merzbau can be traced to a number of
Schwitters, 60 referring to Huelsenbeck’s introduction to the Dada Almanach. See also Schmalenbach, pp.
99-100 discussing Schwitters’s emphasis of artistic autonomy.
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sculptural assemblages in Kurt Schwitters’s studio made in the early 1920s. The early Merzbau
consisted of Merz works: Dadaist sculptures and collage material in combination.455 Later, the
Merzbau took the form of a sculptural environment, spreading through several parts of
Schwitters’s family home in Hannover. This Merzbau-concept was Schwitters’s Lebenswerk
(lifetime achievement).456 Again here, there are certain parallels between Schwitters’s
Merzbau, the term Gesamtkunstwerk (Total Work of Art), Der Sturm, and Puni’s own Der
Sturm exhibition.457 The original meaning and application of the term Gesamtkunstwerk can be
traced back to Karl Friedrich Eusebius Trahndorff (1782–1863), a late Romantic philosopher
and author. He included four arts into the concept: the sound of the letter, music, mimic, and
dance.458 Wagner then used the term in his essay “Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft,” which
encompasses all branches of art and the desire for stylistic unity, and is a necessary common
cause of the people of the future.459 In particular, German art theorists and artists had elaborated
on the possibility of a total and universal work of art (Gesamtkunstwerk, absolutes
Bühnenkunstwerk). Kurt Schwitters later understood his Merzbau as a sculptural environment,
a universal work of art. By integrating his family house, it extended into the ordinary life and
embraced it. This construction, in fact, was living Gesamtkunstwerk. Schwitters argued that his
Merzbau was parallel with Walden’s efforts to present total art through his gallery, his journal,
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and the regularly held Sturm-Bälle. Schwitters’s Merzbau was painting, music, dance, and
poetry combined.460
The idea of universal art was not alien to Russian artists. Puni’s use of Cubo-Futurist
“sandwich-figures” at the opening of his solo show at Der Sturm can be regarded in the tradition
of the Russian Futuristic opera Victory Over the Sun. The opera shared with German Dada
concepts questioning the traditional understanding of art. However, the opera did not question
art as such; to be art was its goal. As discussed, Puni referenced theatre and ballet in connection
with his solo exhibition in the form of costumed sandwich-men parading outside the gallery
(performing in the streets of Berlin) and drawings of costumes for a future Sturm-Ball inside
the gallery. This meant that theatre and ballet were performed on the streets, while letters and
geometrical figures such as in Flight of Forms, the large Acrobat painted on one exhibition
wall, and single elements within paintings and drawings (notably his black-and-white drawings
from Vitebsk) “performed” within the exhibition rooms and suggested a theatre-like
experience. Puni also used music in his Der Sturm exhibition, integrating it in an abstracted
way. The letters painted on the wall and letters integrated in his works express music; there is
the recurrent motif of dancing and falling figures; and the Acrobat might be interpreted as an
element of sound and music.
It is also possible that Puni had his friend Velimir Khlebnikov, the Russian poet and
playwright, in mind when putting together his Der Sturm exhibition and its opening
performance outside the gallery. Khlebnikov had proposed various “supertales” that integrated
all possible forms of writing. His supersaga Otter’s Children (Дети выдры or Deti vydry)
assembled prose, drama, poetry, and narrative. For it, Khlebnikov created multiple stylistic and
460
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thematic planes that resembled sound, music, verbal mimicry, and dance.461 In doing so, the
traditional framework that distinguishes between prose and poetry was destroyed.462 Such an
attempt to destroy traditional frameworks and create new contexts for art from the
deconstructed parts is also at the core of Puni’s practice in his Der Sturm show. With the
exhibition, Puni destroyed the traditional tropes of a solo exhibition, presenting it in new, single
parts that were re-composed out of traditional parts that had been deconstructed. He also
brought together unexpected and surprising elements: using the exhibition walls as a canvas on
which to paint, glue, or stick letters and geometric forms; hanging elements from the ceiling;
and using the entire architectonic structure of the building as support for his art, including the
entrance, the entrance hall, the doors, and the windows of the gallery.463 With this show, Puni
had rejected any utilitarian purpose of art; he made clear that the purpose of art as an end in
itself was crucial to him.
In terms of artistic styles, Puni’s exhibition offers a variety. Elements of it can be
regarded as a Cubist deconstruction and re-composition of an object—the exhibition itself—
using plain, abstract elements, while the interrelation of colors, geometric shapes, and letters
references Suprematism. As will be discussed, Puni reduced all the elements he applied to his
Der Sturm exhibition into a single painting that he had begun to work on while he was putting
together his exhibition: Synthetic Musician.

Kurt Schwitters, with his “Ursonate,” went in the other direction of reduction; language (i.e., words and
letters) was reduced to sound.
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2.4

Puni’s Berlin Masterpiece: Synthetic Musician

As a result of his success at Der Sturm, Puni was invited to take part in other important
exhibitions in Berlin. Begun in 1893, the Grosse Berliner Kunstausstellung (Great Berlin
Exhibition of Art) was held annually between spring and autumn. In 1922, it took place in the
Landesausstellungsgebäude am Lehrter Bahnhof (State Exhibition Building at Lehrter Railway
Station) between May and September. It was comprehensive, but it also left room for
experimental art, such as that presented by the Novembergruppe (November Group)464—a
group of Berlin-based leftist artists, sculptors, composers, and others who mainly showed
German Expressionism and Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity). As he had joined the group’s
salon, Puni’s work, including his 1921 painting Synthetic Musician (Fig. 49), was exhibited
within the Novembergruppe section,465 and his painting was placed there prominently.466
Synthetic Musician depicts the figure of a standing musician dressed in a vest and a tie,
a loose-fitting black coat, and a bowler hat. He has a thin, black mustache, a long nose, and his
downward-cast eyes are mostly concealed by his eyelids. Dominating the canvas, his body
seems almost constricted by the painting’s frame; the top of his hat is cut off by the upper edge
of the picture, and his legs are partially cut off in the lower edge, with one of his feet, seen in
a shoe with a gaiter, turned upward in a nearly physically impossible way. His right hand wears
a white glove and holds a wooden baton upright and over his right shoulder.
464
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The musical instrument in Synthetic Musician is, in fact, an amalgamation of
instruments: the neck is composed from a cello and a lute, and the body has elements of a
violin, a cello, and a guitar. These are all instruments Puni knew intimately—his father was a
cellist and Puni himself was a gifted violinist. The composition itself utilizes angular images
and shapes to create a figurative form. The figure of the man in the painting is dark, while the
musical instrument elements in the foreground—the greatest part of the composition—are
colorful and vibrant. The background is a cool, azure blue that contrasts with the orange and
yellow shapes in the foreground. In addition to the dynamic, angular shapes representing the
hybrid instrument, there are other shifting planes, including a tabletop with a playing card on
top of it and a table leg are seen on the right. The baton and the musician’s left foot, which
could be interpreted as tapping in time to the music, complement each other in their angularity.
Synthetic Musician gives the impression that it is a collage of several different paintings
rather than a solid, unified creation. Generally speaking, when looking at the painting we see a
combination of bright, tangible elements brought together as fragments, rather than a total
harmonious depiction. This seemingly Cubist technique definitely shows the artist’s avantgarde trajectory; it accentuates the fact that the sum is created by bringing together individual
components, and focuses attention on the singular entities rather than on the whole. Perhaps it
is up to the musician, in the role of the conductor, to unify the different instruments and achieve
harmony. Stylistically, the painting does not deviate substantially from Puni’s broad oeuvre;
on the contrary, it suggests connections with the entire body of his work as an artist,
unequivocally saying that “this is indisputable and no doubt Puni.” Synthetic Musician also
marks his turning point toward “constructive naturalism” and “constructive realism”; as he
stated in his book Contemporary Art, he was interested in establishing a combination of
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abstraction and figuration.467 This cross-pollination was a concept already apparent in his 1921
Der Sturm exhibition.468
It is interesting to note that Synthetic Musician was a painting on canvas that Puni might
have brought with him from St. Petersburg; on the verso there is a stamp from “SanktPetersburg.” This fact raises the question, did the artist began painting Synthetic Musician in
St. Petersburg prior to his escape to Kuokkala and eventually Berlin? If so, how much of it was
influenced by his later experiences in Berlin and, in particular, at Der Sturm? Further scientific
study of this painting will be necessary in order to understand its entire history and evolution.
In their reviews of the Novembergruppe section of the Grosse Berliner
Kunstausstellung, German magazines gave great prominence to Synthetic Musician, possibly
due to the fact that it was hailed as a revolutionary painting.469 While it was received with
indignation and incomprehension by most critics, it was applauded by viewers. Roters notes
that the painting caused a veritable “sensation,” standing out as a central piece of Puni’s artistic
work—not just of his Berlin period, but of his entire career.470 The Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung
(Berlin Illustrated Newspaper) (Fig. 50) presented an image of it on the same page as a photo
of the large model of Tatlin’s proposed Monument to the Third International.471 Synthetic
Musician was not understood by all reviewers: the Hamburger Illustrierte Zeitung (Hamburg
Illustrated Newspaper) discussed Puni’s work more critically under the title “Merkwürdiges
auf der Großen Berliner Kunstausstellung” (“The Unusual Things at the Great Berlin Art
467
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Exhibition”) (Fig. 51) and concluded that the work beat all possible explanations.472 A
comment about the work in the Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung included the word “verrückt”
(crazy).473
As stated above, Synthetic Musician combines different artistic styles, notably Western
(Cubist) and Eastern (Suprematist) elements, figuration and abstraction.474 Roters claims that
it fused together still further styles, for example, playing with Neue Sachlichkeit (New
Objectivity) in the area of the musician’s head.475 As Camilla Gray remarks, it was in Berlin in
the 1920s where ideas from all over Europe met, and it was in Berlin where a synthesis of
Russian and Western styles came in contact with each other.476 The instrument as a whole
consists of abstracted, geometric forms, mostly squares and rectangles patched on top of one
another—it is a form of a painted collage, of Cubist assemblage. This abstracted part of
Synthetic Musician could also be regarded as an homage to Cubist masters including Picasso,
Braque, and Gris, as well as to Synthetic Cubism. The conglomerate musical instrument draws
from Synthetic Cubism and synthetic art à la Puni, as again Puni had not simply adapted
Cubism but created his own version of late Cubism.477 One wonders if the Acrobat painted on
the wall in his Der Sturm exhibition and the Synthetic Musician could both be considered parts
of Puni’s inner self?478
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Synthetic Musician also can be understood in the context of a manifesto that Puni had
signed in October 1921, the same year it was painted. Six years had passed since Puni signed
and issued his previous manifesto, the Suprematist Manifesto (1915), which had called for the
liberation of the object, of the letter. For Malevich, this had resulted in non-objective art. While
Ivan Puni also had proposed non-objective art, the majority of his works, such as his reliefs,
still included objects. The many black-and-white drawings he made in 1919 were figurative,
proof that he hadn’t excluded representational art from his repertoire. In these pieces, Puni was
concentrating on the liberation of the object and letter, and, expressed his manifesto—that is,
he made clear his intentions--through different painterly styles. What Puni did show between
1915 and 1921 was that the liberation of the object and letter was possible, regardless of any
given style. Then, in Berlin in October 1921, Puni helped to craft another written manifesto,
entitled “A Call for an Elementarist Art.” Puni signed it together with Theo van Doesburg,
László Moholy-Nagy, and Hans Arp.479 It read as follows:
We love the brave discovery, the regeneration of art. Art that is the expression of
the forces of an epoch. We therefore demand the expression of our own time, by
an art that can be only of our making, that did not exist before us and cannot
continue after us—not a passing fashion, but an art based on the understanding
that art is always born anew and does not remain content with the expression of
the past. We pledge ourselves to elementarist art. It is elemental because it does
not philosophize, because it is built up of its own elements alone. To yield to the
elements of form is to be an artist. The elements of art can be discovered only by
an artist. But they are not to be found by his individual whim; the individual does
not exist in isolation, and the artist uses only those forces that give artistic form
to the elements of our world. Artists, declare yourselves for art! Reject the
styles. We demand freedom from the styles to reach the STYLE. Style is never
plagiarism.
This is our manifesto: seized by the dynamism of our time, we proclaim the
revision in our outlook brought about by the tireless interplay of the sources of
Puni der Joker” (“The artist who is half-jokingly, half seriously plummeting from the tightrope is just like the
musician – an encrypted confession as to how the artist experienced himself: balance, floating, flight and
plunging, Puni the juggler, Puni the musician, Puni the card player, Puni the joker”); Roters, 28.
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power that mold the spirit and the form of an epoch and that allow art to grow as
something pure, liberated from usefulness and beauty, as something elemental in
everybody.
We proclaim elemental art! Down with the reactionary in art!
Berlin, October 1921480
According to this new manifesto, the artist should not content himself with his achievements
and repeat himself; art should be something pure, liberated from its usefulness (and beauty).
This manifesto may have been even more significant for Ivan Puni than the Suprematist
Manifesto. It questioned a linear development of art, a continuous development of the artist,
and the repetitiveness of art. If there was no longer anything new to be found in a given style,
an artist should be free to move on. In this statement, Puni pleaded for his artistic freedom to
reinvent art. Synthetic Musician can be seen as a result, or even as an illustration, of this way
of thinking—its combination of figurative and abstracted elements embody this proposed
reinvention of art as a synthesis between Western and Eastern painterly styles. Another
interesting perspective on Synthetic Musician yields a sophisticated version of the interplay
between complex naturalist and abstracted elements. Relief with Hammer, shown as a
reconstruction at Der Sturm, had been the first of Puni’s works presenting a very simple and
striking combination of naturalist and abstracted elements. 481 Other works that Puni created or
exhibited in 1922 and 1923 (previously made between 1920 and 1922) can be considered close
in style to Synthetic Musician, e.g. the Reader (1921) and Man in a Bowler Hat (1921–1922)
480

van Doesburg, et al., “A Call for an Elementarist Art,” 11.

Marcadé notes on Relief with Hammer: “Mit der endgültigen Fassung des Reliefs begründet Puni eine nueste
künstlerische Richtung, die einen konkreten naturalistischen Gegenstand mit künstlerisch gestlaeten, abstrakten
Elementen verbindet” (“In the definitive version of Relief with Hammer, Puni appears as the founder of a style
of art which incorporates a ‘natural’, concrete object into an abstract composition”).”; Marcadé,
“Bildskulpturen,” 102.
481
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(Figs. 52 and 53; the latter was never exhibited in Berlin).482 However, “A Call for an
Elementarist Art” was hinting at other artistic styles that Puni would soon develop more fully.
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Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 189.
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2.5

Representational Art Created in Berlin, 1921–1923

Earlier in 1921, Puni had painted Accordion Player (Fig. 54), which uses a Cubist
method to reduce motifs to geometrical forms.483 This work is close in style to his design for
the invitation to the 1921 Sturm-Ball (Fig. 55), both of which include the word “BAL” in their
upper right corners.484 Accordion Player consists of colored patches that draw upon a classical
Cubist palette, and includes black and white lines, abstracted contours of a musical instrument
(possibly a guitar), and a bottle or a glass with something in it, among other forms. Any
background is barely visible; this is atypical for Puni, who tended to employ plain, solid
backgrounds that were easy to see.485 A similar composition is Bottle and Glove (1921–1922)
(Fig. 56).486 The central element of the bottle seems to move, dance (its movement indicated
by curved lines), and grows in size, merging with the blue background. Here, the blue
background, which seems to disintegrate into various Synthetic Cubist elements that assume
the form of a bottle, is of special relevance. In the same year, Puni composed Synthetic
Musician using the “Puni-blue”—a particular shade of blue that became Puni’s signature along
with a Suprematist-like background. In keeping with Cubist techniques, it is a pictorial work
that disintegrates into geometric elements. Bottle and Glove can also be interpreted as the
Cubist bottle growing (the movement of the bottle incicating not only dance, but also growth),
and ultimately absorbing the Suprematist background.

Marcadé, “Gemälde und Gouachen,” 144. In this work, Puni also refers to the Sturm-Bal by including “Bal”
on the right upper side.
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Puni would no later stop using letters in his works.
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Consisting of abstracted faktura-elements, with the composition de facto spreading over the whole canvas.
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In both compositions, Puni works with colors, a variety of collage materials, and reconstructs the subject—
all classical motifs of Synthetic Cubism.
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After Puni presented Synthetic Musician—the synthesis of naturalist elements and
abstracted forms—he again turned his back on Cubism. Simultaneous with his Der Sturm
exhibition and the creation of Synthetic Musician, Puni was returning to classical still-life
painting, reducing the motifs of his works to bottles, glasses, and frames.487 Examples are
numerous and include Still Life with Frame and Bottle, Still Life with Glass and Bottle, and
Still Life with a White Bottle (Figs. 57–59). He reflected on the roles of the artist-artisan:
deconstructing in order to construct as in Still Life with Saw and Palette (Fig. 60), and as an
architect-builder with his T-square in Still Life with Glass and Bottle (Fig. 58).488 While these
works are traditional still-life compositions, they include the formal structure (perspective,
depth, color, etc.) and content elements (window frame, playing card, faktura-elements, letters,
etc.) that were essential to Puni’s work.489 Vallette notes that Puni based his compositions,
including still lifes, on solid colors and geometric shapes.490 Indeed, most of his still lifes
combine figurative and abstracted elements, and some of them, much like the early Berlin
compositions are pasted together as a Cubist collage.
Composition (1920–1921) (Fig. 61) is an especially interesting example of the artist’s
work, as it retains Suprematist elements important to Puni, such as flattened, regular geometric
shapes, or the background color blue. Composition should be regarded as a representational
work that uses Cubist collage in order to paste together Puni’s preferred Suprematist elements
onto a Suprematist background. This still life has been reduced to a few elements on a light
487

Andral, “Gemälde und Gouachen,” 147.
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Compare with Andral, 147.
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Puni did not relinquish his Suprematist vocabulary—between 1917 and 1929 he often used those elements in
his works, most notably the window or picture frame; Vallette, 36.
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Vallette, 32.
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blue background that is less intense than Puni’s earlier Suprematist-blue backgrounds. A white
scarf hangs from the upper left part of the work, a faktura-element. The dominant element is a
collage-like composition in black, brown, orange, and white placed on an abstracted table in
the center of the picture. The table is reduced to a rectangular frame put on a metal-like black
stool-leg, upon which are two playing cards, a knife, and part of a white plate, the latter
reminiscent of Puni’s white plate of 1919. The plate appears as if it has been cut, with only one
half visible; similarly, one playing card is face-down and the other is partly covered by a knife.
Half of another stool (white) and its leg is prominently on top of the central composition, as if
pasted there. The core of Puni’s composition, the white stool-leg, is a figurative element and
no longer a Suprematist object, such as a square. A white frame around a grey filling has been
placed under the orange-white stool element and is barely visible. Its diagonal positioning
seems to indicate a falling movement and its structure is somewhat illogical—the element is
falling apart in many respects. In between, Puni has placed brown geometric patches that
contain a black-and-white structure resembling a piano. These elements are attached to the
orange-white stool and press it into the foreground: they suggest that music now will be played
by this element.491 The white stool on orange background appears to be drawn from a Louis
XV salon. With this Puni hints at the fact he soon would compile a series of works reminding
more traditional still lifes.
Composition was especially successful and exhibited or reprinted in art magazines
several times between 1922 and 1924.492 The work was first shown at the Düsseldorfer Erste
Internationale Kunstausstellung (Dusseldorf’s First International Art Exhibition), which took
491

This argument will be elaborated on in connection with Contemporary Art below.
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Ozenfant, “Les Peintures d’Ivan Puni,” unpaginated; Max Osborn, Vossische Zeitung, untitled; Ludwig
Hilberseimer, “Bildende Kunst,” 451. Puni also showed it at the Erste Russische Kunstausstellung in 1922.
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place from May 28 through July 3, 1922. Ivan Puni was included in the foreign section entitled
“Neue Kunst – Primitive – Exoten” (“New Art – Primitive – Exotic”) in which Marc Chagall,
El Lissitzky, Vassily Kandinsky, and Alexei von Jawlensky also had works.493 Puni’s wife
Xana exhibited aquarelles while Puni himself showed ten works, five of which he created in
Berlin. Two of these were his more “traditional” still lifes: Still Life with Frame and Bottle and
Still Life with Glass and Bottle (Figs. 57 and 58).494 He also showed two earlier compositions
that included elements of Synthetic Cubism: the above-discussed Composition and
Composition (Carafe with Rose) of 1920–1922.495 His other contributions were black-andwhite drawings and the Futurist drawing Merry Fellow (1919); the latter had illustrated an
October 1922 article by Viktor Shklovsky in the monthly periodical Der Futurismus, which
introduced Ivan Puni to its readers as a “Künstler für Künstlers” (“an artists’ artist”).496
Before painting Still Life with Frame and Bottle (Fig. 57), Puni had already executed a
similar composition, Still Life with Glass and Bottle (1921–1922) (Fig. 58), in Berlin. It is clear
that the repeating elements (bottle, frame, table, glass, blue folded paper or cloth) depicted
differently show his interest in the transformation of the painterly subject—Puni had chosen
this format in order to test different ways of constructing a picture with fewer elements. In the
earlier work, the table is round and tipped up parallel to the plane of the canvas, while in the
493

See the exhibition catalogue “Erste Internationale Kunstausstellung,” 1922.
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See the Ex. Cat. “Erste Internationale Kunstausstellung,” 1922, Cat. No. 692 and Cat. No. 697.
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See the Ex. Cat. “Erste Internationale Kunstausstellung,” 1922, Cat. No. 693 and Cat. No. 694.
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See the Ex. Cat. Erste Internationale Kunstausstellung, 1922, No. 695 included four black-and-white
drawings, two from Petrograd: Revolution (1917), Night (1917) and two from Vitebsk: the Shoemaker’s Store
(1919) and Railroad Car (1919). The two first had also been shown at Der Sturm. No. 699, No. 700 and No.
701 were black-and-white drawings from Vitebsk. Merry Fellow (1921, Berlin), Indian ink, pencil on paper, 73
x 55 cm, [whereabouts unknown], B/C 262. Shklovsky, “Charakterköpfe futuristischer Künstler,” 6; reprinted in
Berninger and Cartier, 172–173.
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other, the table is shown from the side and the window frame’s diagonal line puts a counterweight to it.
In Glass and Bottle, the window-mirror partly shares the color of the cloth or paper,
while in Frame and Bottle the window reflects the shadow of the bottle. In Glass and Bottle,
the earlier work, Puni has again placed a playing card on the table. Notably, the bottle and the
glass seem to be rising from the tabletop while in the later work, the bottle, glass, and frames
are placed firmly on the table. In Frame and Bottle, the glass, bottle, and window are
transparent or translucent; they are reflecting shadows and parts of each other and, as such,
engage in a visual dialog. However, the contrast of the dark colors and the lighter reflections
on the glass surfaces (in the bottle and the glass) indicate that the nature of the conversation is
rather tense. The overall use of sharp lines, precise forms, and the nature of the colors (blue,
green, white, dark brown, grey, and black—the palette of Cubist colors) strengthens this
impression. The use of brighter colors in Frame and Bottle is very different from the less
vibrant, duller blue, green, and brown of Glass and Bottle. In Glass and Bottle, the contrasts
are less apparent and the whole work is much more harmonious than Frame and Bottle, where
the tension is almost palpable. This is intensified by the whole arrangement of Frame and
Bottle, in which the picture-frame seems to overturn to the left side of the painting, while the
blue cloth or paper makes a slighter movement to the left with the rest of the objects retaining
their static nature. The earlier work, Glass and Bottle, had also been an exercise of depicting a
table surface. In Contemporary Art, Puni wrote, “What has the artist to undertake in order to
depict a flat table? He must try to tip the table on the front in order to show its whole to the
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viewer. If an artist paints a natural table, he has to climb a ladder and depict it from above; if
he does not imitate nature, he has to depict the parts near and afar in the same quality.”497
Andral emphasizes that Still Life with Saw and Palette (Fig. 60) concentrates on the
object and follows the same rules of composition as Puni’s Suprematist works or pictorial
sculptures.498 Thus, Puni only superficially regarded these pieces as being representational still
lifes. The rules of composition are derived from Russian avant-garde’s procedures. If Frame
and Bottle already shows some iconographic quality, notably in the window-mirror and the
upside down bottle that it reflects, Andral sees the culmination of this endeavor in Puni’s Still
Life with White Bottle of 1922 (Fig. 59).499 Here, the dark table is depicted according to Puni’s
statement above, even if only half the table is visible at the bottom of the picture. In this work
a tan scarf and a bowler hat are hung in the background of the painting. Whereas Puni had
formerly used a frock coat as an allusion to Futurism, e.g. in the Hairstylist (Fig. 15), now all
that remains is a scarf and a hat. A white bottle holding a pink rose is placed prominently in
the center of the composition. A window-mirror with a white frame and a black
reflection/outlook hovers above the bottle while seemingly falling onto the bottle. This element
conjures up the Black Square, the icon of Russian Suprematism.
Only the bottle and the frame of the window-mirror-square have been painted white.
The scarf has a slighter brown color, while the table, glove, and hat are dark brown or darkgreen. Again, Puni has included a playing card, this time placing it standing against the bottle.
The pink of the flower in the vase and the red of the hearts on the playing card are the brightest
497

Puni, Contemporary Art, 20.
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Andral, 147.

“Das Gemälde vereint auf eindrucksvolle Weise das von Puni zwischen 1917 und 1919 entwickelte
ikonographische Repertoire” (“The painting, in an impressive way, unites the iconographic repertoire developed
by Puni between 1917 and 1919”); Andral, 148.
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colors in the work.500 The bright blue Suprematist background has become less bright, less
saturated, less intense, and more subdued and the black square is framed into a picture.501
Andral sees this painting as a portrait of the artist, with Puni “present” in the hanging scarf and
the hat, as well as the glove that has been thrown on the table.502 Does the artist throw the
Suprematist window-mirror out of the picture? Puni, in fact, was a master of expressing
emotion through art, though not in real life. Shklovsky describes Puni’s restrained nature: “He
received us without joy and without consternation, as if we were passengers and his room a
railroad car […] He was looking sadly and attentively at a painting.”503
In general, Ivan Puni lived modestly in Berlin, and mainly concentrated on producing
his art and dealing with the many facets of an increasingly complex art scene. In October 1922,
Viktor Shklovsky depicted Puni in the journal Der Futurismus as a shy but sympathetic artist,
focusing on his art and not being interested in personal quarrels.504 All this time, Puni continued
to write and illustrate fairytales,505 among them a humorous fairytale for children called The
Flying Dutchman (1922) which included three of his black-and-white drawings.506 Puni also
500

Andral interprets it as Puni’s declaration of love for his wife; Andral, p. 148.
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The Suprematist window-square—the Russian icon—seems to fall on the representational element; will it
destroy representational art? The black framed square allows for the interpretation that the outlook for
Suprematism is very dark; perhaps it will fall on the bottle, or fall out of the picture.
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With its dynamic structure it resembles something living, such as the scarf, that has just been hung on the
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dem schnell auf den Tisch geworfenen Handschuh, der noch die Wärme seines Trägers auszustrahlen scheint;
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(“Naturally, he is present in his scarf and in his hat, but especially in the glove that quickly thrown on the table
and yet seems to radiate the warmth of the wearer; the position of the fingers and the texture of the leather
expresses the artist’s simple humanity”);” Andral, 148.
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published some of his figurative art in Berlin; eight linocuts based in part on drawings he had
made in St. Petersburg were published as an album in 1922.507

2.6

First Russian Exhibition in Berlin, 1922

On April 16, 1922, Germany signed the Rappalo Treaty with the USSR, and became one
of the first Western countries to establish diplomatic relationships with the Soviet Union.508 It
allowed both countries to break an economic blockade between them and the center for
Moscow’s political and economic interests became Berlin. Prior to this there had been Russian
attempts to establish closer collaborations with German artists, including the Internationale
Arbeiter-Hilfe (International Workers Relief Association) established in the fall of 1921. This
organization included cultural activists from several European countries including France,
Germany, and Russia, and aimed to support famine-stricken Russia with provisions.509 Within
the association was established a society called “Artists’ Assistance to the those hungry in
Russia.”510 In connection with these efforts, the Erste Russische Kunstasstellung— the first indepth overview of Soviet Russian art to be held in Western Europe following the Russian
Revolution—hosted by the Russian Ministry of Information, was opened in Berlin on October
507

Twenty-five copies were issued by Ernst Wasmuth in Berlin with an editorial of Paul Westheim; Figure 26 is
a reproduced version of the above-discussed black-and-white drawing Night. Puni also had created a series
of abstract lithographs and linogravures for the Hungarian avant-garde journal Ma Aktivista Folyóirat,
published in Vienna by Ernő Kállai; Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 234.
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In Russian, the organization was known as Международная рабочая помощь (Mezhdunarodny Rabochy
Komitet Pomoshchi Golodayushchim Rossii – Mezhrabpom). For a detailed account of the International
Workers Relief Association and their activities, see Three Years of International Work Assistance, 1921–1925.
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15, 1922.511 In addition to the proceeds from the sale of works from the exhibition going to
support for the starving, it was the first artistic collaboration between Russia and Germany and
an important stage in the development of relations between the countries.
Ivan Puni was one of the artists included in the Erste Russische Kunstausstellung, which
familiarized the public with the avant-garde artistic movements happening in Russia.512 Cubist
artist Nathan Altman had designed the placards and El Lissitzky designed the cover of the
catalogue. The foreword of the catalogue emphasized that art meant revolution, and the
artworks included had been carefully selected in order to provide the desired image of a
progressive country.513 The exhibition presented works by 167 artists, among the most
illustrious were Chagall, Kandinsky, Tatlin, and Malevich. It included 237 paintings and over
500 graphic works, as well as designs for theater, sculptures, models, and works in porcelain.514
Works by Altman and Constructivist Naum Gabo were prominently presented, while “rightwing” artists were shown in the dark basement or in corridors.515 Accordingly, Shterenberg, in
his foreword to the exhibition catalogue, wrote that the “works of the leftist groups illustrate
every type of experimental development that has led to the revolution in art.”516 Lunacharsky,
for his part, emphasized the political success and the diplomatic capabilities of the nascent
Adkins, “Erste Russische Kunstausstellung”, 187. Kandinsky had planned to show 250 carefully selected
works; in the end some 1,000 works (all for sale) were shipped to Berlin.
511
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Earlier, a smaller exhibition called Russische Kunst had taken place at the Galerie van Garvens in Hannover;
Berninger and Cartier, Tome I, 239. Marcadé, “Remarks on the article by Xana Boguslavskaya,” 49–50.
Eckhard Neumann writes that “The imitative for the ‘First Russian Art Exhibition’ in Berlin came, obviously,
from the Russian side;” Neumann, 20–21.
Referring to the part of the foreword written by German writer Arthur Holitscher. Adkins, “Erste Russische
Kunstausstellung,” 185–186.
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See for a detailed discussion, see Adkins, “Erste Russische Kunstausstellung,” 188; Richter, “First Russian
Art Exhibition. Berlin 1922,” 68. In total, some 1,100 works were likely brought to Berlin, but not all of them
could have been shown in the rather small Van Diemen Gallery.
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Adkins, 188. Chagall was represented with lesser works. Goncharova and Larionov were ignored.

Shterenberg’s foreword is also an interesting illustration of how revolutionary political forces at that point
used the Russian avant-garde for their needs; Shterenberg, “Foreword,” 1922.
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USSR in managing to organize the exhibition.517 Xana Boguslavskaya, who had several of her
drawings included in the show, published an article in the daily newspaper Berliner Zeitung
that amounted to a review of the exhibition; she critically assessed the show’s selection of art,
finding it inadequate:
There can be no talk of the Russian émigré painters – they are scarcely represented at the
exhibition […] Abstract Russian painting is the only kind more or less well represented
at this exhibition. This genre of painting is basically not new to Germany, since German
abstract Expressionism is considerably older.518

Boguslavskaya argued that there was nothing new to be learned from Russian abstract painting.
Hans Richter, sympathetic to leftist demands, was far more enthusiastic, noting that “…the
Unter den Linden exhibition in Berlin, in the winter of 1922, taught us that modern art had
achieved a breakthrough on the widest front—and on its own—in Revolutionary Russia.”519
Bowlt argues that the exhibition emerged more as a “Soviet political gesture” than an
altruistic endeavor to disseminate culture, in the light of the recent implementation of the New
Economic Policy that had opened up the Russian market for German investment and
industry.520 It is interesting to consider what kind of works were presented by Malevich and
Tatlin, both of whom had exhibited together with Puni at the Russian Futurist exhibitions in
1915–1916. The works shown by Malevich are no surprise: four Suprematist paintings and a
Cubo-Futurist canvas from 1912. It is also likely that he showed his Black Square and Black
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Boguslavskaya, “Bolshevism and Art,” 47. She notes there were no representatives of Russian right-wing art,
and known painters were only represented with works they had created in their youth. Those perpetuating the
traditions of Cézanne were minimally represented.
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Circle.521 Tatlin showed a counter-relief and two drawings, one part of a draft of a brochure for
an opera by Mikhail Glinka.522
The exhibition catalogue includes three paintings and two drawings by Puni who, in
contrast with Malevich and Tatlin, did show something new: works that combined abstraction
with figuration.523 Contemporary poet Boris Poplavsky assessed the works of Puni at the show:
An artist who appears quite interesting and sharp-sighted, his painting is always
dense and slightly rough. Personally, I do not like his confrontation of real objects
with abstracted forms […] but this is not very important as Puni focuses on every
detail of his work and has a very good understanding for the whole composition.
Puni makes the best impression for me at this exhibition.524
Little information is available on the works that Puni presented at the Russian exhibition;
therefore, it cannot be established if Puni included other works differing in style.525
In section 2.2, I analyzed in detail the two paintings Still Life with Glass and Bottle
(Fig. 58) and Composition (Fig. 61). The third painting of Puni’s included in the show that
combines abstraction and natural elements—or, more exactly, combines elements of his
Suprematism with representational art—is his Still Life with Bottle and Tin Milk (Fig. 62).526
In this work, which was displayed in the exhibition’s section of the avant-garde, an abstracted,
ripped-open package of macaroni leans against a bottle that is depicted in a more traditional
representational style.527
The other two Suprematist works were Suprematism (1917) and White on White (1918); Westheim, “Die
Ausstellung der Russen,” 494.
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Adkins, “Erste Russische Kunstausstellung,” 191.

Roters, “Iwan Puni,” 34. Puni showed Still Life with Bottle and Tin Milk (1922), Still Life with Glass and
Bottle (1921–1922), and Composition (1920–1921). Puni possibly also showed the T-costume (Letter T) and the
Headless Man (the number 5 has replaced the head), a drawing for the unrealized “Lettrist Bal” at Der Sturm.
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The work combines dynamic, nearly dancing, and abstracted elements seen in the
ripped-open macaroni package—which resembles a music instrument—with a wine bottle
rendered in a more conventional representational style.528 Puni uses two distinct fields of color,
recognizable even though there is no color image available in the background, which is divided
horizontally, in tension with the vertical format of the picture and the attenuated neck of the
wine bottle, which reaches near the top edge. The composition isn’t split exactly into two parts;
the bottom band shows up under the table, creates a light shadow under the table, generating
additional movement, depth, and sensation. Puni again includes the element of a table, reducing
it to two stripes perpendicular to one another. The table has only one leg, as Puni had begun to
suggest in his 1916 lecture in Russia. The abstracted element of the macaroni package and the
“real object” of the bottle form an apparent contrast. Puni also had applied this method in his
Synthetic Musician.529 There is another natural element in the painting: the tin of milk, placed
between and in front of the abstracted package and the bottle. In spite of being rather small, the
tin seems to dominate the composition, in part because of its position in the very center of the
picture. On the tin, Puni includes the Russian folk-art element of a cow. In his painting Window
Cleaning (Fig. 16), Puni used word “lakto” as a symbol of both milk and the Russian cow.
Here, the milk and the cow are pacified by the new, industrialized society: tinned and deprived
of freedom. The tinned milk seems to float or fly just like the cow in Malevich’s Cow and
Violin of 1913 (Fig. 63). Both Puni’s Still Life with Bottle and Tin Milk and Malevich’s Cow
and Violin propose riddles. This painting of Puni’s also has absurdity and irony in it: the
shadow of the top of the bottle, which also looks a bit like a hat, seems to merge with the
528

Its representational value is confirmed by its shadow on the wall, which does not correspond with a
“realistic” shadow of the depicted bottle, as the real bottle would be smaller and thicker.
Poplavsky noted that Puni “reportedly used abstracted vs. naturalist elements for the sake of creating a
special contrast”; Simon and Marcadé, “Boris Poplavsky, unpublished notes,” 63.
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macaroni package, and on this fragmented shadow/paper two feet are recognizable. If this is a
stylized figure, the torso has been replaced by the contents of the bag, which also resembles
strings: Is this a dancer or musician? 530 Is this Synthetic Musician, now turning his back to the
audience? His torso has been torn apart, as has his inner self, the strings now exposed to the
public. His body is de facto, reduced to music or a play. The elements in this work at first
glance seem naively presented or random, when they are in fact strongly interrelated: this is a
game, but in spite of all the humor and irony of the painting, tension prevails, notably from the
tin of milk and the torn-apart musician. This is not a game that will end well, as the torso of the
musician, if it is now the bag containing the macaroni package, has been torn apart.
There is also another valid interpretation of this painting: the shadow of the
representational bottle merging with the abstracted package (i.e., the musician) suggests that
the musician formerly identified himself with abstract art and Suprematism. This was the game
he once played but this game was lost, as evident from the package being ripped. However,
there is a solution, and the musician still can be saved as a part of the body is still recognizable.
The solution is the bottle to the right: it is intact and perfect, and its shadow extends beyond
the package and the musician. Prior to this, Puni had used shadow to indicate an additional
(often a fourth and spiritual) dimension, notably in his reliefs (e.g. Relief with White Ball, Fig.
21). Now the shadow has been attached to the bottle: this naturalist bottle is the new icon, the
new fourth dimension. Its shadow is placed in a way that it also can be interpreted as the new
fading (or rather emerging) sun: it will dominate the picture while still functioning in relation
to and in contrast with other elements. The shadow assumes a central place in the composition
530
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between complete renewal and the preservation of traditions. Thus, the still life is a proposal
of how both artistic styles are able to communicate and how it is possible to create meaningful
art built both on tradition and renewal—the cow as a folk-art element and the abstracted
macaroni package/musical instrument are both Russian painterly traditions, while elements of
the avant-garde are also important.
This still life demonstrates exactly what Ivan Puni had stated in a lecture in November,
1922, and what Xana Boguslavskaya wrote in her article for the Berliner Zeitung in the same
month. She recalled that around 1916, representational elements (objects, human beings,
landscapes, etc.) were excluded from abstract Russian art; the goal was pure art and painting
was turned “into manipulation using pure artistic elements.”531 This art was inspired by very
simple geometric forms and their interrelations. However, it could not rid itself of the illusion
of space as formerly intended, and turned to an art of illusion without using the play of light
and shade. Thus, Russian abstract art failed to establish organic laws and could be characterized
as intuitive, individualistic, fantastic, and romantic.532 Both Puni and Boguslavskaya rejected
radical non-objective art, and Boguslavskaya claimed that such an art would lead to a dead end.
Instead, art should assume a central position between maximization of complete renewal and
the preservation of certain traditions.533
There is no doubt that works that Puni exhibited at the Erste Russische Kunstausstellung
belong to his Berlin period of creativity. In general, against the background of his exhibition at
the Der Sturm, here Puni quantitatively looks inexpressive. This is not surprising given that
this is not a solo exhibition, but a group exhibition of 167 artists represented by over 700 works.
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Boguslavskaya, 48.
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Marcadé, “Remarks on the article by Xana Boguslavskaya,” 50.
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What is more important to note, in my opinion, is the impact that this exhibition had on his
theoretical views, which will be reviewed in the next section.

2.7

Ivan Puni and Contemporary Art

In November 1922, Puni held a lecture entitled “Contemporary Russian Painting: The Russian
Exhibition in Berlin” at the Berlin Haus der Künste (House of Art).534 The importance of this
topic for Puni was signaled by the fact that he included a transcript of the lecture in his 1923
book Contemporary Art.535 Having attended the lecture, Ilya Ehrenburg recounted that “a storm
[…] broke out” at the end in the form of a heated debate between Archipenko, Altman,
Shklovsky, Mayakovsky, Sterenberg, Gabo, Lissitzky, and Puni.536 The subject of the
controversy is not known, but it may be surmised that it involved views on abstract and
representational artistic styles. Roters assesses that the lecture was polemic and sharp.537 Puni’s
critique mainly focused on Russian non-objective art, in particular on Malevich’s Suprematist
works and on Kandinsky.538 He discussed their many similarities and identified their
shortcomings, such as producing art without further meaning, art based on the individuality of
the artist, and—worse in Puni’s mind—art that was repetitive and had serious formal failings.
These shortcomings, according to Puni, included using a white background, rejecting a division
534

Marcadé, 49.
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The lecture was included as the first essay in Puni’s book Contemporary Art.
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Ehrenburg, “Two Years in Berlin,” 76.
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Roters, “Iwan Puni,” 34. For Puni’s lecture, see Gassner, “Der Text im Kontext,” 70–105.
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This can possibly also be regarded as the influence of Der Sturm director Herwarth Walden, for whom
Kandinsky basically personified German Expressionism. Puni may have accepted Walden’s view that there was
no major Expressionism beyond Kandinsky (see discussion above). Puni had not read Kandinsky’s works such
as Concerning the Spiritual in Art, which emphasized the freedom to act and to create.
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of the surface and its focus on the plane, and failing to create unique works with artistic merit.539
In sum, the value of Malevich’s Suprematist art was not, according to Puni, artistic, but had the
nature of a proclamatory manifesto. The fact that Puni himself had created only two classical
Suprematist works (both in 1916) clearly showed that Malevich’s take on Suprematism had not
had a strong impact on him. Instead, Puni compiled three-dimensional compositions,
sculptures, or assemblages out of different materials. In his speech, he condemned
Suprematism as an experiment that presented “embryonic pictures” (зародыши картины or
zarodyshi kartiny), in other words, pictures in an “embryonic” stage that never led to a real
picture.540
Here, for the first time, Puni publicly proclaimed that he was in fact a formalist. He
could not tolerate a painting’s lack of construction. Regarding construction, a painter had to
follow Cézanne, Picasso, or the Cubist painters in general, as they were sophisticated in their
use of perspective as both a tool of transformation and as a method of connecting objects within
a given work.541 When it came to the laws of composition and construction, Suprematism could
not offer anything new. Composition and Suprematism were adversarial: it was only logical
that such an abstract style could only produce a limited number of creative, dynamic works.542
Puni did not have to explain further why he had presented only two Suprematist works created
539

Puni, Contemporary Art, 18–22, for his detailed analysis of the shortcomings of Suprematist paintings with
examples of works by Malevich.
540

Puni, 12. The second essay of his book discussed the practical value of Suprematism for creating art which
tended to zero according to Puni; 24–26.
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in Malevich’s style. Instead, he readily admitted that he used “Suprematist,” non-objective
drawing as an auxiliary instrument in order to construct his own signature still-life style.543
Earlier in 1922, Puni had told Russian art scholar and writer Nikolai Punin that he was
bidding farewell to non-objective art: “I do not see it as the future for my own art, its synthetic
art is not as I want [synthetic art] to be.”544 For Puni, the development of an artistic style was
not linear, and did not arrive at an ultimate conclusion. Instead, art was synthetic, encompassing
many facets.545 In his 1923 book Contemporary Art, Puni would lay down elements essential
to his own creative philosophy.
For Puni, the first prerequisite was to reject art without any apparent meaning and without
formal rules; for Puni this meant Kandinsky’s Expressionism and Malevich’s Suprematism,
and also Tatlin’s Constructivism (which lacked meaning and symbols).546 Puni stated that the
only rule he would formulate in regard to art was that it had to be reduced to its bare essential
elements. This meant not a single element—not a single point, line, form or space in the
picture—could stand for itself; every single part had to have a relationship with the other
elements of the picture.547 The whole composition of the picture should have elements
corresponding in form or direction or questioning form or direction.548
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Puni stated that Picasso based his art on contrast, Tatlin on absurdity on absolute material (31). However,
non-objective constructions could only have limited aesthetics, and later tried to save itself in proposing utility
(32). Puni again discussed Russian Constructivism in his 1923 article, “Russie. L’Art,” published in L’Esprit
Nouveau criticizing its utilitarianism and rejection of symbols. Overall, Puni stressed Soviet art doctrine did not
allow art without an apparent purpose. This modern (Soviet) art would not produce paintings, but neutral and
reflect the [void] worker’s spirit. Puni, 29-32.
This rule he had formulated in criticizing Malevich’s Suprematist (overloaded) compositions where certain
elements, according to him, had no function; Puni, Contemporary Art, 17.
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Second, Puni emphasized formal categories, following the modern French artists and
Picasso.549 These elements included perspective, the role of surface and depth, or the brokendown elements that constitute an object.550 Puni regarded their correct application as a
prerequisite for his synthetic art.551 The questions Cézanne and the Cubists had posed were
highly relevant to Puni. In his view, the most important questions centered around the
representation of a three-dimensional world on a two-dimensional surface. In addition, Puni
found that Cezanne emphasized the importance of dynamic perception, which allowed a new
interpretation of objects.552 Also Gombrich underlined that Puni followed Cézanne in stressing
formal compositional problems, notably the problem that the canvas was two-dimensional,
while modern painting had the ambition to produce art that would be accepted as solid.553
The third pillar of Puni’s emerging principles of art was the use of a painter’s repertoire,
notably color. Modern art had emphasized the reality of the artwork—the very moment of
painting—and color in this context was a value in and of itself.554 Puni did not go so far as to
add mythical value to color as certain Expressionists had done—notably Kandinsky, who
endowed color with spiritual attributes.555 For Puni, color had to be regarded in a context of
uslovnost’ (conventionality); its use was determined by a given picture, and by the context of
other elements found within that picture.556 The concept of uslovnost’ was central to Russian
549
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artists, being a catch-all term that emphasized artistic representations running contrary to nature
or against the laws of nature.557 It refers to the act of giving a different artistic picture of the
world. This concept also implies that there is an aesthetic and artistic distance between reality
and a work of art. As such, it could mean the liberation from nature. Puni’s Futurist and
Suprematist works, as well as his representational Berlin works, imply and in fact enact
liberation from nature, creating an autonomous picture of the world. Moreover, his Berlin
representational still lifes offer a more sophisticated approach to this concept of an artwork’s
liberation from nature, as nature is liberated from itself within a very representational work of
art through the use of colors, perspective, depth, or abstracted objects.
In his book, Puni places emphasis on the Russian concepts of faktura, the texture of the
material, and uslovnost’, the free use of color or perspective or other artistic methods, or zaum.
His extensive review of formal requirements—especially his frequent references to Picasso and
a detailed review of the artist’s compositorial methods—indicates that he did see a great deal
of value in them.558 Picasso was known for his discipline with regard to form and his readiness
to question concepts, to continuously ask questions.559 Puni admired Picasso’s ability to put his
composition together with just a few lines that could have multiple meanings and could go
beyond its physical boundaries.560 Moreover, Picasso continuously experimented with methods
of representation and different techniques, as Puni also strove to do.561 Puni’s hammer, white
ball, and plate were transformed, just as he had proclaimed in his Suprematist statement of
557
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1915.562 In Berlin, Puni would transfer this proposition to representational art: his bottle, table,
or vase represented a thought or concept as well as a material object.
In 1923 Puni had spent quite some time writing down his thoughts on modern Western
and Russian art in two major German and French art journals, Kunstblatt and L’Esprit
Nouveau. A short piece in Kunstblatt introduced the reader to Puni’s understanding of art: “Das
Vorhandensein der Kunst is unvernünftig und zufällig” (“The existence of art does not have
reason and is quite random”). He combined this insight with his forays into Cubist construction,
which he had based on his understanding of a Constructive Naturalism.563 According to his
technique, the picture would be exactly constructed, color would be determined and
generalized by the detail of a given work.564 It is interesting to note that Puni’s emphasis on
compositional structure. In a later article, Puni would implicitly mention that the still lifes he
executed in Russia had been a part of this Constructive Naturalism. 565 The advantage of this
style was that it was following constructive geometrical thought, according to a Cubist crosssectional cutting of the surface:
Cross-sectional cutting on the plane dominates over volume…Constructive
Naturalism develops the picture on the canvas based on constructive, geometrical
thoughts…if such thoughts are not based on the senses, but on practical reason,
they offer some and perhaps many formal solutions for the picture.566
If based on practical reason, such an approach offers many formal solutions for a
picture. Puni’s new art was based on Cubist construction on the canvas and allowed the object
562
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Puni himself emphasized that he had returned to the object in 1917; Puni, “Russie. L’Art,” 7. In
Contemporary Art, he stated that the return to the object had been understood as a signal against, as a
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back into the painting. At the same time, he argued in his 1923 article “Russie. L’Art,” for
L’Esprit Nouveau that while Russian interest in Cubism between 1912 and 1914 had been
widespread, only a few learned its rules; most, Puni charged, ended up in a sort of Expressionist
style. Expressionists rejected content in a conventional sense. However, artists such as Puni,
reemphasizing the objective, realized that “art objectif” could materialize a pure form and turn
into a thing in and of itself.567 It was Puni’s way out of the non-objective dilemma of having
become repetitive, senseless, and utilitarian.568 In a June 1924 article in L’Esprit Nouveau,
French Cubist painter and writer Amédée Ozenfant assessed that Puni’s approach, in fact,
balanced the renewal of art and the preservation of certain traditions.569 This approach is visible
in Puni’s Still Life with an Oil Lamp (Fig. 64), a work that illustrated Ozenfant's article.570 It
prominently places an oil lamp in the center of the composition; it rests on a table and its narrow
chimney rises toward the top of the canvas. On the wall behind it hangs a white frame on a
black background that seems both fixed and floating; tucked below is a schematic wood-slatted
shutter, and a darker rectangular element—a shadow, perhaps. Only the dark surface and upper
edge of the table is visible; it is the composition’s faktura-element. Puni includes two additional
elements in this work: two halves of a fruit, possibly an apricot, left on the table (another
traditional representational art element here placed in an unusual context, and a billiard cue
that crosses the painting on a diagonal behind the lamp, suggesting but contrary to the rules of
perspective).
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Ozenfant, “Les Peintures d’Ivan Puni,” unpaginated. The article familiarized its readers with Puni’s art and
included reprints of four of his Berlin works: Still Life with Oil Lamp, Still Life with Bottle and Tin Milk,
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Ozenfant, who had gotten to know Puni in Paris as the latter prepared for his move into
the city from Berlin,571 acknowledged that the artist had learned the lessons of Cubism,572 and
was now embarking on the “game” of painting with different materials.573 Puni had abandoned
non-objective painting because it ultimately had resulted in decorative painting.574 Ozenfant in
this context emphasized that an artist could hardly realize his ideal, such as the abstracted goal
of art, without objects.575 Puni knew this and had permitted the object to exist. Ozenfant
characterized Puni’s new way of painting as holding on to Cubist construction on the canvas
while at the same time permitting the object to exist. This was Puni’s method of pictorial
construction.576 Vallette terms this style, which Puni had developed in his later Berlin period
and continued to work with until around 1929 once he was already in France, a “Puristinterpretative” style. Puni himself had preferred the term Constructive Naturalism and insisted
that he had painted in this style since 1917 in Russia. His style, however, came close to Neue
Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) and Ozenfant’s Purism. It is possible that Puni played with
those Western styles in his work, perhaps in order to get the necessary approval and attention
as artist.577 It was in just such a way that he had played with Dada and Expressionism at his Der
Sturm exhibition.
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EPILOGUE
In June 1924, Ozenfant wrote that Puni’s Berlin still lifes and compositions
demonstrated his will to preserve Cubist construction (“Il conserve la construction cubiste dans
la toile”).578 Ozenfant’s statement has to be understood in the following way: Puni was
balancing Cubist construction (geometric solidity, the adjusting of the image to the twodimensional surface and its boundaries) with realist representation. This is what Puni later
termed Constructive Realism. It can be argued that his Berlin still lifes and compositions also
had prepared the mental ground for Puni’s and Boguslavskaya’s final emigration to France.
They arrived in Paris in the summer of 1924—the year in which André Breton published his
famous manifesto on Surrealism—when Puni was 34 years old.579
Puni’s Constructive Realism is for example expressed in Still Life with Basket and
Violin Case of 1925 (Fig. 65). This work combines elements of classical still lifes and Realist
painting such as fruit, a glass, and a bottle, which aret also the elements of most Synthetic
Cubism by the 1920s. By this time, Puni was mainly associated with leading representatives of
the Purist movement, such as Ozenfant and Fernand Léger.580 In 1925, Puni had his first solo
exhibition in Paris at Galerie Barbazanges, presenting fifty-five paintings, gouaches, and
Ozenfant, unpaginated; here, Puni already is “Pougni.” Ozenfant stated that Puni stuck to Cubist construction
in his works. What was important to him (Ozenfant) is that Puni, as a representative of former Russian Futurists
and Russian contemporary art, belonged to the (modern) school that had adapted /absorbed Cubist practice into
representational art.
578
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drawings.581 The works included paintings he had brought with him from Germany (Cubist,
Purist, or Constructivist Realist style) and more figurative works he had made in Paris.582
These Parisian works reveal that he had, again, begun to change his style.583 This change
is also evident in some of his later Berlin works: the objects depicted have lost the sharpness
of their contours, and the works’ backgrounds suddenly include many more elements, in
contrast to the formerly “scarce” treatment of the picture’s background which was often
reduced to a certain color or faktura-like element. While the musical instrument of Synthetic
Musician seemed to step out of the canvas—the music literally entering the space of its
audience—now the central elements of Puni’s work seem to step back and to merge with the
background of the canvas. Examples of such works are Rue de Paris (1932–1933) and
Landscape (14 arrondissements, Paris) (1932–1933) (Figs. 66 and 67).
In his book Contemporary Art, Puni explained the sudden turns of his art, and even
hinted at the coming adoption of the more painterly style that he would adopt after arriving in
Paris. His Berlin years had been dominated by form, and by the analysis of form in theory and
in the practice of painting. The analysis of form, however, was not intended to be an end in and
of itself. Puni wanted an art of surprise, and he combined that desire with humor and irony.584
As he argues in his book, the rapid development of modern art requires constant turns and this
581
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necessarily results in surprises.585 Puni formulated his idea of surprise in relation to Picasso—
the surprise being the freedom to present works in another style.586 This was a freedom he had
first discovered and fully engaged with during his Berlin years, and it was a gift that never left
him.
Puni thus remained faithful to his motto proclaimed in Contemporary Art. This time,
his questioning and his continuous search for answers to painterly questions led to a completely
different answer. Beginning in 1925, Ivan Puni began to reduce his still lifes and compositions
into a “series of loose vibrant, brushstrokes of opaque color.”587 In 1926, he added landscapes
to his repertoire.588 Puni finally stepped out of his picture windows, even if still lifes continued
to be an important element in his art. Vallette describes this period, from 1928–1956, as his
mature period, a period that definitely made him become a French artist.589 Sarabyanov in this
context points out that none of Puni’s Russian colleagues made such a radical turn.590 His art
then, in his Parisian years, was compared to that of Bonnard; however, all the techniques and
ideologies behind his art make this comparison questionable. In Paris, Puni still retained a
Cubist, geometric approach to his work and continued to press Suprematism’s spiritual
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dimension through his deep penetration and exploration of color (still following the principle
of uslovnost’) and by including faktura.591 Berninger and Cartier note that Puni, in the later
1930s, increasingly began to use old or torn canvasses.592 Faktura was now integrated into the
canvas, with the canvas itself becoming faktura. Sciltan had commented Puni’s way of creating
his French works:
Puni finally found an old brush in a corner that he plunged into some fluid (oil,
petrol, coffee grounds or dog’s piss), he mixed it with ash from cigarettes or color
clumps that had accumulated on the brush or the bent palette. Then he began to
put signs and daubs on the shabby, crumpled canvas, intermixed with clumps and
crust. In those small daubings, one could—if he or she had the fantasy—identify
landscapes, still lifes and eventually figures…593
Puni eventually returned to the style of the Impressionists and Post-impressionists, who
had fascinated him before he had begun to work in avant-garde styles.594 Puni’s many
references to Cézanne in Contemporary Art reveal that he had closely studied the artist and his
revolutionary use of color.595 The Impressionists’ demand that the artwork itself should become
reality had been Puni’s demand long ago; he transferred this demand into his revolutionary
reliefs and later in Berlin into his 1921 Der Sturm exhibition. He now condensed a new reality
using vibrant brushstrokes of opaque color—rather than geometrical forms, real material
(despite the torn canvas), or three-dimensional objects—to achieve his main effects.596 The
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effect is that the picture floats between materiality and illusion—this was the fourth dimension
that Puni had visualized in his Parisian work.597 As Vallette observes, Puni depicted the surface
of our superficial world to reveal the essence of our existence.598
In the 1930s, the human figure—which Puni had formerly used in only a few abstracted
or ironizing paintings—became important in his work. Figures were now often seen seated on
chairs or playing musical instruments.599 Puni continued to use motifs that had been important
to him earlier in his career, such as musical instruments, music, dance, and play. The objects
used in his works from the 1930s are also those of his earlier periods, including picture frames,
lamps, and chairs.600 The difference in his French works of the 1930s is the enigmatic
combinations of these elements questioning the nature of the person possessing the items. And
the artist’s own presence can be felt in these paintings. Previously, Puni had indicated his
presence in his paintings with a hat or a cane seen in the picture.601 From 1932 onwards, he
used a Harlequin—a figure similar to the Joggler or the Acrobat—to indicate his presence. All
these figures play with fate; the Harlequin is at once a devil character and a romantic hero, as
well as a melancholic French Pierrot who tricks and fools his master and, ultimately, is a
synonym for death.602 One of the last works Puni created was Dead Harlequin (1956). Ivan
Puni died on December 28, 1956, in his Paris atelier.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has discussed the extraordinary, polymorphous artistic capabilities of
Russian artist Ivan Puni. It has been structured around the four main periods of his life: Paris
and Russia (1910–1914), Russia (1914–1919), Berlin (1920–1924), and Paris (1924–1956).
The two main chapters concentrate on Puni’s career in Russia and Berlin, according to the main
arguments of this thesis: First, a careful analysis of Puni’s Russian period was necessary in
order to fully understand the subsequent Berlin period. Second, in the Berlin period, Ivan Puni
demonstrated a synthesis of Western European and Russian art styles, and therefore it has to
be regarded as separate period. Further, the Berlin years were characterized by unprecedented
output and innovation.
During his very short time in Berlin (1920–1924), Ivan Puni presented a great variety
of works that generally drew upon a combination of Cubist construction and Russian avantgarde styles and artistic theories. Puni played with those styles; combined them in multiple,
novel ways; and sometimes assembled them into new configurations, as was the case with his
painterly sculptures. Then, once he had exhausted the compositional possibilities of one style,
he would not hesitate to abandon it and turn to new painterly questions or challenges. In fact,
Puni was the only artist in both the Eastern and Western worlds to explore all the styles
available at the time.
Puni was an innovator throughout his career. His participation in multiple avant-garde
movements during his years in Russia—inspired by writers and artists of all genres—provided
him with ample raw material and vastly expanded his sense of the possibilities of art.
Khlebnikov’s transrational reality and Kruchenykh’s fourth dimension were concepts that
shaped the young artist’s thinking. That Puni’s inspiration derived from being embedded within
135

a community of creative and often transgressive thinkers cannot be overestimated. In a sense,
it was Puni’s loyalty to the ideas that he was exposed to in Russia—primarily the idea that art
must have irrationality and is destroyed by the demand for utility—that made him incompatible
with the new Soviet regime. Leaving Russia was, no doubt, a difficult time for Puni and
Boguslavskaya, as it was for many others in the same position; however, it may also be true
that his “exile” to the West, albeit in the company of many other Russians, provided the perfect
step in his unique course of development.
Above all else, Puni was a synthesizer. This is part of why his Synthetic Musician
perfectly sums up the artist himself. His cosmopolitan ethnicity and his trips back and forth
from Paris to Russia during his youth may have given him a liminal identity, an ability to
“belong” in either culture while always looking beyond both. Puni’s years in Berlin, in a way,
marked his maturity as an artist, a period when he assembled, assessed, and ultimately
transformed the achievements and influences of his past. In so doing, he defined for himself
his own priorities as an artist—the freedom to innovate being paramount—and set a path for
his future. Puni’s sojourn in Berlin was pivotal for his artistic career. In a milieu of other émigré
artists, his years among the Russian avant-gardes and their subsequent influences settled into a
unique, synthetic form of expression, one that paid homage to his past and transcended it.
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